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that the ladies of America are so subject to. These Pills are a food for
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magic, permanently curing

when every other remedy fails.
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Washington, Feb. 4.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are fair weather, followed by snow, slight rise in temperature,
light to fresh winds, shifting to northest.
•

BOSTON, MASS.
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England, snow in
followed
by snow in eastfair,
western part,
ern portion, slight rise in temperature, light
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CHEW FORCE’S

Ottawa, Feb. 3.—It was stated at Ottawa
last night that Sir Clias. Tupper had succeeded in still further extending the scope of the
fishery negotiations, and had informally sug-

gested the bold alternative scheme of reciprocity between the United States and Canada, as a satisfactory methed of permanently
settling the constantly recurring difficulties
between the two countries.
tiCIIKfc.
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a widely known cot
Springfield, Mass., died

Samuel Blaisdell, Jr.,

ton manufacturer of

yesterday.
The Washington centennial celebration
to
committee, in New York, nave decided
confine the celebration to one day, April Jo,
1889, if possible.
The employees of the Rqnsellaer rack mill
works
of the Troy, N. Y., steel ana iron
in

have accepted a ten per cent, reduction
wages.
The grand jury has indicted the Rochester,
N. Y.. Vacuum Oil Company and Municipal
recent
Gas Company on account of the

naphtha explosions.
Two

we know that liner leaf and sweetening than is
used In Foree’s Rainbow does hot exist. To dealnot sell Force's Rainbow,
ers in tobacco who do
a limited time, sent
we will, on application, for,
(in-cent
plug for examination.
free of charge a
A R. Ifnt'WU' A Co-> Boston, Mass.
coddOm
0C19
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solute uniformity of speed
Catalogue.
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Memorandums of Lumber furnishedtli»“
market prices from out stockon anu iu
Mills,
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at

Southern Pine
quickest possible time.
A CO.,
DEKBIHli, WIIKSI.OW
direct from
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Protect Working
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men were

blown to atoms by

plosion In the mixing
Explosive Company,

an ex-

house of the Standard
at Tom’s river, N.J.,

yesterday.

Missouri Pacific railroad ferry boat captains are accused .of causing the recent ice
gorge at St. LouiB, in order to secure a free
channel, and one man is quoted as admitting
that he helped to do so.
Policeman Hartigan, of San Francisco,
mistook Thomas Edwards, a backman, who
was running to keep warm, for a criminal,
and shot him, inflicting fatal wounds.
Mrs. Lois Bishop, of lteadsboro, Vt., reafter
her friends
covered consciousness
thought her dead. She claims to have heard
the voices of long dead relatives while she
was apparently dead.
Mrs. Hendricks is reported to have said
that she doesn’t think her treatment at the
hands of the Democratic party has been just
what it should have been, and that while
she does not need assistance, a pension from
the nation would be acceptable.
The Bouse committee on commerce, gave a
bearing, to-day, to a number of prominent
men, including Judge Daley of New York,
ex-isanator McDonald and hlr. Hitchcock of
New York, who urged the passage of a bill
granting a charter to Nicaragua.
The Postmaster General has appointed the
following fourth-class postmasters in Maine:
George Na/.en, Oxford, and Miss Lucy Q.

Cutter, Yarmouth.

regulations

the position by Republicans of Cumberland

the First
Congressional District.” The News further
the
should
of
declares this piece
truth, that,
Mr.
result be as indications now point,
Cleaves could, as his record furnishes “abundant nronf" ably and satisfactorily “administer the high trust and fearlessly and faithfully perform his whole duty in the matter
of the enforcement of our prohibitory and all
other laws.”
and York Counties,

Lewiston
An Augusta special to the
Journal says the report is going the rounds
that Ur. A. C. Hamlin’s friends are geing to
push him for the gubernatorial nomination.
The rumor lacks confirmation, however.
Governor Marble is fairly beseiged for ap*
plicants for the vacant berth of Railroad
Commissioner. So far there are fourteen
candidates. Ex-Mayor Bowers, of Saco, has
the biggest petition. “Thirteen of them will
be
disappointed,” said Governor Marble
yesterday, and that is all he says about it.

The Waterville Sentinel, which has given
its heart and hand to Mr. Burleigh, seems to
think that Kennebec County needs one more
Governor added to her long list, if we may
judge from the following: “The Portland

The Prohibitionists of Northern Aroostook held a convention in the snow drifts at
Rev. C. S. Pitcher
Fort Fairfield last week.

presided, Ward Esterbrook was made vice
president, G. F. Whidden secretary, and

uo

The committee on organization reported in favor of
meetAnother
organizing town committees.
ing will be held in Presque Isle on Feb. 22d.

Hubbard Richardson treasurer.

“Waterville, Haliowell and Gardiner are
of interest just now,” said a well-

points

lniormea

B. Cleaves for the governorship of Maine, is
almost phenomenal. Litttle more than two
weeks have elapsed since his name was first
mentioned in connection with the honor, and
whole counties have, with one accord, echoed
From a personal
a sentiment of approval.
acquaintance with Mr. Cleaves, extending
over a long series of years, it affords us no
little gratification to see his name lead the
And we
vau in a gubernatorial contest.
know we but echo the sentiment of nearly
every voter in Cape Elizabeth, irrespective
of party, when we declare his nomination a
fitting one to be made. Mr. Cleaves has
made many points of difference, that makes
him the superior candidate over his competiWhen a young man, fearless and
tors.
brave, he enlisted as a private soldier in defence of his country’s flag, serving in the
Department of the Gulf and Red River campaigns, returning at the close of the war
Resuming his
with the rank of lieutenant.
former studies of the law, lia was, in 1808,
admitted to the bar, where he has faithfully
served one of the largest clientages of any
law firm in our State.
Having been counsel
for our town in nearly every complication
that has arisen for the past twenty years, he
has shown in the management of its affairs,
that the people of Cape
a legal knowledge
Elizabeth have learned to appreciate, and
will win for him in a State campaign, a large
fraction of those who may differ from him
in matters of national politics.”

steamers, in the various stages of construc-

tion.
An Unfortunate Quarryman.
Rockland, Feb. 3.—Alden McLain was
seriously injured this morning by the premature discharge of a blast in the McLain
quarry. He was at work on the bluff wall of
the quarry and was blown off the ledge, falling a distance of thirty feet. He was picked
up insensible. The full extent of his injuries have not yet been ascertained. Mr. Mc-

MR. B. FROM MAINE.
Shot Down by [QuantreM’s Men
and Happy.
now Rich

Lain is the man who had a narrow escape a
week ago when the explosion occurred in the
pump house. One year he had his leg brok-

[Kansas Letter to Springfield Union.]
City I have had the pleasure of
a very pleasant social interview with one of
its leading wholesale grocers who does a
business of millions each year. He is a native of Maine and came to this State in 1857.
He was in robust health till the time of
Qunntrell’s raid on Lawrence, Kansas, in
1803, but was shot nearly to death at that
time, and since that he has been somewhat
of an invalid. He gave a very vivid description of the raid. About four hundred of the
raiders appeared about 5 o’clock in a hot
summer morning and set about burning and

flying fragment

Bath Business Men.

Bath, Fep. 3.—The Bath Young Men’s

Business Club was disbanded last night and
the Bath Business Men’s Club formed
M.
E.
Dr.
Fuller,
in
its
place.
president of the old club was elected chairThe new organman pro tern, of the new.
ization admits of a large membership and

the ground floor of

bllC/ tUTTUi

esirious of getting
SlUaKlii&

building.
Ice Ten Feet Thick.

intense cold weathof the past two weeks has frozen the Penobscot to an unusual depth, and in the Nar.
rows at Verona Park it was found yesterday
that ice to the depth of ten feet had formed
the whole width of the river. This is caused

Bangoi:, Feb. 3.—The

er

by the ice sinking underneath the surface
ice and freezing in a solid mass.
The McNeallv Brothers.
Biddefobd, Feb. 3.—Reports that Defaulter McNeally is in Prince Edwards Island are unfounded. He went to Europe to
and
join his brother as previously reported
it is now time for the bank to hear from

Popular Clerk Dead.
_

A

_

the
Augusta, Feb. 3.-Charles E. Fuller,
well known clerk of the steamer Star of the
East, plying between Eoston and Augusta,
died at his home

aged 47

hi

Hallo well last night,

years.

Fatally Burned.
Calais, Feb. 3.-Mrs. J. Nichols, of Calais, nearly 80 years old and partially blind,
fell on the stove Thursday night and was
fatally burned.
Open Harbors.
Rockland, Feb. 8.—Rockland, Boothbay
and Wiscasset can report harbors free from
ice and accessable to vessels.

Willing to Recede.
The executive comNew Yoke, Feb. 3
its meet—

mittee of the trunk lines continued
ing today. The announcement was made
that the Grand Trunk and "Soo” lines would
go back to the old rates.

Minnesota Republicans.
Minneapolis, Feb. 3.—The convention to
organize a Minnesota State Republican

but

A t Kansas

of rock.

them.

yes-

The Cape Elizabeth Sentinel hoists the
Cleaves banner with this admirable statement of the good qualities of its candidate:
“The singular unanimity which has characterized the candidature of the Hon. Henry

ny has obtained another contract, a three
masted schooner for Capt. Hill Rogers, of
New York. The keel is being stretched and
moulds for the frame were sent up into the
The firm now has
woods this morning.
seven vessels, four large schooners and three

some

me jveuueuec

who have heard of such men as Henry B.
Cleaves and Governor Marble, and I think
those Republicans are in the majority, too.”

esting developments are expected.
The New England Ship Building Compa-

on

genueman irorn

terday. “Kennebc ies supposed to be Mr.
Burleigh’s stronghold; but in those three
places, at least, there are lots of Republicans

has reliable witnesses who were in the
store when the search was made, who will
swear that the bottle of liquor which the
constables claim to have found, was brought
into tho shop by Constable Whitlock. Inter-

a

occurred tonight

opened fire

on

them with stones, ^whereupon

Coal and Iron Policemen Wm. Myer, Diebert,
Myer
Shane and Kreiger went to their aid.
and Diebert caught a Polander and hustled
him up the street. As if by magic, the region
swarmed with men and boys, and in a second
the prisoner was free and the officers were

being roughly handled.
They got awsy and started for the Shenandoah City followed by over a thousand. The
latter continued beating the workmen and
boys, when the officers in a body again
It was a brave act,
sprang to the rescue.
six men against a crowd, but for five minutes
it was successful. Then as the officers were
going off, Myer and Diebert with one, and
Kreiger and Shane with another prisoner,
Kreiger
the crowd surged on them again.
got away witft his man and finally landed
him in Squire Shoemaker’s office. Myer and
Diebert were badly beaten with clubs. Both
were dowrn when they drew their revolvers
and fired into the crowd which scattered.
Mike Heffron, a young man, received a ball
Tnhn
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was sworn out by a Polander, charging them
with assault and battery with intent to killThey pleaded guilty, under advice of Captain Christian, and were awaiting committal
to Pottsville jail when things took another
bad turn. Two magistrate officers are on
East Centre street, a square and a half apart.
The whole space was densely packed with
people, a large portion Polish, wild with

They surrounded both officers,
yelling “lynch them,” “kill them,” etc. Suddenly a stone was thrown at Squire Shoepassion.

maker’s window.
In a minute the fronts of both offices were
riddled with stones, and the inmates had a
tough scramble for safety. Squire Monaghan, Officers Myers. Diebert and Orme and
Capt. Christian, wlio were in a small room
separate from the main room, escaped
through a window in the rear, but for half
an hour the mob, thinking them still inside,
pelted the office. The town is in a perfect
The men are mad with passion and
uproar.
drink, and no one appears to have any power
to quell them. Capt. Christian will mass the
whole force of coal and iron men here tomorrow, with Capt. Linden Pinkerton’s
men, and it is possible that the scenes of
1875 will be renewed, when the military force
The William Penn colwill be called out.
liery worked today with every man, and the
was
mine
Run
practically in the
Kehlev
same condition.
Sheriff Duffy swore in tonight three fire
companies of the town as a posse commitatus, preparatory to the trouble tomorrow.
The Borough Council held a special session
and instructed Chief Boehm to swear in
special officers for the emergency. John
Durkin, assistant foreman at the Kohinoor
by a PoColliery, was shot at thi- evening
His assailant
lander but escaped injury.
Thomas Ryan, of the Wilwas arrested.
liam Penn, is under arrest for participation
in the riot there, and was sent to Pottsville

jail.

_
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their hands

on

Jim Lane

who lived in a house near that of my informant, whom I will call Mr. B.. but Lane was
fortunate enough to escape Into a large cornfield across the road, and as the corn was 10
feet high and very thick, it was an excellent
got
protection. Mr. B. said he could have had
into the same cornfield but felt that he
nothing to run for and supposed they would
only rob and burn; besides he did not care to
leave his wife. A party of the raiders—six
in number—came up to the boarding house
in which were four men and three women,
an d ordered the men to come out and surrender. They asked on what terms and the
raiders said they must give up what valuables they had and be marched to a place
where other prisoners were and a guard put
Mr. B. and the
over them till they had gone.
three other men then came out, entirely unand
the
raiders, who
passed through
armed,
formed in two lines, giving them their pocketbooks as they passed. They had got but a
few yards from the house when the raiders
began to fire at them. The other three men
were killed outright and Mr. B. fell with a
shot through the back of the neck, the pistol
being held so near 10 him that the flesh was
badly burned. He was shot again through
the back and although he did not lose consciousness he knew It was best to lie quiet.
The women who had remained in the house
tried to come out but the raiders ordered
One
them back threatening to shoot them.
of the raiders whipped oqt his knife and ripof
both
from
the
them,
legs,
his
pant
ped
pockets to the foot but got only a pocketof
the
in
front
house
for
knife. Mr. B. lay
some two hours in the heat of a summer mn
and a burning house near by before the bugle called the raiders to retreat and his wife
Lawrence
dared to come to his assistance.
was then a place of 2000 inhabitants, most of
the men were then in the army, but 185 were
killed in the raid. Some of the raiders had
In some
a streak of humanity in them, for
cases they told the occupants of houses that
the
occupants
they must set them on fire and
must not put out the fires, but they might
and
make a
water
with
down
them
dampen
lively smoke so as to deceive the leaders.
an
appropriation to
Kansas last year made
partly compensate those who suffered losses.
Mr. B. and his partner*recelved about *1500
on a loss of *40,000.

Charges

of Desertion.

Representative
Washington, Feb. 3.
Boutelle’s bill, for the purpose of relieving
from the charge of desertion, enlisted and
—

appointed men in the navy and marine corps,
who served faithfully until the expiration of
their terms of enlistment, or were prevented
from completing their term of service by

reason of disabily contracted in the service,
or Dy ausence irom tueircummauu at me
time they were entitled to a discharge, has
been
favorably by the House committee on naval affairs. This measure will
now
cases
cover
pending in Congress, where

reported

It authorizes
relief is ought by private acts
the Secretary of the Navy to remove the
same
classes of
in
the
charge of desertion
cases in the navy that the Secretary of War
may remove the charge in the case of soldiers

Happy Maine Pensioners.
Pensions have been awarded the follow-

ing

Maine

people:
ORIGINAL.

Invalid, Thos. Gannon, navy, Belfast.
Gilman T. Smith, liarruigtou.
INCREASE.

BenJ.

Babbrldge, Winterport.

F.

AVarren 8. Black, Dedham.
Simeon Pratt, Olamon.

REISSUE.

Thos. G. Libbey, Vmalliaven.
MEXICAN WAR.

Widow cf Joseph Hayes, Limerick.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
FIFTH POPULAR.
Tickets can be secured at Stockbridge’s for
the last entertainment in the popular course,
to be given at City Hall this afternoon by

Miss Jessie Couthoui, the popular reciter,
the favorite First Parish Quartette and
Shaw’s Male Quartette. Miss Couthoui has
won a great reputation here and the music
presented by the quartettes will be of a high
character. The matinee will begin at 2.30

o’clock.
The following will be the programme:

Sextette—"How, Boatman. Row”.Geibel
Mrs. Young, Miss Rice, Messrs. Shaw,Thurston,
Bowdoin and Shaw.
Trio—Life’s a Bumper.Wainwright
Messrs. Shaw. Tbuiston and Shaw.
Beading—Surly Tim’s Troubles.Buruett
Miss Couthoui.

Song—Selected.
Mrs. Young.
Quartette—Social Pleasures.Shaffer
Messrs. Shaw, Thurston, Bowdoin and Shaw.
Duet—Selected.
Mrs. Young and Miss Rice.
Quartette—Water Song .Schnider
Messrs. Shaw,Thurston, Bowdoin and Shaw.
Reading—Fourth of July at Jonesville..
.Josiali Allen’s Wife
Miss Couthoui.
Quartette—The Old Ohurch Bell.Russell
Quartette—Bridal Chorus.Coweu
IFirst Parish Choir.
Sextette—Invocation to Spring.F. H. Hiller
By the Company.
...

BOUCICAULT.

The time that an actor is obliged to use in
the mastering of a dialect gives him just so
much less time to devote to his acting. It
seems to be the case with most great actors,
that they are at their best when they speak
their native tongue. And this is where Bouclcault’8 power lies. He is an Irishman,
every inch, and hence the Irish dialect which
lends so much that is quaint and romantic to
his plays is natural. He is at home and is
thus the better able to put his whole effort
into the honest, open hearted, enthusiastic
Irish character he impersonates.
Boucicault has in the play a strong comedy,
lllOUgll
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modest part, that of Myles O’Hara, one In
which he does not appear at his best, let
his acting is, as ever, easy. His wit is of a
high order and his genial good humor forever
shines through those gray Irish eyes. He
has an able support in Miss Louisa Thorndyke. A tall, shapely blonde, pretty and
graceful, she takes the part of the dashing
Kitty Woodstock, and looks charmingly coquettish in her blue riding habit. The com.
pany is throughout a strong one. There were
no

sticks.

__

So far as audience goes, Portland Theatre
is too small for Dion Boucicault to act in,
and its standing room will doubtless be utilized by a throng to witness the bhaughraun

tonight.

AMATEUil THEATKICALS.
The executive committee in charge of the
amateur theatricals to be given on Wednesday evening, Feb. 8th, are busily at work,
and their experience and success in the past
is a sufficient guarantee of the pleasure to be
given in this entertainment.
NOTES.
Barton McGuckin, one of the two leading
tenors of the National Opera Company, receives $750 a week. Eloi bylva. the other
leading tenor, receives $1350. 1 hat is, their
contracts set those amounts on the pay roll.
The Smart Boys in His

Days.

[Norway Advertiser.]
Hio is a school district in the southwest
part of Bridgton, joining East Denmark.
One of its first settlers was Dudley Perkins,
who was quite a good farmer aud used to
have lots of chords*. The young people at
say, '‘Wait until
Bridgton Village used to will
cherries are ripe aud we
£o up to Perkins’ aud have a hio time, which gave the
place the name. The writer remembers going to school in that district in '50 and 51,
boarding at borne and carrying dinner in a
tin pail.
Attending school there at that
time were quite a number of smart boys that
Nathan and
have since been heard from.

the
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OXFORD COUNTY.

Rev. Nathan Andrews, a well-known minister of the Methodist denomination, died at
He died of
his home in West Paris Jan. 23.
quick consumption following pneumonia.

Mr. Andrews was a member of the M. E.
church for 50 years, was a member of the
Maine Methodist Conference 32 years, had
been appointed by the presiding elder to
preach for the Methodist societies at Peru,
Rumford, Sidney, Harpswell, Newry, Mason, Albany, North Norway, Livermore,
New Portland and New Vineyard, Naples,
Baldwid, Newfield, twice in every place but
Livermore and Naples. Just before he died
he sent for the leader of the Methodist choir
and called his family around bis bed and had
him sing, “Come sing to me of HeaveD.when
I am abuut to die.’
COUNTY.

The Fairfield Journal reports that the peo"
pie of Skowhegan are not very well pleased
that Mr. Shurtleff is to put the pulp mills on
water powers which he recently bought of
Keene Brothers. It had been hoped that a
paper mill would be erected. The price paid
Keene
cost
to
was about *41,000. The
Brothers was about *52,000.
amvfiTftv rmrvTV

Warning

A

that

Both

Treaty Published

Russia

Will

Find

has been no fur-

London, Feb. 3.—There

ther concentration of Russian troops along
the Austrian frontier for several days. The
movements reported early In the week were

merely changes of posts. This suspension
of arrivals from the interior is probably due
to difficulties of supply, as the resources of
the Russian border districts are already overtaxed, botli in forage and provisions, and
the railways have been badly hampered by

)leayy

SQOW9«

In respect to local supplies on the frontier,
Austria is in much better condition that Russia. She has maintained only a small force,
comparatively, at the front, and her troops,
instead of living on the country as the Russians have had to do, have drawn their provisions mainly from the Galician magazines,
which, in turn, have been replenished from
the central depots. Thus if the war cloud
darkens in the spring and Austria lines her
frontier with masses of cavalry, her troops,
being able to obtain a large proportion of
their supplies on the spot, will nave a great
advantage over the Russian horse, for long
before campaigning weather comes the Rus
sian border districts will have been swept
bare of food and forage.

Agalri9t

Allied

Russia.

BEHi.iN.Feb.

3.- The Recihsanzeiger says:
The governments of Germany and Austria
have decided to publish the treaty of alli-

concluded between them October 7,
1879, to end the doubts entertained regardidg
the purely defensive intention of tne treatyBoth governments, actuated by a desire to
maintain peace and avert any disturbance of
the tranquility of Europe, are convinced that
the publication of the treaty will exclude
further doubt. The terms of the treaty are as
follows:
Article one stipulates that should either
the two conntries, contrary to the hope and
wish of the contracting parties, be attacked
by Russia, each is pledged to assist the other with its entire military force, and only
conclude peace upon such terms as both way
agree to accept.
Article two provides that should either
country be attacked by any other power, the
other pledges itself not to support the aggressor, but to maintain an attitude of neutrality
Should Russia assist the aggressor, however,
ance

A gymnasium has been opened in Eastport
and Mr. Charles F. Stevenson has been engaged as Instructor.
The remains of Mrs. Julia M. Curry have
She
been brought to Eastport for burial.
was the widow of Cadwallader Curry, Esq.,
an
extensive
merwho was many years ago
chant at Campobello, carrying on business
Their
with the West Indies and Europe.
son, Cadwallader Curry, who is now the
cotton
of
a
treasurer
large
manufacturing
corporation In Massachusetts, was for several years the savings bank commissioner of
that State.
Charles F. Todd & Son are preparing to
rebuild on the same site the lumber mills recently burned at Milltown, N. B. Work will
be rapidly pushed on the mills as soon as the
foundation is laid, that they may be ready
for operations next spring.
Dea. Levi F. Preble died in Mapleton,
Jan. 27, aged 75 years, 4 months. Dea.
Preble was bom in Isorridgewock, Sept. 5,
1812. At the organization of the Free Baptist church in Blaine in 1868, he was chosen
one of its deacons and remained such until
his death. Deacon Preble lived in Blaine
23 years and was universally regarded as one
of its best citizens. He leaves a wife, two
sons, one of whom is preparing for the ministry in the Methodist church, three daughters, one sister and four brother, three of
whom weie clergymen, Rev. T. M. Preble,

Adventist, Somerville, Mass.,

Rev. Henry

and
Rev.
Nehemiah
Preble of Richmond, Free Baptist.
Preble of

Fairfield

KNOX COUNTY.

The Kennebunk Star speaks in complimentary terms of the reading given InMousam Hall, Tuesday, by Miss Hortense Low
of Waterville, assisted by Miss Lizzie Brown
of Portland.
BAPTISTS

Quarter

A

of a

IN

Century of Benevo-

lence and Its Results.

[Rev. C. M. Emery in Zion’s Advocate.]
According to the last report [of the Maine
Baptist Missionary Convention], in addition
to the secretary, three missionaries were
kept in the service, sixty churches aided "in
their struggles to support stated means of

grace,”
ing

10

and

nearly

special appropriations
pa,*tw

inaue

iu

amount-

seveiai uuiers

during the year. Moreover, in furthering
these several interests, the convention has
expended $13,355, and during the period of
24 years its .appropriations aggregate $161,589. In this work, at the present time, are
engaged 248 cooperating churches, with a
force of 142 ministers anc 19,613 members.
Besides this, since 1864, there has been
paid into the treasuries of the college and
three academies for buildings and endowment (exclusive of the recent subscriptions
for Hebron) the sum of $854,500. Of this
amount, $491,179 (including Mr. Cobum’s
have been contributed by residents of
Maine. To this add $161,589, the amount expended by the convention during this period
and the invested fund of the convention,
$120,700 secured during this time, and the estimated value of the convention’s real estate
held in Portland, $20,000, also the Qreenough
fund of $20,000, and we have $813,468, tne
amount contributed by Maine Baptists to
promote the interests of their denominational work in the State. To this sum add what
has come from outside sources for the same
purpose, and the result is $1,176,793 given to
our church and school enterprises within
the 24 years.
Furthermore, during this period, while we
have been strengthening the weak end planting new churches, and establishing and endowing schools within our own borders, we
have not been altogether unmindful of the
fact that the great field for missionary operations is the world, as our benevolent contributions for objects other than those specified
above show. The offerings of the churches
for these purposes aggregate $281,132.
Now, if we are permitted to include Gov.
Coburn’s gifts to advance other benevolent
enterprises than those already indicated
amounting to $665,000, we have the sum of
$846,000 contributed by Maine Baptists in the
24 years to other objects than their schools
and churches in the State. By adding to this
the amount of their own gifts to State work,
the sum total of benevolence, for tbis period,
*
*
*
*
is obtained $1,759,6<X>.
The estimated value of Colby’s real estate
is $138,000. The invested fund amounts to
$500,000. Total, $638,000. The library contains 21,000 volumes. Its scientific departments are well equipped. The faculty of instruction comprises 12 men of ability. The
number of students is 119, of whom forty are
in the Freshman class. The benefactions
conferred by the state upon this institution
are small compared with those bestowed

gifts)

While Bowdoin

upon Bowdoln College.
was made the recipient of more than eight
townships of land and $72,000 in money,
Colby was able to secure, in all, only about
two townships of land and $14,500 in money.
But by the favor of a kind Providence generogs friends came to its rescue in the time
of its extremity, by whose munificence it
has now become the most liberally endowed
school in the state.
The building of Coburn Classical Institute,
one of the finest for educational purposes in
Maine, is valued at $50,000; funded property,

$53,000.

Total, $103,000.

This school has

nine instructors and 164 pupils.
Kicker Classical Institute has real estate
valued at $40,000 aud an endowment of $39.ooo.
Total. $79,000.
Seven teachers and 151

scholars.

The real estate of Hebron Academy is
It has an assured enestimated at $4,000.
dowment of $36,000.
Total, $40,000. Instructors seven, students, 132.
In the aggregate, the Baptists of Maine
have, in these four schools, $860,000, thirtyfive professional teachers, and 566 students
as a contribution to the uplifting agencies of
education,

SUBURBAN NEWS.
YARMOUTH.

meeting of Koyal Lodge, I. O. Q. T.,
Wednesday evening, the following offic-

At a
on

elected:
W. C. T.—Mrs. Henry Brackett.
W. V. T.—Mrs. Herbert Grant.
P. W. C. T.—A. K. Baker.
W. C—Fred Allen.

ers were

W. M.—Burton Mabury.
W. T.-J. A. Cbase.
W. A. T.-C. E. Greeley.
W. 8.—W. F. Knight.
W. I. G.-Charles Sawyer.
W. O. U.—Miss Dora Gooch.

The officers will be installed next Wednes-

day evening.
DEERING.

The second number of the High School
Breccia, the bright little journal of the
DeenngHigh School is out.Miss KateW.ltipley is managing editor and Mr. Harry Jack,
business editor. The associated editors are
Olive C. Adams, Clarence Pierce, Oeorge K.
Macloon, Flora M. Stoddard, Carrie Elder,
L. E. Emerson. “We hope to publish six
numbers this year,” is the courageous anprospectus, and its
nouncement ;of the
pleased patrons will undoubtedly second
the

hope.

8ACCARAPPA.

Wednesday evening the Sabbath school
class of Fred Merritt Stiles surprised their
teacher at his home on Bridge street. There
are seventeen young ladies in the class, all
of whom walked in upon the suprised young
man.
During the evening Mrs. Bertie McCubery, in behalf of the class, in a very neat
speech, presented Mr. Stiles with an elegant
Mr.
knives.
fruit
set of sliver
Stiles,
though much atfected, returned thanks in a

pleasing

manner.

artiole one comes into force and war operations would then be carried on in common
and terms of peace be jointly arranged.
Article three sets forth that the treaty, being of a peaceful character, shall, to prevent
misinterpretation, be kept secret or be communicated to a third power under the consent of the contracting parties.
The Landlords’ Lament.

London, Feb. 3.—A deputation of Irish
landlords waited upon Lord Salisbury today,
and urged that they might be compensated
for the losses suffered through recent legislation. They denounced the results of the
land commission work.
Salisbury congratulated them that they had at last awakened
to the importance of a unanimous and energetic policy of self defence.
American Conspirators in Limbo.
Thomas Callan and Michael Harkins, the

MAINE.

Americans charged with being connected
with a dynamite conspiracy were found
guilty today in London, and sentenced to 15

years penal servitude.
At the close of the trial Callan protested
bis innocence, and Harkins made a spirited
appeal t» the court, saying he was not a pi an
who would injure property and sacrifice life,
as he had a family dear to him in America,
making him understand the value of other
lives. Minister Phelps and Mr. Van Wagner
were on the bench during the closing hours

of the trial.

A Bath Shlp^
The American ship Thomas M. Reed
<tnAlra

.i

V...

in T Simetuvnl

was

irotfordaiT

■

ship of 1980 tons,
built at that place in 1880.]
Foreign Notes.
The publication of the Austro-German
treaty lias created excitement throughout
[The

Reed is

Europe.
Lord

a

Bath

and Mr. Morley were yesterday
with the freedom of the city of

Ripon

Presented
imerick.

A chemist named Derby and his family of
have been found dead at their home at
Birmingham. It is believed the chemist, discouraged at his failure to support his family,
poisoned them and committed suicide.
seven

THE WILLIAMS SYSTEM.
A System

In Successful

Largest Institutions

Use

In the

In the State—

A Conversation With Mr. Peirce, the

Agent.

_

In conversation with Mr. H. H. D. Peirce,
the agent of the Williams System of heating,
and who contracted with the city to intro,
duce that system into the High School buildlug, Mr. Peirce said that the trouble In that
building had resulted from various causes.
A janitor unfamiliar with the system, and
not anxious to learn it, had occasioned part
The freezing up of the
of the difficulty.

pipe took place just as this janitor was
leaving and another taking his place, and
was no way attributable to any defect in the
apparatus, but to carelessness in letting the
fires go down. There was some defects that
needed to be remedied. The ventilation of
the upper stories was not perfect, occasionally there was a down draft. This had been
steam

remedied by placing ventilating pipes
Some
in the chimneys, but not entirely.
changes which he was about to make he believed would entirely remove this trouble.
The boards of which the ducts in the cellar
were made had shrunk some, causing cracks

partly

through which air from the cellar entered>
but he had ordered them covered and when
this was done that trouble would be done
away with. Mr. Peirce said he had informed
the committee on public buildings that the
want of knowledge of the system of the former engineer had been a great drawback to
its successful working. Now that another
engineer had taken charge of the apparatus
it was working more successfully, and with
the changes contemplated and about to be
made he believed it would prove entirely sat-

isfactory. The construction

of the

building

faulty and that was another cause of
difficulty. The extraordinarily cold weather
had been another. The defects in the working of the apparatus had been greatly exaggerated and were not nearly as serious as
was

rnnraaanttwi

Asked

concerning the interpretation

he

put upon Dr. Crandall's letter In the Argus,
he said he regarded it as an accusation of

bribery aDd corruption against himself and
no
some of the city officials, and he had
doubt that was the Interpretation generally
The Williams' system he said
in the Lockwood Mills
at Waterville, Bates Mills and Androscoggin
Mills at Lewiston; Cascade Woolen Mills in
Oakland, Maine Insane Hospital at Augusta,
Soldiers Home at Togus, Portland Compa-

put upon it.
was now

in

operation

ng’s Works, Brown Block and H. N. Jose’s
buildings, Portland; Westbrook Manufacturing Company’s Works; S. D. Warren &
Co.’s mills at Saccarappa, and the Saco WaAsked how
ter Power and Machine shop.
this “so called system” as Dr. Crandall calls
it was working in these places, he replied by
placing in our bands a batch of letters from
which iwe make the following selections:
The others speak in equally high terms of
the system.

Lockwood Company, I
Watkhvillk, Me., June 7, 1887.j

II. II. I). Peirce, As./.
Dear Sir:—Your faror of the 2d received. In
regard to the system of steam heating that we
adupied last November, It lias far exceeded our
expectations in the saving of labor and fuel. Last
wiuter was an exceptionally cold one, and we cannot make a just comparison with any previous
one. although we made a saving of 20 per cent In
fuel. We had uo repairing or leakage of piping In

either mill.

(Signed)

yours truly,
». L Abbott, Agent.

Maine Insane IIohpital.1
Augusta, Me., July 19,1887. J
Peirce:
My Dear 8ir:-The system of steam heating
which was adoptel by this Institution last fall, I
am pleased to say. has operated very satisfactoriWe have now subjected it to the test of a
ly
very severe wiuter, and I am satisfied that your
a saving of 15 per cent in
system has produced
the consumption of fuel.
Under our old arrangement of heating the establishment, we were subjected to the annoyance
of water-hammering, and the radiators tilling
with water from back pressure, from both of
Mr.

vVe experienced a very severe winter, which required more than the usual consumption of fuel,

and I am inclined to think that upon an average
of winters, your method would save 20 per cent
the system which has heretofore existed at
this hospital.
Very respectfully yours,
B. T. Sanborn,
(Signed),
over

Her.

Against

nave been relieved by the Introduction
of your method o( heating.
In consequence of the steam pipes and radiators being entirely relieved of water, there was
no experience which had heretofore existed during cold weather from rupture of pipes by freezwincn we

for the First Time.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

w a

Cather, an iron founder, was shot in the arm
and a Polander was shot behind the ear. A
third shot was fired by a Polander, but with
what effect is not known. James Shields,
borough officer, then arrested both officers
for shooting in the borough. The warrant

A

The Austro-Cerman

It is pretty nearly settled that next spring
Waterville is to have a new brick freight
house. It is to be built on the site of the
old shops and to be a model of architectural
art.
The earthquake shock Wednesday was felt
in Waterville. Residents of Pleasant street
and vicinity report feeling a slight shock
about 11 o’clock. Prof. Hall reports a very
colpronounced rumbling and jarring at11the
lege buildings at two minutes past a. m.

SOMERSET

I

Portland Company’s Locomotive Works, l
Portland, Me., June 2,;i887. J
Herbert U. D. Peirce, Esi/.:
Dear Sir—Answering your inquiry of yesterday,
I can say that we have used your system of steam
heating through all of the past winter.
By this system our shops were heated by exhaust steam and very efficiently. No direct steam
was required as In previous years and the saving
in coal by our ability to beat solely with exhaust
steam was not less than fifteen dollars per week.
Although the winter was unusually severe our
shops were better heated than ever before.
Yours truly,
Geo. E. Morse, Treas.
Office of Cascade Woolen Company, I
J
GARLAND, ME.. Jail. 21, 1887.
Herbert H. D Peirce, Esq.:
Dear Sir—Your system of steam heating has
done a good thing for ns. Where before Its application the waste steam and water were doing
Injury to our mill they are now carried back to
the boilers and made to do good Instead of harm.
Much coal Is saved, and In many ways the system Is valuable.
Truly yours,
John Ayer, Treas.
(Signed,)
University Press, I
Cambridoe, Mass., June 22, 1887. f
Pierre, Boston
Dear Sir—It affords me great pleasure to bear
testimony as to the working of the system of
steam heating purchased from you early last
fall.
Having used It for past seven months, we believe it lias saved us fully thirty-three and onethird per cent in fuel and given a uniform heat.
We would rather pay three times Its actual cost
than be without It.
Respectfully yours,
Mr. Herbert U. It.

wuna
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8aco Wateii Power Ma- )
Office
chine shop,
j
Biddeford, Me.. Jan. 5, 1886. )
U. If. D. Peirce, Esu., Sew York, S. Y.
Dear 81r-Yours of the 20th lilt, Is at hand. W«
have been heating our works by your system
about two months and consider It Indispensable.
We have taken out 22 traps and now mn the
water back to a tank lu boiler house, and have
no trouble heating with two boilers at six lbs.
pressure instead of twenty as before applying
your system. Every factory and large building
should put it In.
Very truly yours.
Jab. H. McMcllan, Agt. ?
(Signed.)
Mr. Peirce is an expert in the matter of
steam heating and has recently been called
of the

to testify as such in an important patent case.
We think it but fair to say that lie hasimpressed the members of the committee on public
buildings as well as everybody else with

whom he bas come in contact as sincerely
desirous of satisfying to the extent of his
ability all reasonable requests with regard to
the High School apparatus.
Dr. Crandall and the High School.
To the Editor of the Press:
Now that you have placed me fairly before the readers of the Press, as requested
and agreed, by publishing my article on the
High School that appeared in the Argus of
January 31, I will answer all the charges
you made against me in your editorial published Tuesday. In whatever 1 may say
farther along I hope to be plain spoken, perfectly Just, and in every respect manly and
courteous. Indeed, this I ought to be, for
my motives have been and now are to do
good and not evil.
1.—In the first place you charge that “the
real animus of the article is something very
different than concern for the welfare and
comfort of hundreds of beloved boys and
girls.” I deny the charge absolutely. Had
ft not been for finding about eight hundred
children shut up in a building practically
without ventilation, suffering more or less
I rum lDHUUllieut nrui,

uuu

OUIUO

oavnau*
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made damp and even dripping wet by
my statement of obvious
pipes,
facts would never have been written. It was
my belief that the parents should know this
alarming facts and I gave them as they
rooms

leaking

were.

2. —It is charged that I “apparently forgot
of
that it was in the school committee
which I was a member that this so-called
No, sir, 1
$4000 improvement originated.”
had not forgotten. It will be seen that at
the outset of my statement I said, “the plans
submitted on paper looked quite plausible,
and were promptly approved by the school
committee.” I had not forgotten, but, on
the contrary, as a matter of truth, admitted
it the first thing.
3. It is charged that I said in the Evening
Express, September 16, three days after
well
school opened, as follows, “As is
known, the high school building underwent
radical alteration as regards sanitary arrangements, and is believed to be now, what every school building should be, thoroughly
healthy and comfortable. For these important changes our citizens are especially Indebtwi to the energy and able supervision of
Alderman Marks, chairman of the committee on public buildings.”
Yes, I made the
above statement. It n to be noted, however,
that I said "is believed to be now what every
school building should be,” Jcc. So it was
believed at that time. But after the alterations had lieen tested by time and use, which
displayed the real nature of both system and
workmanship, the greater portion of them
have been found to De defective and largely
inadequate for the purposes designed. In
ether words, five months ago I spoke assurlugly and hopefully of what it was believed
would prove to be good and useful; on the
other band, now I condemn and expose that
which has been proven for weeks to be, and
now Is, manifestly bad. When the statement
referred to above was made, I had been informed that Alderman Marks had served as
chairmau of the committee on public buildings, which committee had had charge of the
“so-called $4000 improvement”, and that he
had devoted much time to the work, and so,
as a matter of justice and appreciation, i
gave him a few words of praise.
4. It is charged, “the plans” he now says,
“were acceptea by the committee on public
buildings on which the Mayor is chairman.”
It will be seen in my statement that I did not
italicise the word Mayor. It was you who
did that and thus gave the term an emphasis
I menand prominence never intended.
tioned the fact incidentally and without em“a
was
that
it
thinly
I
very
deny
phasis.
disguised attempt to single out the Mayor
for special condemnation.” Iam not making tnlnly disguised attempts of that kind.
1 am not afraid to criticise or condemn the
official methods and policy of the Mayor. I
have done so to his face, in private conversation, and in public.
6. It is charged that “the doctor insinuates that the introduction of the present
method of heating and ventilating was a
piece of jobbery.” I deny the charge absolutely if by the word “jobbery” you charge
or insinuate that I mean official corruption.
I stated a fact and used a correct word, as
will be seen further along, but 1 admit that
under the circumstances, as said by the Rev.
I
Mr. Blanchard, it was "not felicitous."
said “it is enough to make a saint swear to
think of the miserable jobbery, Ignorance,
—

nonsense anu waste mat nave cnaracierizeu
this so called improvement from first to last.”

If you will take pains to look closely you
will find that Webster, whom you chose for
your authority, defines jobbery to be “the
act of jobbing; the practice of jobbing,” and
that is the only definition he uses; he does
not put any bad meaning to the word whatYou say, “it Is fair to assume that the
ever.
doctor knows the meaning of common English words.” So I do, and I know enough to
use the word jobbery in its true definition.
It is this word 1 used in its true sense and
place when I said there had been miserable
jobbery, or "acts of jobbing,” which is a
fact. There have been jobs of fixing water
closets, of doing wood work, of masonry and
plastering, of plumbing and steam fitting,
many of which it appears were miserablydone. This lot of minor jobs can, by fair
and honest usage of the language of the dictionary, be placed under the generic head of
jobbery, meaning, as Webster says, “the act
Now I protest against the
of jobbing.”
wrong and injustice to me of your taking the
word "jobber,” which 1 <iid not use and the
fourth defiuition of which, as given by Webwho
turns
official
"one
is
ster,
and
to
action
advantage,”
private
as
to
make
it
me
so
using
appear as

if insinuating

or

charging

cor-

the part of one or more officials.
I used any word or words having such meaning or with such intention. I
1
intended to even insinuate that
deny that
there is either suspicion or proof against the
you named individually. And I
eny with just indignation your right to
word
take the
“jobber,” which I did not use,
select its very worst definition, and theu
charge me with using such word and definition to defame gentlemen occupying official
und an
positions. It is an injustice totome,
have their
insult to the gentlemeu named
uncalled
for renames paraded under such
Had I used such terms as "Jobfiectiona.
bers,” "political jobbery,” "jobbery and
favoritism,” "corruption and Jobbery,” then
I would have beeu Justly chargeable with
accusing oue or more “of turning official acOn the contion to private advantage.”
trary, I u *d the word jobbery in connection
with a defective system of
heating aud
ventilating workinuuship and poor jobs of
work.
6. It is charged that "the time for Dr.
Crandall to
put in a word for Portland
mechanics was when tho system was under
consideration in the school committee.'' I
deny that the school committee, individually
or collectively, has a single right or privilege
to say a word or do a deed in recard to making contracts for repairs or hiring mechauics.
I remember of saving in private conversation that I thought we i ad men in Portland
who could do such work and do it well.
7. It is charged that “the stopping of the
air ducts with snow can be easily remedied

ruption on
I deny that

Sentlemen
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GENERAL FOREICN NEWS.

THE STATE.

—

vv MU

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

Bath, Feb. 3.—This morning the special
constables seized two cases of liquor from
the American Express Co.’s team on Front
street, containing about three gallons of
whiskey. Later they searched the Hoyt’s
express office, kept by E. II. Turner, and
came away witn about a pint of whiskey in a
bottle. Mr. Turner will be brought before
Judge Coombs Saturday. He says that he

by

Farm-

a man argues that
he ought to be selected as a candidate for
governor because he comes from a certain
county, he is pretty hard up for arguments,
and when a newspaper urges that a man
should not be selected because he comes
from a certain county it is in the same condition.’ If there were no other reassn than
the fact of the candidates belonging to a particular county the comment of tne Press
would belsound—but, all other things being
equal; tne candidates from the different
counties being equal as to capacity, experience, training and availability, wbat then?
Should he be selected from tne section frequently honored, or from the section never
heretofore favored with the choice?”

MAINE.

in the same quarry

to an item in the

reply
ington Chronicle: ‘When
Press says in

_

en

constituting

The Eastport Sentinel endorses in Washington County Mr. Cleaves’s popular candidade, re-printing from the Press the account of nis admirable record.

iuuuwiu^
pointed without examination: one private
secretary or confidential clerk of the head of
each classified department and each assistant secretary thereof, also of each head of
bureau appointed by President by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate; direct
custodians of money for whose fidelity another officer is under official bond, disbursing
officers who give bonds, persons employed
exclusively in the secret service, chief clerks
and chiefs of divisions. The Imaximum age
of limitation of 45 years is abrogated, and
the minimum limitation raised from 18 to 20.
Soldiers and sailors who have a claim to
preference in civil appointments are let in at
65 per cent. In all other cases, the minimum
grade of elegibillty is raised from 65 to 75 per
centum.
uiiu

Quarters.

The Bridgton New* has a good word foi
Mr. Cleaves. “From the cordial! endorse
ment given the suggestion by the Republicat
press of this section of the State,” says th«
News, “as well as from the expressions ol
prominent and influential Republicans io
their capacity as Individuals, there seems tc
be no reasonable dought that he will be very
generally and very cordially supported for

account of his refusal to make political
It is also provided that no
contributions.
question in any examination shall be so
framed as to elicit the political or religious
opinions of applicants, anu for the dismissal
of any examining or nominating officer seeking to ascertain those opinions, or who shall
discriminate on account of such opinions,
liv the general Irules, several non-competitive examinations are provided for. The
compulsory examination provision as suggested by the Commission, was amended by
tiie President, who added the following
words: “But persons in the classified service, 'who were honorably discharged from
the military or naval service of the United
States, and widows and orphans of deceased
soldiers laud sailors, shall be exempt from
such examination.”
Another important feature gives authority
to the appointing or nominating officer to
whom the commissioners may send the names
of persons declared by them eligible to certain places, to object in writing to all or any
one of the persons thus certified, stating that
for reasons to be particularly specified by him
such persons, or any of them, are not capable of performing the duties of the vacant
place and the commissioners are directed to
make certification of other names if the objections are ascertained to be good and well
founded. The general rules also provide
and sailors honorably disthat soldiers
charged because of sickness or wounds,shall
be certified for appointment in preference to
other persons of a higher grade in examination, and in making any reduction in any
branch of the classified service, honorably
discharged soldiers and sailors, also the
widows and orphans of deceased soldiers and
sailors shall be retained in preference to othThe departmental rules authorize the
ers.
classification of commissions and independent bureaus as well as the departments at
Washington, and prescribe the examination
that must be provided to test fitness for adThey
mission to tliis branch of the service.
proviue

Mr.

Cleavei

re-

A few of the

uiuwu

Good Words for

from Influential

on

me

Shenandoah, Fa., Feb. 3.—A serious riot
as the men and boys at work
in the Shenandoah City and West Shenandoah collieries storted for work. Some Poles

Many

soliciting political assessments, discharging,
empromoting, or changing the rank of any
ploye, or threatening, or promising to do so

will have quarters

w

Boston cigar makers will strike to resist
the cut in wages.

1888._

that can show a better record ?

from a Brutal Assault.

passed.
Mr. Nutting, of New York, offered a resoli
tion calling on the Secretary of the Treasur;
for information in regard to the refusal o

MAINE POLITICS.

Bath Items.
«

•••■

CO.,

B. THURSTON &

A DE

Policemen

Brave

Maddened Poles Liable to Re-enact
the Scenes of ’75.

The House, at 4.05, adjourned.

most salient features of the new rules follow :
They are divided into four parts: General
rules, departmental rules, customs rules and
postal rules.
The general rules, nine in number, are applicable, except In one or two particulers, to
all parts of the classified service and to some
parts of the service net yet classified under
the law or rules.
By these rules it is made
an offence, punishable by dismissal, in any
officer of the executive civil service, to use
nis mnciai autnority or innu«nceior me purpose of interfering with an election, or controlling the results thereof, or to dismiss or
cause to he dismissed, or use influence of
any kind to procure the dismissal of any
person from any place in the service, because such person has refused to be coerced
in political action, or to contribute money
for any political purpose, or to render politiIt Is especially provided that
cal service.
any officer, clerk or employe of the government shall be dismissed from service for violation of sections 11,12,13 or 14 of the civil
service act. which prohibits receiving and

03
S

••••

Fast

Culminate In Riot and Bloodshed.

HOUSE.
Washington. Feb. 3.
A dozen private bills were considered am

Canadian authorities to allow America)
wrecking vessels and machinery to assis
American vessels while in distress in Cana
dian waters; and as to whether Canadiai
wrecking vessels and machinery were per
Re
mitted to operate in American waters.

greater part of the year, and both have received careful consideration by President
Cleveland. He made changes and modifications in both the matter and phraseology.

Foster's Forest Gift Dye House

LADIES,
ATTENTION!

Feb. 3.—Tlio President has

ments upon tests of fitness applied to applicants for places in the departments at Washington and in classified customs offices and
post offices. The Commission has also revised the civil service regulations to conform
to the new rules. These revisions have been
under consideration by the Commission the

Take

for Winter.
tliein to

Form.

approved and promulgated the revision of the
civil service rules, which makes several
important changes in the system of appoint-

mow 18 THE TINE TO HAVE YOU
FADED or SOILED
GARMENTS

as

Pennsylvania Mining Troubles

_

Lth CONGRESS—FIRST SESSION.

Not One of the Old Rules Left In Its

DYE HOUSE NOTICE, NO. 3.

Renovated

4,

Henry B. Cleaves, now of Portland; Hon.
T. P. Cleaves of Washington, D. C.; Hon.
A. A. Strout of Portland; Col. Edwin J.
March, a noted lawyer and banker, of Hillsdale, Mich.; Rev. Geo. Lewis of So. Berwick
and Dr. John B. Bray of Bridgton. Where
will you find a small country school district

InbliMhed in 1843.

__81111

they act

Work,

And Promulgates the Result of Their
Combined Labor.

lowest rates.
AH kinds of proj>erty insured at
First-class companies, American and Foreigu.
oct20

remedy
approach

can

Dakota.

NO. 31 EXCHANCE STREET.

a

Touches

Finishing

to the Commissioners’

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY,

Tb«rA

Puts

Cleveland
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All that Dr. Crandall need to do Is to order
the janitor or some one else to shovel the
X deny that it Is
snow away from them."
the janitor’s business to shovel away the
the
or
right
have
that
I
snow,
to
give him orders to do anything.
school
the
Janitors are not
hired by
committee, nor are they under the control of
In the rules and regulations
its members.
issued by the committee on public buildings
and posted in every school building for the
It
of ^school house janitors.
s not so much as
implied that a supervisor
has authority to give a janitor a single order
regarding any duty whatever. If the air
ducts had been extended up six or eight feet,
as they ought to have been, they would not
have got burled out of sight and usefulness.
8.
It Is charged that ‘‘though supervisor
of the High School he has never called the
attention of that committee (committee on
the failuie of the heatpublic buildings) to
ing apparatus." I had not done so because
1 was aware said committee knew all about
It. Complaints had been rife for many days,
even for weeks, that the heating apparatus,
as then constructed, would not warm the
buildings. Moreover, it was not until last
Monday that I visited the Iligh School in
place of Col. C. B. Merrill, now absent, who
Is the chairman of the High School commit-

f;overnment

tee.

I believe that I have now answered all the
charges In your editorial that iare of any imI have aimed to answer them
portance.
original stateplainly and truthfully. If mywith
this statement In the Argus, together
attention
sufficient
to the wretchcall'
ment,
ed and unhealthy condition of the High
School building to result in changtug It from
a well-called ‘‘death trap” into a healthy
and comfortable building, then this agitation
will bring good out of abundant evil.

Cuaklx.s K. Crandall.
that animate a man are locked
The only way ordiup in his own breast.
narily of ascertaining what they are Is by
scanning his words and acts. Of course
judgment of this kind is fallible. When
therefore Dr. Crandall asserts as he does

[The motives

above that we misinterpreted his motives, or
attributed to him motives that did not exist
a.
>»
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cepting hi* denial we by no means admit that
the judgment that the I’bkss formed and expressed of his letter on the High school
building was other than natural and correct
according to the light we had. If it was unjust it was simply because Dr. Crandall by
the use of what the Rev. Mr. Blanchard calls
"infelicitous” wards aud phrase* allowed
himself to misrepresent his own motive*.
Had Dr. Crandall been an Ignorant man,
not accustomed to the use of the
pen, we should have felt bound to make allowances fer these defects, and when we ran
across words and phrases that seemed to impute dishonorable motives and criminal and
inhuman actions to men concerned In this
or a man

school bouse matter we should have explained them on the assumption that he did not
fully realize the meaning of the words he

used and through awkwardness of composition sometimes said what he did not mean or
failed to say precisely what he did mean.
But in this case there seemed to be no occasion to
reason

guard against misinterpretation by
anything of this sort. Dr. Cran-

of

dall is an educated man, a member of the
school committee, a frequent lecturer on
various topics and an occasional contributor
It was reasonable to supto newspapers.

pose that he said what he meant and meant
precisely what he said.
When, therefore, verylnear the beginning
of his communication, which purported to
have been written for the purpose of calling
the attention of the authorities and the pub;
lie to the had condition of the heating apDa~
-atus in the high school building, we found
this sentence.
When It came to the matter of letting the col)
tract. Instead of Inviting proposals or bids from
the different responsible firms In Portland who do
such work, word was sent to the ageut of a Arm
In Boston, which agent has Influential friends la
Portland, to come on and make plans and submit
an estimate, which be did.
suspicion was aro ised that the whole purpose of the article was not to protect the
pupils, but that tberwwas a design also to

attribute improper motives to the committee on public buildings or me scnooi committee or both in awarding the contract When
further on he said that the apparatus in the
high school building was the “biggest failure ever palmed off upon a long suffering
and confiding public” we tnought that we
detected another Insinuation that the school
committee, or the committee on public buildings or the contractor or all these combined
When still
had been swindling th_ city.
further on he ejaculated that “it was enough
to make a saint swear to thiuk of the miseraand
nonsense
ble
Jobbery, ignorance,
that have characterized this aowaste

called

$4,000

improvement
thought

from

first

detected
another of the same sort. And when, finally,
in
despair, the Doctor
apparently
proclaimed that “when officials are busy
‘making up slates’ and ‘setting up fences,'
it is quite useless to expect that anything so
trivial as the physical welfare and comfort
of hundreds of beloved boys and girls will
receive much attention," we thought that we
detected an insinuation that the officials
were too busy with politics to look after a lii!
tie matter like the welfare of human beings.
In short, we thought that in addition to pointing out the defects of the High School building, Dr. Crandall was seeking to convey the
impression that those defects and the failure
to remedy them were the result of favoritism, and fraud, and criminal negligence.
And as the only person of all the men implicated personally characterized In the
communication was the Mayor of the city,
it seemed to us that Dr. Crandall bad singled him out for special condemnation. But
if the Doctor disclaims any inteution of imputiug improper motives, as apparently he
does, the disclaimer ought to be accepted. We
are bound to say, however, that his selection
of words and phrases was very infelicitous.]
to

last,”

we

we

RAILWAY MATTERS.
THE OCEAN

TRAFFIC.

three months the roads from
Chicago to the Atlantic seaboard have been
working under a plan by which through
rates on export freight were determined by
adding to inland rate the average of ocean
freight rates from all the Eastern seaports
and making the resulting figures the uniform
through tariff by way of all ports. It has
For two

or

been found that this plan enabled the ocean
lines to extort more than their fair proportion of the through ratq, and the Western
roads have been demanding its abandonment. The trunk lines resolved to take a
vote of the joint executive committee of the
Eastern and Western railroads on the question of returning to the old plan of adding
ocean rates to the inland rate, as the former
varied at each seaport to make a thorough
export rates. There is little doubt of a favorable result from the vote.
GRAND TRUNK.
FI_1

I_OI_L W

L.An

1

—
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telegraph to the Grand Trank officers and
ask whether they will restore and maintain
rates. On the answer received will largely
depend the action taken by the trnnk
At the
lines in the Western controversy.
meeting of the Trunk Line Passenger Committee the|subject of the agreement recently
made between the Grand Trunk and the Canadian Pacific, to abolish the payment of
commissioners on their competitive business
was considered.
The New Edgland roads
attended the meeting and it was decided
that they should hold a conference in Boston
next week to endeavor to Induce the two Canadiau roads to extend the abolition of commissions to their New England and New
York State agencies.
liKLrAST Attn MOOSEUEAO LAKE.
stockholders of the Belfast and
The
Moosehead Lake Kailroad Company voted
to instruct the directors to issue bonds for
•150,000 in renewal uf first mortgage bonds
for same amount, witb Interest at 5 per cent
cent for tour years, aud thereafter tor 28
years at 4 per cent.
A

Sagadahoc Wooing.
(Bath Times.]

A certain young gentleman of rosy countenance and solid understandings—(No.10)—

was badly smitten with a fair Woolwich
damsel. He found it rather difficult to get
an introduction, and exercised his horse on
that road until people thought he was work-

lug out his tax.
He called once for a glass of water, but
her father answered his ring, and he wasn’t
very thirsty.
At length a brilliant idea penetrated his
light Derby.
Driving up, he hitched Ids
lmise aud knocked at the side door, which
was quickly opered by the lovely
girl In
person.
“Have—have you any—black, woolen yam
rolls to sell?” he stammered.
It is needless to say that she hadn’t, and

he hasn’t called since.

Til iC
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*

and the
part cut up iuto small farms, well asgreat
the
need of tf.e small farmer, as
where the
market
homo
is
a
larce farmer,
diversified products of the farm may be sold
for cash as readily as the cotton crop.
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We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer
for
ate m all eases Indispensable, not uecessar ly
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We ennnol undertake to return or preserve
communications that

are

not

used._

N. i“. banks
They are speaking of General
Sucli is fame.
as Maude Banks’s father.
Not long ago two women were appointed
to positions on the New York Board of Ed-

ucation, and now they are heading a crusade
against Superintendent Jasper, whom they
want to remove. They evidently have both
ideas and wills of their own, and don’t intend to l>e figureheads merely.
Gen. Coggswell of Massachusetts is represented as saying that the fishery' conference
is destined surely to fail, if It has not failed
already, and a continuance of the same state
of things as prevailed last summer is inevitable. Asked how long this state of things
would eoutinue, Gen. Coggswell tersely replied, “until we have an administxation that
thinks almost as much of our people as of
Joe Chamberlain.”
The House committee on public buildings
have under way and will report to the House
one hundred and fifty bills for constructing
public buildings in various parts of the country, the aggregate cost of which will be somewhere about $20,000,000. It begins to look
if there would be no need of a surplus reduction bill this session, and that Democratic
as

extravagance could be relied upon to prevent
the locking up of any more money in the

treasury.__
Since 1879 deposits in the Massachusetts
savings banks have increased $1X5,509,473.
The assets of the present banks, trust companies and co-operative .associations amount
to $375,731,309. The number of depositors is
882,693. The banks have paid on the average during the past year 4.06 per cent., and
the total amount of the dividends was over

$11,000,000. Seven-eighths
posits

of the total

SYMPTOM.

[Philadelphia Call.]
The opposition to President Cleveland in
his own party appears to be centred in the
pivotal States. It Is worthy of notice that
tl.e same States are not in favor of tree

[Maine Farmer.]

TEMPERANCE

ANI)

[Fairfield Journal.]
letter to the Portland Press Mr. Geo.
E. Brackett of Belfast denies the statement
In

iiKd

t

the money.

The Hallifax Chronicle alleges that the
accounts of the Dominion for 1887
have been doctored in such a way as to conceal the true result of last year’s operations.
By adding to the public debt payments on
account of the Northwest Rebellion and
other outlays properly chargeable to the

public

the government has conveyed the impression that there is an apparent surplus of $96,832, while as matter of

year’s expenditures

there is a deficit of at least $500,000.
During the past year $1,406,533 have been
paid out in railroad subsidies, of which the
Baie De Chaleur Railway company gets $250,000; Quebec and St. John railway, $202,219;
Esqulmault and Nanaimo railway, $327,480;
New Brunswick and Prince Edward railway
(Josiah Wood's road), $97,440; Northern and
Pacific Junction company, $78,370; Canada
Atlantic, $44,334; Caraquet road, $61,200;
Erie and Huron, $96,000; Long Sault and
Temiscamingue road, $14,400; Pontiac and
Pacific Junction, $00,500; St. Lawrence and
Laurentlan, $64,430.
fact

>—

Mayor Hewitt of New York in his mescity council outlines a scheme of
rapid transit which has abouOt many novelties, especially as regards the details of construction and the method of raising the
money. He would build four tracks from
tli* City Hall to the northern limits of the
city, either underground or in a sunken
roadway, two of the tracks to be for through
and two for local traffic, and from the City
Hall to each of the ferries he would build
sage to the

Templars as an order
“talking politics.” whatever may be
the Good

tliut

are

the
sentiments of members of the organization,
ns an order its methods for temperance reform do not bring it within the pale of politics. Perhaps as much good is accomplished
as if more active interest was taken in the
so-called political movement.
TIIE CODE OF HONOR.

[Bridgton News.]
The remark attributed to Dickens and recently quoted by a Lewiston exchange is
quite applicable to some Portlaud temper-I
“when I am wrong
ance men just now :
like to have my attention called to it; but up
been
to date I have never
wrong.” When so
a man as our friend Gen. Dow
responsible
males criminal charges against Portland
officials, and, being called upon lor evidence
to sustain the accusation by so respectable a
body ns the Portland city government, no
code of honor recognized as of binding

force amoug gentlemen will justify a refusal
upon so slimpsy a pretext as “1 am net at
liberty to divulge the name of iny informmalicious
This is the retreat of
ant.”
slanderers and mischief-makers the world
over, and a gentleman so upright and honorable as Gen. Dow cannot afford to be classed
in that category. There should be an end to
this indiscriminate and unjustifiable denunciation of public officials;—yet at all times
and upon all occasions the truth should be

OMAHA

WATER

_

...

num.

The City of Omalia now has a population of
100,000, and is entirely dependent upon these
•works for Its water supply, as is also South Omaha,
where the large pork packing establishments are
located.
These bonds are listed on the New York Stock
Exchange, ana ine unaersigneu oner ai ;uo mm
interest subject to advance in price, the $800,000
last issued.
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His mission was understood to have
been without result, though no one seems to
know this certainly. But Monday the Pope
declared to a company of Irish pilgrims
whom he received, that it would be impossi-

XIII.

ble te settle the Irish question upon lines
identical with those forming the basis of the
settlement of the Vatican’s differences with
Prussia. This has caused the Irish leaders
to fear that the Pope may ally himself to
Salisbury as he has to Bismarck. It is known
that Cardinal Manning, Archbishop Walsh
and many other English and Irish prelates
deprecate any inteference on the part of the
Vatican in Irish political matters, and will
exert themselves to the exhaustion of every
possibility to prevent His Holiness from ordering the Irish clergy to cease agitating the
Home Kule cause. The Irisii priests are also generally opposed to papal interference.
The few who;are’against Home Kule have
been boycotted by their parishioners, and
this indicates how the order of the Pope
would be likely to be received by the Irish
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Are You Familiarwitl) the Plans
—

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
realize that this old and sterling company is a HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
In 1848 under the laws of Maine?
vou

that this Company has paid to
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?
you aware

ARE

more than SIX MILLION DOL
IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUN.
IT LARSto-day
DRE1) THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,

has

pays its lossespromptly. Its policies are incontestable alter three years.

IT
has liberal plans. Its allairs
carefully
IT managed
by its Board of Directors and Offiare unquesand
whose
are

ability

integrity

cers,

tioned.

ol the Maine Non-Fort ei-

THEture Lawprovisions
apply only to the policies Issued by
aud under its workings extended
this
Company,

Insurance is provided for hi case ol lapse.
.. ..

Saving- Bank.,
CSunranleed Mortgage l.onu.,
7 and S per cent intere.t.

Inmliurnt for

>,rmr

w

a

A TIT

TXT ir

IXnrDD'TTO

residents of

appeals
Maine for their especial patronage, because
THE
ft is HOME COMPANY, and because of its age,
to

a

experience, strong, financial condition, large surequitable and attractive plans and conservave management.

Slus,

DIRECTOR*.
Hon. Josiah II. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John K. DeWitt, Portland, Maine.
HknkyC. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Percival Bonney, Portland, Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. I)., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Kichards, Itockport, Me.
Geokoe L. Deblois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Kobie, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland, Me.
OFFICER*.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President
ARTHUR L. BATES, Secretary,
a N<;
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Prices and any other particulars desired given

[Springfield Unlon.J
Janies Itussell Lowell wants free trade for
wage-earners and manufacturers, and protection for “literary fellers.”
A CHANGE IN THE

SOUTH.

[Atlanta Constitution.]
Under the system of slavery it was natural
that the South should be in favor of free
trade; but all the conditions have changed.
The big plantations have been for the most

Suitings,

H. J?I. PAYSON &

Be

sure

get prices

to call and

buying elsewhere.

before

CO.,

BANKERS,
Street.
32 Exchange
^

t HabAm

Arinv

SWAN & BARRETT,

The Clothier and

BANKERS,

Reception Hall, Saturday Afternoon and Evening, Feb. 4
A<lml»»lon—AUulu 10c, Chlhlren fic; In connection

with the na/aar
at which everyone will

Wedding Cake.

AGENTS KOH

AMERICAN EXCHANGE IN EUROPE.
(LIMITED)

Letters of Credit issued and Bills
of Exchange drawn,
available in all the principal citie of Europe. We
have always on hand and offer
full line of

CAREFULLY SELECTED SECURITIES for INVESTORS

jan2__dtt
P O R T LAID

Excliange

buys
FORfirst-class cash
grocery
business

~

TRUST COMPANY
First National Dank building.

IirBROWN &S0NS,

—

STATEMENT

UNITED

OF

JANUARY

$10.00 Suit
“
15.00
20.00
25.00
30.00
35.00
40.00

State and City Bonds
Cash in Bnnks

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

...

315,600.00

699,131.73
511,937.83
$6,793,575.83

......
......

MATINEE

C0UTH0UI,

The Charming Young Lady Header and Impersonator.

FIRST PARISH CHOIR

good; best of

MAl.E—Stock ami fixtures In a confectionery and periodical store; has a good run
I of trade; daily and weekly papers; rent low; a
tenement in connection If desired. For further
particulars apply at 75 GRAY ST., cor. Brackett.

FOR

El

11

11

“

“

11

“

“_‘_“

-

to measure,
1

470

Building,

Heater

quarpar

on

loth,
20th.; American Railway Gate
Stock above bought and sold by N.8. GARDI2-1
NER, Broker, No. 40 Exchange street.
$40;

130

after

R MAl.E- We shall sell Washburn's
Pillsbury's best Patent Flour lor $5.60,

and
this

also best St. Louis Flour lor $5.00 per bar16.00 week;
rel, if you can’t call postal will receive prompt
C. A. ROUNDS, Cor. Franklin and Oxattention.
20.00
lordSt.Dl_
24.00
MALE—Two first-class double
Pungs suitable fer Grocery business, will be
28.00 FOR
sold low. Enquire at 85 COMMERCIAL 8T.
28-1
32.00
runner

MALE—Horse blanke s, cheap, to close
out winter stock; we have some good trades
left, among the lot are five or six pairs of those extra large blankets; we strap and leather them to
J AS. G. 11csuit you; our 76c whip still leads.
GLAUFLIN, Manufacturer of Harness and
21-2
dealer In Horse Outfits. 61 PREBLE ST.

FOR

Solace Conchas.

Cabinets,

CITY

nKI.P.

witn

—

salary

TT&SU

’

BT THE

—

at Mechanios Hall.

Tickets 30c., udniiiiiuti Cieaf nad I.ndies.
feb3

HUMIC BV (lUIVBLkH.

<11 w

20 years of
business abilAddress In
as
clerk.
assisting
corresponding
ity,
own handwriting.
P. O. BOX 1138, Portland,
Maine.2'i-tl
man

young
WANTED—A
age, of good habits and

CONGRESS STREET.

R E IT C H A R DT

m. 8.
Grand

Thursday Evening. Feb, 9, 88,

with

Dramatic Company, to call at 03 HAMPSHIRE
30-1
STREET, city; left baud bell.

& Foss,

Schlotterbeck

HALL,

ARGONAUTS,

talent

natural
on

—

GRAND ASSEMBLY

CO.

good penman.

—

March to cnmmeuen
prompt at S.30. Tickets: Gentlemen 60c, Ladles
25c. For sale at McGowan's book store, at tbe
usual places, and at the door._teb2dlw

by Grimmer;

one

a

ASO

wkinesiai
Music

who live at home to learn
the vbolesale busines: also
WANTED—Boys
boy who Is
W. fl. MILLIKEN &
3-1

We arc selling the above cigars by the single one at the rate that ordinary dealers pay by the thousand.

Jan2d3t

at

MAl.E—1 second-hand 12 horse power
engine, and one 14 horse power boiler with
heated pump, Inspirator and all fittings at a bargain. Address, B1DDEFORD STOVE FOUNoc5tf
DRY, Blddeford. Me.
3IAI.H

REV. MR. SWARTS
will conduct a special meeting (or the cure of any
afli Icted person present. Faith. Frayer and Science methods will be combined for present cures.
To guard the welfare of the meeting, and to meet
expenses, 60 cents admission will be asked. All

COFFEE PARTY

FOR

Bouquet

In Room 6, Browns Block, on Saturday Evening,
Februaijr 4th, ai 7.30 o dock,

In aid of St. Patrick’s Conference of
St. Vincent DePaul

FOR

La Roma Lomlre,
La Roma Concha,
Straiton & Storm’s

SCIENCE HEALING MEETING.

—

MALE —Air Tight Weather Strips.
Blaisdcll A Berry. 67 Cross street, are now
filling orders lor their patent air tight weather
strips. It takes the place of outside doors and
windows, as It keeps out the cold In winter and
dust In summer. 07 CROSS ST.24-2

Bergonzys,

Elena Lon<1 re,
Elena Regalia,
Elena Concha,
San Juan,

ulf

jan28

Promenade Conceit

w
land,
barn, stable and other outbuildings, will lie sold
low at a bargain, by FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
of Blddeford,7-4

DOMESTIC.

SATURDAY EVENING.

welcomed.

MAl.E—The James Andrews' htmeCongress Street.
eodtf
stead in Hiddeford, consisting of 15 acres of
FOR
brick house
ith ell, 2 stories, large
good

CIGARS!

DANCING,

EY.__2-1

a

11

GILBERT’S CLASS

MACE—200 dozen Snow Shovels at our
cor.
and Temple Sts.

payable

14.40
-

Tickets 25, 86 and 60 cents; Students’ tickets
16, 25 and 35 cents, now on sale at Stockbrldge’s
Music Store. Halt (are on M. C. It. It. to all hold
Ing matinee tickets.__Jan3Id5t

New Store,
Federal
FOR
KENDALL & WHITN
MACE—SewellC'ar

MALE QUARTETTE!

iHAW'S

reasons

Stock,
FOR
terly dividend (No. one) 1 per cent,
transfer books close Feb.
value of

—

Miss IIklbn Young, Soprano;
mTss Err* Kick, Contralto',
Mr. Frank W. Shaw. 1st Tenor;
Mr. Samuel Thurston, 2d Tenor;
Mr. F. A. Bowdoin, Baritone;
Mr. John L. Shaw, Basso.

MAl.E.

you

AND

—

a

$1,1»>0,000.00
1,790.113.37
1,981,500.00

....

I

$ 8.00
.12.00

11

501

......

Other Admitted Assets

“

Overcoat for

CIGARS!

ASSETS.
Loans on Bond and Mortgage
U. S. Government 1 per cent Bonds

or

Jan 14

Real Estate,

—

at -j.ao ih i.oi k

GRAND

W. F. CARBUTHER8, 24
for selling; low rent.
31-1
[ Tremont Row, Boston.

j

dtl

Commencing Monday, Jan. 2d, and continuing until March 1st, we
will sell Winter W eight Clothing of all kinds, both ready made
and to measure, for CASH only at 20 per cent below our reguI
We make this offer to reduce stock and also to
lar prices.
give our customers the advantage of very low prices.

1888.

1st,

Highlands;

men

BRANCH.

STATES

Boston

Wanted—Young
for the stage, who will travel

GLOBE INS. CO.

City, County ami Railroad liouds, and
other First-Class Securities.
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
eodtf
JelO

^.IVTID

AT

CITY II ILL, Saturday Afternoon. Feb. 4th

stock and fixtures of
store, located at

—8550

a

& JONES.

HASKELL

IMPORTED,

UVERP00L& LONDON

iw.iu1

part of the Dolls’
feblWF&H

—

FOH

Street

]an24

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

dec21

»

a

5th POPULAR

<;iv

MACE-$4,000-Vs Interest tu a first
class manufacturing business with store connected, on Washington St., Boston, for the sale of
Picture Frames, Artist Materials and Art Goods;
established 8 years; splendid showy store; will
stand the most thorough Investigation and is one
of the best openings on my books; best of refer1 ence
given and required; enjoys a first class pat| ronage business shows up well; good reason* for
; selling; one of the partners retires from the busia chance seldom offered or met with;
no
ness;
bonus; a bargain at the price. W. K. CARRUTH31-1
ERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.

C. J. FARRINGTON,

deeSl

Hotel,

Falmoutlil

Under

—

will

receive

By Miss JESSIE

of onr entire stock to close it out during the dull season. All who desire to obtain these bargains should make an early call.

Lancaster

ML.

PORTLAND,

SOCIETY

Bazaar for the Benefit of St. Paul’s S. 8.

vv
airy, Artillery and Infantry, able-bodied
unmarried men, between the ages of 21 and 35
years; good pay, rations, clothing and medical attendance.
Desirable men especially needed for
the Cavalry Regiments, both white and colored
Apply at the Recruiting Rendezvous, 42*,j EXCHANGE STREET. Portland. Me.
tan7S&T3m

HASKELL & JONES,

Furnisher,

MITE

will hold their second

WANT

rf..

Eoucicault

Thornstyfce

Wednesday.Jannodtd

THE

everybody to know tliat C. II. SMITH
is once more on Temple St., this time at
the Merchants’ Exchange Hotel, where he would
be pleased to see all old customers and many new
ones.
Entrance through the office.1-1
K,tli». I 'n

Ire....Miss

\<■ i* ititd w pc, in I Brewery.
I’rlees 11.00, 73.60 and 36 cents. Wale of scats

commences

_1

TITAVTKU

SHAUGHRAUN.

BIIRINE88 CHANCE*.

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

_

dtf

^

a

charge.

acts.

Drama in three acts.

|Ci<

has
WANTED MBS. DR. SHERMAN
to 6.4‘a
TT
has moved from 136 Free St
Corns,
Congress, opposite Casco, at Welcome’s. skillful
Outgrow ing Joints, Bad Nalls treated In a
manner, wul visit residence il desired without ex-

offered in durable as well as stylish garments. As specimen barwe offer several lots Suits, mostly small sizes, which formerly
sold for $15, $18, $20, $23, now marked at the extremely low price of
$12 per suit. All Wool Children’s Suits that sold for $7, $8 and $10,
Men’s Overcoats and Ulsters, greatly reduced in price.
now only $5.
In fact we have made a

18.00

application.

We also have a good selection of Water IVorks
Co. 6s, that are guaranteed Principal and Interest,
for sale at Par and Interest.

for sale

THE
svii mi u

Iconn.Mr.

!

for Cash to Reduce Stock.

7s,

—

as one

four

In

Myles.Mr. Houetcault
Kitty.Miss Thorudyke

WANTED—Everybody

^viNrryoxjnNroEiivEEsivT.

HEAVY UNDERWEAR

6000 Leeds & Farmington H. R. 6s. due 1896.
due 1912.
8000 Maine Central R. R.

IP

SUKANCE POLICY.
II you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full Information In regard to the Company
and its plans.
UNION MUTUAL

or

Investments.

jau24

Drama

to know that COJ
N ANT’S Vapor Baths, nature’s great remedy for all physical afflictions, an located at 413
A lady attendant
Congress St., comer Chestnut.
for ladles. There Is no danger ol taking cold aTter a bath. Call and Investigate.*-'i

180-MIDDLE STREET -182

OVFRCOATS and ULSTERS,

TT&Stf

—

wise

a

deed

ealculated by the conservative standards ol Maine
and Massachusetts.

MYLES O HARA

FRIDAY

WANTED.

gains

-OF-

FOR SALE BY THE COMPANY.

on

The Fortunes of

31-1

International House,

are

Near

26 shares Casco National Bank.
20 shares First National Bauk.
6 shares Canal National Bank.
1000 Bangor Os, due 1804.
600 Bath Municipal 6s, due 1897.
6000 Androscoggm & lCennehoc K. K. 6s. due 1891

OF PORTLAND, ME?

DO

which arc

the

l¥l»8S THORNDYKE.

.fro!

at the house

Middle street.

lesaseI

MAl.E

5 PER CENT DEBENTURE BONDS
I,cgnl

OF THE

1641^

—

18 or

some

C< ALKINAY WANTED—Small line
O pies from manufacturing corporation offered
live man. Une traveler earned an average of
per month for six years past. P. O. BOX
371, New York.25-2

a

S

?3o0

WANTED.

SPECIALTIES TINT

LIABILITIES.

BEN

218 Middle Street, Portland, Me.,

WILLIAMS,

—

of

Superintendent

Tor

ttity Agency, Portland.

eodtf

novo

DEALERS IN

—

$3,800,133.61
355,717.53

...

333,650.81
363,136.09

Perpetual Policy Liability,
All other Liabilities,
Surplus,

...

Investment

Securities!

$3,011,337.73
$6,793,575.83

STERLING EXCHANCE

SINKINSON

JAMES
Manager

Agonoies. Eastern Department.

Unearned Premiums,
Unadjusted Losses,

drawn and Letters of Credit issued,
available in nil the principal
cities in Europe.
eodtf

dec28

ANNUAL

MAINE

ITSrSITR.A]NrOE
60

milE anuual meeting of tlie corporation will be
A held at their Banking room, on WEDNESDAY. the 8th instant, at 3 o’clock p. m.
ALPHEUS CL B0GER8,
SAMUEL BOLFE.
President.
Sec’y and Treas.
febldtd

Haydn Association.

1

Fabric; new
signs in Plaid, Stripes and Plain,

ease

of this Cotton Wash

It,
in

come

on Friday,
p.
Mechanics’ Hall; a lull attendance Is earnestly

requested.

F. It. CLOY ES. Sec’y.

febl eodtd

Co., General Agents, Boston
Hurl

ONLY 12 I -2 CTS. PER

Jati24

MARKS

Win. J?I.

Book, Oard
—

T. F.

eodGm-nrm

AND

—

YARD,

Job Printer

neral
etc.

Debility

Loss of

Appetite,

OklNTEBI'

HOMSTED,451
7

TTh&Stf

METAL SKYLIGHTS
Stores and

No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dizziness or Pressure in Head,
Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of
Heart, Pain in Region of Heart with feelings of
Suffocation, Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Dry Cough,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from CO"
with

And VENTILATORS, for Mills,

the

quantity

WANTED

1. VAN NOORDEN &
]an23

_«»ni

__

17" 91000.00 SAYS THIS IS THE BEST FIVE-CENT CIGAR TO BE HAD IN PORTLAND.

(Estes

Boston,
and N. H.; good pay and permanent employment,
Apply to JOHN BROWN, General Manager, 6
Tolman Place, from 8.30 to 0.00 a. m., and Irom
12.30 to 2, and 8.30 to 8 p, m.23-4

at tlie extreme low
ounce.

declS

n

A

FINE JOB PRINTING A

SPECIALTY.

All orders by mail or telephone promptly atnovlleodtf
eoded to.

PRICES

LOW

will be the order of the day at tVYER
GREENE & CO’S for the uext 30 days;
all Broken Lots, Samples and Misfits to
he closed out regardless of cost; Ladies’
Waukeuphast Boots only $2.50, formerly $3.50; several lots of Ladies’ Fancy
Slippers will he closed out less than
cost. No goods shown on the sidewalk.

Wyer

(Trade Mark.)
he only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Cure,
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock.
It is a sure cure for Paralysis, Rheumatism, Heart Disease, Angina Pec-

toris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.
Manufactured by Dr. F. S. HuTCHlNSofo & Co.#
Enoshurgh Falls, Vt.,U. S. A. Price $1.00 a bottle,

6 bottles for $5.00. Send for Circular and Testimonials.
For bale by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine

Send 16 cents for “100 emergencies and how to
treat them.”
aue6eodly

Me.

east and west.
For parliculars
AHA
or on

and terms Inquire of

A GREAT DISCOVERT

1

and
It 1b acknowledged to be the best, eafent
for
most potent and effectual reroody known

Dr. JOHN P.

TKtfEfc 00., Proprietors,

AUBURN, MAINE.

•^"Tape Worms a Specialty. Tape Worm*
removed in from on* hour and thirty minute*
to three hours.

aag22eod&wtf

Jtml3

eod&wly

No artificial flavoring. Manufactured and

STORE,“S&T,BEAM'S
eodCm

qv19

REVERE

HOUSE, JUST ARRIVED.

BOSTON.

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg and
Lowell depots, centres ot business
&ud places of amusement.

J. F.

MERROwTcO.,

Proprietors.eod3m

CALIFORNIA!

Cl'NH,liAIf, Auburn, Mr.,

the premises.

Cigar.

THOS. CAREY’S CIGAR

Jan27

FARM FOR SALE.
rftHE homestead of the late Captain Thomas
X Morse, in (Jruy, Maine; house new and modern commodious barn and out buildings, all ill
good condition; three minutes walk from post of.
farm
Roe and Maine Central H. It. Station; the
comalns about 10H acres, nearly equally divided
all
excellent
and
tillage;
wood,
between
pasture
would make a splendid
for hay and farm crops;
for a man
dairy or stock farm, or country place
doing business in the city. on the Maine Central
The many trains each way
R. It. give rapid and frequent communication with
Lewiston, Auburn and rortland, and all points

Smoke the best 5 cent

EUROPEAN PLAN.

__eodtf

JanO

Industry.

Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentle
men’s cafe and billiard-room added, and first-class
n every respect.
KOOMM FKO.VI 81.00 A DA* VP.

HROWH’S BLOCK,
■

home

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, aud now kept on the

Greene & Go.,

Portland,

Support

ORA.VDENT

EXCURSION OF THE SEASON.
Leaving Boston March 1, ’88.
Everything First-Class. Sumptuous Meals and

,uxorious Double Berths in Palace Hotel Cars.
The Personal Attention of an Experienced Maniger and a Corps of Trained Servants.
All points of Interest visited, returning via Southsrn Route and New Orleans.

ALL EXPENSES INCLUDED.
larticulars to

Write for full

EDWARD 8. SEARS,
Agent Worcester Excursion Car Company,
228 Washington St., Boston.
eodlm
iebl

Hard Wood from Bobbins, all

prepared

only #<* per cord, delivered. Also the largest assortment of
Wood kept in the city, including Birch
Edgings and Slabs, Hard Wood. Wood
sawed and split by steam power.
ORDERS SOLICITED.
TELEPHONE 687 B.
ready for

use,

w.

C.

YORK.

OFFICES,
nod
UO Commeiciul St., 6 Washington t
Cor. Dunforth and Clnrk St«.
eodlw*
Jan25

IadiesT

Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes.
dye everything. They are sold everyThey
Price I Oc. a package—to colors.
have no equal for Strength, Brightness, Amount
in packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fadb or
ing Qiiairtles. They do not crock or smut,
sale by I). W. Hescltlne & Co., Druggists, corner
Congress and Myrtle streets; N. (i. Nichols, Druggist. 787 Congress, corner Grove street; K. w.
Stevens, Druggist, corner Congress and 1 arris
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner congress and Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
D.
Druggist, corner Ml (tale and Franklin streets;
P. Itorr, Druggist, 038 Congress street; William
b
ree
and
s. Banks,
Druggist, Junction Congress
Streets; T.B. Poliard, Druggist, 212 Danlorth
street; Conk, Everett & Pennell; John W. 1 erklus
& Co.; H. H. Hay & Son, and A. W. Smith, DrugW. W.
gist, 107 Portland St., Portland, Maine.
Whlppledt Co., 21 Market Square, and Woodford's Corner, Deerlng, Me.
Jlylleodly
Do your

They

own

will

where.

VALUABLE EH A.VIEVA careand reglldcd by A. E. EATON
SONS, successors to Roche £ Eatou, lie. Ex23-4
change street, Portland, Me.

l / fully repaired

people to knuw that
exqui- WANTED-Temperance
the NEW YORK VOICE, Ine great temperand prohibition newspaper, Is on
Marquis's and at Jewett's news stands.

ance

cents.

sale at
Price 3
20-2

ANODYNE

KOO.YIM.

LINIMENT

Nos. 117, 111) Middle St.,
TOolLET-Store
the finest stores in the city; suitable lor
or
with
baseone

a lovely
wholesale,
retail, or both,
ment; dry and lighted on three sides: almost
equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Enquire of 11. E. THOMPSON, 164

Brackett St.

FOB

24-4

INTERNAL
ABTD

LOST AND EOUND.

EXTETUSTA-Xu
a lady's ear drop beof Hancock and Newbury
Newbury street. The tluder
will please return It to SMAKDON'S BAKERY,
corner of finlla anil New bury street.3-1

LOST—Tuesday
tween the
street and No. 41

night

Street blocked

NOUN D—

ohttu.

^uralula.__»li«umatlam. Jlaedln*

»t

tho

with eustomatid Bor.nea. in Bod* ort.imba. Qmlnbaa
I. 8. JOHNSON S CO.. BOSTON, MASS.

ers

bottle.

USE.

Sort Wonderful Family Remedy Em Known.
OT- CUR 18
Diphtheria. Croup. A.thin., Bron-

The

corner

Myrtle
for Way’s Compound Syrup of Luugwort
I
and colds. Price 25 cents per
to relieve

coughs

34-2

—

FE.H.U.E

PIANO!

SEALED

janay&feb*

I took

HKI.P.

as

WANTED

—

30-1

Mass.80-4

These pills were a wonderftat discovery
No others
liko them lit the world. Will
positively care or relieve
all manner of disease. The information around each
bo* is worth ten times the cost of a bo* of pills. Find
oat about them, and you will always he thank/M. Oaa
FILL a boss.
Illustrated pamphlet free Sold everywhere, or sent by mall *br ‘/ft cts. In stamp*. !>"•«•
Johnson A GOb.99Custom Tots* 9r.. Boston. Mas*

situation by
faithful
WANTED—A
ienced nurse. Please address

a
experone week
MRS. 11. M. L, 1131 Congress St., Portland. Me.
28-1

A

_

WANTED.

dtf

GOOD COOK and LAUNDRESS; must be
well recommended and
willing to go into the
country for the summer; IS3 High street.
jan23dtf
MKS. S. A. ST ROUT.

A

TheAMERIGAN INVESTMENT COL
of Kmmetsburg, Iowa.

PlLL$
Make New, Rich Blood!

capable

WANTED—LADIES

i
jylS

a

TO DO OL R FANCY
work at nome on novelties for the trade; $10
to $15 per week can be made: all materials furnished: full particulars free. Address ELIOT MANUFACTURING CO., 43-46 Eliot street, Boston,

i\». 3 Free Street Block, Porn ana.

TUNING TO OHOKK.

31-1

A cook and laundress; recommendation required. 211 STATE ST. 30-1

SAMUEL THURSTON,
A. B«—Ask far the BCRDETT OB

^gURGATifP

cook anil launat MKS.

High

12 Atlantic street,
WANTED-At
girl for housework.

iBOK^.j r®™|5L

to be hidden at the Probate Court Boom

before

reliable girl
WANTED—A
dress.
Apply In the afternoon
150
St.

menu

Janl7...tfebll I

Portland on the twentieth day of February,
D. I>. 1888, at teu o’clock hi the foreuoou.
Given under my hand tho date llrst almve written.
H. B. SAUGKNT.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County ol Cumberland.

used

WANTED—A

The sole ageucy of this world Ireuownedinstru*

11,1888.
Ft oposals to be properly endorsed on the outside and sent to the committee on or before said
date. Separate bids will be received for each department, or for both included under one bid.
The right Is reserved to reject any or all bids.
Flans may bo Seen at the ofllce of Superintendent
of School, City Building, Biddcford, on aud after
Tuesday. Jan. 17.
LEVI W. STONE. )
J. H. DKa
vOininlttee.
W. F. LI(5UY
)

THIS

I

luaelilne girl; also a Hue custom pant maker. L. C. YOUNG, 490*%
2-1
Congress St.

PREBLE’S,

ruary

ODtce of the Sheriff of Cumberland County, State
of Maine, Cumberland, ss., January 117, A. D.
1888.
is to give notice,that on the twenty-seventh
day of January, A. D. 1888, a Warrant In
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate of said
HORACE H. WALTON, of Westbrook,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
twenty -seventh day of January A.D. 1888. to which
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose ono or more assignees of Ids estate, will be bold at a Court of ln-

crutches

Price
Newell's Mixture lor rheumatism.
24 2
bO cents per bottle at C. WAY & lo'ri.

Proposals fur furnishing materials
anil performing the labor required for the
Mason's and Carpenter’s Departments of a brick
High .School Building for School District No. 4.
Blade ford, Maine, according to plans and speclti
cations prepared therefor by H. G. Wadlin, will
be received by the building committee until Feb-

Messeoger’s Notice.

41MT—The

MJ

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

f

con

£

High School Building

lolveney
lu said

Made only by
F. W. KINSMAN * CO.. ApotheoaMe*,
kith Street and Fourth Avenue, New York.
Price 10, 3A nad It (’eats.
For sale by all the best Druggists.

/\LD and

Lily.

Congress and Franklin Streets.
eodtl

FOK

Coughs, Colds & Asthma.

during office hours, or Franklin J. Rol'dus, or E.
L. O. Adams, at any time before or after.
27-1

PROPOSALS
—

BEST REMEDY FOR CURING

snow

GEORClTC. FRYE,
Corner

laurlat)

NISCELLAKEOl'g.
Musk,
Heilotrope,
ahe iianlkkui
In
and limited supseuuence of the deep
Marie Stuart, Delays
of
fire
hazzard
the
has
of
water
the
city
greatEss. Bouquet, ply
ly Increased; should Insurance be wanted, telephone ROLLINS £ ADAMS. 22 Exchange street,

ounce.
35 cents
Lubin’s at
per
“
“
“
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Rcichardt's Satchet Powder at 25 cents per
ounce, in all odors, superior to
any in the market.
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The three last odors being of the most
site fragrance.
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More than twenty yean ago tt was Introduced
throughout New England as a remedy for Coughs,
Colds and Pulmonary complaint*. Since It* Introduction it has constantly won It* way into public
until now it is the universaloscMoa Uud
ADAMSON S BOTANIC BALSAM la the

bvor,

gentleAliENTM
to represent the C. F. Jewett Pub. Co.,
lnall towns in Maine
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of

"Wild Rose,
Wlilto Heliotrope,

Gallion and Copper Cornice, and
Gutters. Metal Shingles. Sheet Metal Work
fur Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular.
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proper
tloa. A rare cbauce to create a permanent business at home. These safes meet a demand never before supplied by other safe companies, as we
are not governed by the Safe Pool.
Alpine Sale
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the Pope over to its side. Not long ago the
Duke of Norfolk, of the Catholic house of
Howard, whose family is the oldest and
blood the bluest in all England, was sent to
the Vatican to use his inlluence with Deo

BROS.

Northern Banking Co’s

the interest on the money borrowed for construction, and the remainder
to be placed ill a sinking fund to take care
of the principal. Mr. Hewitt estimates that
under this plan in twenty-five years New
York would own the railways clear of all
encumbrance, and that they would become a
He thinks
source of large income tothecily.
the entrusting of the work to the New York

UU/.CU tmn,

10
Danish Cloths
6
Best Lining Cambrics
Closing out sales of finest French Dress Goods
will continue one week at an Enormous Sacrifice.

INVEST JANUARY DIVIDENDS

r

TO

After March l, lass, the

Onr Semi-Annual Mark-Down Sale is always looked forward to
of the grand occasions at which

10

Tycoon Repps

with his own company and

—

J. A. WATERMAN,

our

BOUCICAULT

DION

LET
Lower tenement iu house 2*4 Con
gress street, nine rooms, all ln good order; pos

WINTER CLOTHING!

STYLES

I case of 25 cent Satines will be sold for 131-2 cents

Woodbury & Moulton TURNER

jatll3

paying

What the Pope will do about the Irish
question is just now interesting the Parnell
party. The Pope is not at all disinclined to
meddle in the politics of nations in which
the members of his church has considerable
influence. In Germany he has such influence that even Bismarck has been forced to
treat with him, or to ’‘go to Canossa” as the
expression is. In Ireland there is even a
greater opportunity and excuse for papal interference. The Tory government has re-

SELECTION NECESSARY TO
SECURE
THAT CANNOT BE DUPLICATED.

EARLY

Engagement for two nights only, of Mr.

rooms, |7 per
three rooms, $4 per month.
il,1<1 »** ln Hood order. Apply to
F. PROCTOR,Centennial Block,
2-1

JOHN

MEN’S, YOUTHS’, BOYS’ and CHILDREN’S

FINEST DISPLAY WE EYER MADE.
AN

Bonds outstanding.$2,000,000
120.000
Annual Interest charge.
1‘resent basis, gross earuings.
220,000
net earulugs.
175,000
Surplus, after paying expeuses and In55,000
terest.
Earnings Increasing at the rate of $50,000 per an-

WILSON, COLSTON & CO.,

ways

Central would ensure a more economical
construction than if done by the municipality. Mr. Depew, the President of the New
York Central, has intimated that his company would be willing to undertake the work
under certain conditions.

WORKS,

miri.MiFiriiM.

the money to build the roads and let the New
York Central railway do the work. When
completed he would lease the lines to that
railroad company at an annual rental of five
per cent, on the cost, the proceeds to be used
in

!

GINGHAMS

Friday and Saturday Evenings, Fel).3and4

LIT-One tenement of six
f|lO
M.
month. One of

CLOSINC-OUT SALE
of

PORTLAND THEATRE
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Semi-Annual Reduction and

KCBItASKA.

told.

regards
railways underground.
and means his plan is for the city to furnish
As
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Farrington’s

OF

by IMortyagc upon the

of the State.

spending of

C. J.

LET—The house at the corner of Congress
and Franklin Sts. This house has always
been used for a boarding house and will be again
rented for that purpose. It can be made conven
lent for two families.
Inquire ol CEO. C. Fit VE.

a

—

The Democratic House of Representatives
has passed four bills appropriating four hundred thousand dollars for new Federal buildings in the four small towns of Greenville in
South Carolina, Ashville in North Carolina,
Springfield in Missouri, and Monroe in Louisiana. Greenville at the last census had
only a few over six thousand inhabitants,
Asheville had even fewer, haidly over two
and a half thousand, Monroe had two thousand and seventy, while Springfield, largest
of all, had but six thousand five hundred
and twenty-two. So Editor Dana of the
New York Sun frantically calls on William
Stpele Holman to nut down the brake. But
Holman does not respond.
There is a reIt is
port, in fact, tiiat Holman Jsleepeth.
rujiored too that he intends to keep a sleeping, since playing the role of objector is not
so popular now the Democrats have the

of Pieces
Opening of Hundreds
BEST

OOMPAI^ffY,
Mt

AtftmeinKNTM.

LIT.

_

AMERICAN WATER WORKS

POLITICS.

TO

*l|M<'fr:l,LA*KOI M.

French and American Salines

-ISSUED BY THE—:-

de-

According to the Washington Critic Senator
Voorhees pronounces Postmaster General
Dickinson the first Democratic cabinet officer
he has met in this administration. The
foundation of his declaration is this: The
other day the Senator accompanied a conto the post office
stituent
department
and
urged his appointment for a subordinate position.
The Postmaster General received them courteously, and after
hearing the Senator’s statement, turned to
the applicant and asked him: “What are
“I’m a dyed-in-the-wool
your politics?”
Democrat, sir," was the prompt response of
the Hoosier office seeker.
“Well, Senator,’*
remarked thtf Postmaster General, “I think
I will have to remove a Republican and give
It can hardly be
your friend a place.”
denied that tbe foundation is a good one.

Bonds

Twenty-Year

I’OLLY.

When a paper in Maine advocates a liceuse
law, it runs its head against the constitution
of the State, and against the will of the people who have three times voted that they
will have prohibition.

niWKLLANOIJI.

SIX PER CENT

trade.

doing service within the borders

are

I

FUfANCIAI..

Bass’ English Ale

Established 1872.
HOARD.

Authorized Capital.91,1100.000
Hold ( p Cupiinl.
hlllMHHI

Surplus.

73,000
offers for sale, at par and accrued Interest, 8 per
cent and 7 per cent llrst mortgage loans on farms
In Iowa, Kansas and other Western States, valued
ut three and four times the amount loaned thereon,
and fully guaranteed by this company. Also Its
own 8 per cent debenture bonds, and further secured by deposit of first mortgage farm loans, aa
collateral,with Mercantile Trust Co., of New York,
trustee.
A supply of mortgages and bonds constantly ou hand, which Investors arc Invited to call
ami cxsmlne.
Coupons cashed ou presentation.
Please apply personally, or by letter, for list of
references and other information. C. c. IIIAI*NtV.lon. Agent, Oxford Huil.lln*, 183
.Middle Street, Boon 2.
dec20eod6m
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To Vessel Owners.
THE

Hale In the Original Package by

R. STANLEY & SON.

Port

Clyde Marine Railway has beentbor
ough rebuilt, and Is now In readiness to
raae out ally vessels In need of
repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guarante-d
W. (J. STIMPSON, Jk.,
AaUr^i9J..
deciodtf
F0rt Clyde, *ie.
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Norway, 8. L. Crockett. A. O. Noyes.

Old Orchard. Geo. E. Fogg.
8. C. Frince & Son.
Orrs

Island,

Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, 0.8. Andrews, R. H. Burnham & Wm.
II. Hyde.
Saccarappa, W. B. Boothby.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
So. Paris. A. M. Gerry.
Sprlngvale, C. H. Pierce.
Skownegan—Bfxby & Buck.
The mast #n, S. Delano.
Vlnalliaveu, A. B. Vlnal.
i,. rmss.

Watervtllo.C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, W. K. Bennett.

A TERRIBLE TEN MINUTES.
A

Mid*

Thrilling Story of the
night Mail.

on an

Import-

To such a summatter.
so,
mons there was but one answer possible;
with jast a regretful thought for a card
1 should have to forego, I wired back
tant business

party
‘‘Mit. J. Devon, Anderton’s
this reply:
hotel, London. Shall leave Burtown by the
12 to-night, and will call on you to-morrow at
8.15. Kkiouti.y.” Having despatched my
message, I finished off the day’s work with
all speed, and then returned to my lodgings
to made preparations for my journey. These,
as the masculine reader need not be told,
consisted principally of cramming a soft cap
and a spirit ilask, together with a few other
necessaries, into a carpet bag; after which
followed the discussion of a substantial
meal, and the delivery of an exhortation to
my landlady to feed my fox-terrier Grip at
his usual hours.
The remainder of the evening was spent in
skimming over the morning’s newspaper,
wherein I found little to interest me. In disgust I filing the thing on the floor. It
alighted at a graceful angle, on whose apex
appeared the heading, conspicuous as leaded
type could make it: “Shocking wife murder
in Burtown—arrest of the murderer.” With
a mental apology to the publishers of the
Chronicle for the injustice I had done them
as caterers to the public craving for horrors,
I picked up the paper and proceeded to
digest the “harrowing details.” The gist of
the news as follows: An abandoned ruffian,
Chippy Watson by name, after the fashion
of his class, had beaten in his wife’s skull
with a mallet, in consequence of some domestic disagreement.
Having committed the
deed, he coolly put on his coat and hat, and

proceeding
bors and police,
was

to depart,
attracted

when the

by the

neigh-

screams

of

unfortunate victim, rushed in and secured him. This was all, or nearly all the
paragraph contained, except for the usual
the

Information that “the prisoner will be
brought up before the magistrates this morning, charged with the causing the wilful
murder of his wife.
It was now past eleven—time for me to
make my way down to the station; rather
more than time, in fact, since that imposing
structure was distant from my lodgings by
fully two miles. Fortunately my hag was
light, aud 1 shared in its pleasing characteristic of not being burdened by superfluous
weight. None the loss, on reaching my destination, there was only one minute left me
wherein to take my ticket, and secure a seat.
The latter operation, tbauks to the slownesB
of the booking-clerk in handing me my
change, had to be accomplished by running
tlie gauntlet of guards and porters as the
train began to

move.

No sooner had I ascertained that my limbs
were uninjured by the unceremonious fashofficials had
the railway
ion in which
“assisted” me to my seat, than I discovered
that the only other tenant of the compartment in whlcli I was ensconced was a young
lady and one, moreover, of no small beauty.
Now, 1 am a shy man as far as the fair sex
is concerned. Among men, I have self-possession enough and to spare; but, in the
*

presence of ladies, that self-possession vanishes witli most uncalled for rapidity. In
the presence (l the ladles, yes; but here there
was but one, who was bound to keep me comshould
pany for a whole hour, until tile train
make its first stop. So it happened that as I
contemplated my vis-a-vis from behind the
evening paper, which I had found time to
buy ou my flight to the station, a measure of
my courage returned, and in the inspiriting
words of Mr. Gilbert, said I to myself: “I’ll
take heart and make a start; faint heart
never won fair lady."
“I trust you were not alarmed by my unceremonious entry ?” I remarked, with some
inward

misgivings,

but

much outward

as-

surance.

For answer,

a

quiet

stare aud a

slight

con

traction of the pretty mouth of my companion— indicatinglher opinion that, as a stranger and unintroduced I had no right to

speak

to tier.

ordinary male animal, was the
moment for strategic attack upon the fair
one’s scruples; for me it was the exact opposite-the moment for flight had flight been
possible. Ostrich like, I buried my face behind my newspaper—there being no sand
available -and in a few moments heard, to
from the
my relief, a corresponding rustle
as
of
my
pretty
side
the
carriage
opposite
prude followed suit. The sense of defeat
and disgrace fairly overwhelmed me for a
while, and my eyes w andered over a paper I
held in my hand, seeing but understanding
not what they saw. At length they lighted
This, to

■

was sufficiently lexciting to occupy
thoughts to the complete exclusion of
the unpleasing experience I had just passed
through. As I lay back in uiy seat to
muse upon what I had read, my thoughts
began after a while to wander and my head
to nod, according to their wont at midnight,
and before long I fell asleep. How long I
slept I cannot tell—probably for a few minutes only—but in those few minutes 1 underwent a most discomforting dream. 1 dreamt
that Chippy Watson stood over me, mallet
in hand, and that my travelling companion
was holding his arm to avert the threatened

blow. She struggled in vain, and the mallet
fell, yet with a strangely light touch upon
my arm. With a start I awoke, and then
saw the girl- of my dream bending toward
me with a scrap of
paper in her hand. But
her face, how terribly was it changed! Instead of the dainty pink flush I had last
seen there was a ghastly whiteness in her
cheeks, and her eyes seemed starting from
her head with terror. Holding up her finger
as if to command silence, she passed me the
paper, on which were written the following
words:
“Someone is underneath the seat,
and has just touched me.”
Was it the dream which filled me with the
thought that this was no idle alarm ? I cannot tell: but this much I know, that in an
instant there flashed across my mind with
overwhelming force the thought of the es-

caped wife-murderer.
Returning my companion’s silence signal
by a gesture of acquiescence, I wrote upon
the paper: “It is probably only a dog, Shall
I look under the seat?”
Her answer was short and to the point:
“No; do not look. It was a hand.”
Here, then, was a sufficient dilemma; but
by comparison witli what had passed before
uciwcou

luy

icuuvfpnssruKa

nuu

ui^ocu,

lously Inquired

a

worried visitor at couvoca-

tl“*No

we aive them full scope,” replied the professor “Ibey will never make any noise In the
world after they graduate.”

when you will, your
Marry your Sons

Daguhters when you can.
But In either case counsel them to use nothing
but Hop Ointment for chapped hands and lips,
cracks and rough, pimply skin.
sore nose, cold
Xever fails■ All druggists, 26 and 60 cents, or
mail stamps to Hop Co., New London, Conn.
Old Mr. Bently—I near that the Cadwalladers
a thousand a year for their pew in the Church
of the Holy St. Swell.
Old Mrs. Bently—Goodness I They must be
very religious folks.
nay

I have been a great sufferer from catarrh
for over ten years; had it very bad, could hardly
breathe. Some nights I could not sleep—had to
walk the floor. 1 purchased Ely's Cream Balm
and am using it freely, it Is working a cure surely.
I have advised several friends to use it, and with
happy results in every case. It is the one medicine above all ethers made to cure catarrh, and It
is worth Us weight in gold. I thank God I have
found a remedy 1 can use with safety and does ail
that is claimed for it. It is curing my deafness.—
B. W. Sperry, Hartford, Conn.

“Johnny,” said the careworn editor to his only
son, “I know you waut to help your poor old
father and give him an item, but I would rather
you’d stav away from the pond till the ice gets
thicker. You may come handy to feed the press.”
All good Grocers seU and recommend Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts. Housekeepers should
ask for and insist upon having these goods, and
send back the nauseous mess sent home under
the name of extracts.
_

At a recent exhibition of paintings a lady and
her son were looking with much interest at a picture’ which the catalogue designated as “Luther
at the Diet of Worms.” Havmg discoursed at
lost fri fti

Ho •nupiio

"Siother,

1

11,

Vimr

oqIH

Luther and the table, but where

see

the worms?”

are

an

familiar name. “Chippy Watson,”
and their owner recovered his sense and almost forgot his grief as he read the following lines: “The Burtown murder—Escape
of the Prisoner.’’ After detailing the incidents of the hearing before the magistrates
and the remand of the prisoners, pending

unon a

the inquest, the paragraph went on as follows : “On leaving the court, Watson was
conducted between four officers to the van.
Just as he was stepping in, and when the
policemen were endeavoring to keep back
the crowd that was pressing round, the pris-

suddenly snapped his handcuffs, in
some inexplicable manner, and knocking
down the constables who threw themselves
upon him, broke through the bystanders and
Ued down the street. The whole affair took
place, as it seemed, in a second. One minute, and Watson, rigorously guarded, was
quietly walking into the van in the midst of
the officers; the next, and he was free, tearing down the street with the police and the
populace at his heels. He was seen to dodge
down a back alley, known as Shut Lane, and
followed by the crowd of several hundreds.
At the end of Shut Lane he disappeared
round a corner, and, strange to say, has not
can be no doubt
been seen again. There
hut his present
that he will here-captured;
are most mysteriescape and disappearance
We understand that the fellow posous.
and agility; but
sesses singular strength
be a standing disgrace
none the less, it will
that a prisoner
to our police aulitorities
and in the
should thus, in broad daylight,
effect ins
midst of a crowded thoroughfare,
A
of
hands
justice.
escape from the very
has been
reward of one hundred pounds
is
offered for his reapprehension. Watson
in height
about five feet nine inches

wholly pleasurable.
My first action was to remove any suspicion that there might be in the mind of the
mysterious third occupant of our carriage,
through the presumably accidental action of
having touched the lady’s dress. Giving
vent to an audible yawn, as though 1 had
just awakened from sleep, I remarked in a
“You really
tone of cool impertinence:
must excuse me for addressing you again,
madam; but will you permit me to smoke to
enliven this tedious journey?” As I spoke

accompanied my words by u meaning
glance, and was favored with the reply:
“Certainly, if you wish it; 1 cannot prevent you.”
Thereupon f produced my pine and tobacco-pouch and proceeded slowly to fill the former, as I thought out the plan of action.
I

On reference to my watch I saw that the
train would stop in another ten minutes.
Clearly, the only thing to do was to wait till
we reached Blackeley, and there get assistance to find out who our unknown traveling companion might be.
The longer I pondered over the problem,
the more curious for its solution did I become, and then, heedless of the warning I
had received, I struck a match and intentionally dropped it. Stooping down with a
muttered malediction to pick it up, I cast a

searching glance underneath the opposite
seat, and then my blood ran cold, as the
faint gleam of the taper revealed the back of
a man’s hand with the mark of a tattooed

Chippy Watson, then, was
companion—a doomed and desperate

our

man!
f controlled my voice
sufficiently to say: “Excuse me for reaching across'you, madam, but that was my last
match, and I could not afford to let it go

By

and when be escaped was
dressed in a gray fustian suit, with a red
scarf and soft bat. He may further be distinguished by a scar across his chin, and by
having an nrrow tattooed on the back of his
left hand.”

This was about the extent of the information contained in the paragraph, and

mighty effort

a

-_

_

siok, we gave her Castoria,
Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Miss, she clang to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gate them Castoria
When she

was

was a

O

Wife—Husband, who
golden?

it said that silence

was

was

Husband—I don’t remember, love, but I think
lie must have been a married man.

Blackeley station waiting-room, with a sympathetic crowd arouud me, and best of all, I
saw a face bending tenderly over me, the
face of the girl of my dream and my discomfiture. After making two or throe efforts, 1
managed to ask: “Where is Watson?”
“Very nigh dead,” replied a ruddy-faced
farmer who stood beside me. “You threequarters strangled the life out of his ugly
body; he was black in the face when they
lifted you off him.”
“Do you know that he is an
murderer?” T inquired feebly.

“Yes,

we

escaped wife

know,” responded

my honest

friend. “The Burtown police telegraphed
after the train to have it searched, because
a man answering his description had been
The police
seen in the station before it left.
have got him safe this time, my lad, and no
mistake. Why, I saw h<ui handcuffed and
his arms pinioned behind him, and lie a-lying half dead the while, after the throttling
you gave him.”
Do my readers want to hear the rest of my
story, now that the catastrophe is told? If
so, I will inform them that Watson on breaking loose from the police, after turning the
corner of Shut Lane—where it will be reas

membered he disappeared—contrived, by an
almost incredible effort, to scale a high wail,
and so gain the shelter of a railroad embankment. Along this he crept until he reached
the mid-town tunnel, where he had lurked
all day, until late in the evening he crept into the station and contrived to secrete himself in a carriage of the midnight mail, with
the result before mentioned.
There Is one more incident in close connection witli that journey to be told; it is this,
that there will be a marriage early this

will
spring. The name of the bridegroom
be Knightly, the name of the bride does not
matter. She was never formally introduced

to her future lord and master, and therefore
it is surely unnecessary to tell the name she
will soon cease to bear, to a passing acquaintance like the reader.
WIT AND WISDOM.

spectus free.
“I began with nothing,” boasted a millionaire,
who had made Ids money in rather crooked ways.
“And that is the condition in widen you have
left those who dealt with you,” was the blunt response of a bystander.
fast givHarsh purgative remedies are
effects of
ing way to the gentle action and mild
Carter’s Little Liver Pills. If you try them, they
will certainly please you.

the piano again, Charley, I see,” said his
pretty cousin, as she entered the room.
“I’ve
“Ya'as, Maude,” responded Charley.
been playing for an hour or more, merely to kill
“At

*

'"For an'hour now.”more?

Why, Charley, time

or

dead by

ninst be

Dr. 1). ltawls, of Connorsville, Ind., pronounces
Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup an infallible remedy.
Use Salvation Oil for severe headache, and you
will always And almost Instant relief by so doing.
We recommend It as a good family medicine.

proposed

Miss Sinythe—I hear that Mr. Flush
you last night.
Miss Van Dyke—Yes, the forward thing!
Miss B.—I don’t see anything very bi d

to

about

that.
Miss V. D.—Why, this Is leap year!

Startling Discovery.
discovery by the inhabitants of a locality
hitherto unvlslted by the pestilent scourge of fever and ague, that it exists in their very midst, Is
decidedly startling. Bucli discoveries are made
at every season, In every part of the Union. Subsequently, when It is ascertained, as it invariably
s at such times, through the valuable experience
The

of some one who has been benehtted and cured,
that Hostetter’s Stomach BlUers is a thoroughly
eAlcacious eradlcator of the malarial poison, and
a means of
fortifying the system against It, a feel-

inglof more security

and

tranquility reigns through-

out the neighborhood. Besides the febrile forms
of malarial disease, dumb ague and ague cake are
removed by the potent action of the Bitters, to
which science also gives its sanction as a remedy for rheumatism, dyspepsia, constipation, liver
complaint, debility, kidney troubles, and alt diseases Impairing the organs of digestion and assimilation.

"Can’t something be done to make those students In the gallery behave themselves?” anx-

Npicn.
Cassia,pure.. 16® 17
Cloves.
Ginger.
Mace.
Nutmegs.

■ Pepper.

Har-

36
16

3
1
7
7

JO
80

2

28

Slarca.

Pressed.#12®

Straw.........

Laundry...... 3%@

6

lr<
Common.

Souchong,....

18a

60

do choice..
Japan....—
do choice..

86@ 6U
26® 30
36® 40

Tea*.

Oolong........ 20® 30

6

60
40

30
70

a

miscellaneous cargo.

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Feb. 2,1887.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Porimercnandlse; for conmiscellaneous
32
cars
and
necting roads 81 cars miscellaneous merchandise.
*

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan a Babbbtt, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
S T O C K 8.
Asked
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
160
Canal National Bank.100 168
148
148
Bank.100
Nat.
Casco
118
First National Bank.100 116
61
60
Bank..
40
National
Dum'ierland
123
Merchants’National Bank.. 76 121
140
138
Bank.100
Traders’
National
100
96
Portland Company....
70
66
Portland Gas Company. 60
BONDS.
104
State of Maine 6s, due 188» ,...102
116
Portland City 6s,Muntcip’l variouslOO
126
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907...123
106
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.102
103
Bath City 6s R. R. aid various.... 101
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid.... 113
126
Bangor City 8s, ongMun.123
106
Belfast City 6s, R. K. aid. 104
104
And. A Ken. R. R. 6s, various....103
111
109
1896Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s,
111
Leeds A Farming’tn K. R. 6s.109
120
MaiueCentral R. K. 1st mtg 7s.. 118
134
Maine Central R. R. Ccnsol 7s....132
106
6s.
106
Fund
Maine Central K. R. 8kg
Co. 1st mtg 6s....100%
Portland Water
<•
i"
106
2d mtg 6s.106
"
1
112
3d mtg 6s... .110

If you once try Carter's Little Liver Pills
for sick headache, biliousness or constipation,
are purely
you will never be without them. They
vegetable; small and easy to take. Don’t forge
this.

Boston Stock Market.
The

[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks

“Ez I muz saying,” remarked the oldest inhabiwhich
tant, "this weather isn’t a marker to thatfellows
we used to have—I say, where are you

8<“Just

going out doors to get warm and hear
something new about the weauier,”

are receive!

Q.

..

li* vti

do Dref

24%

F'lnt A Pere Marquette IRallroad com....
*•■•••
...
(j( [ref
Boston A Albany.
Telephone...
Bel)

Central.
YLYt
Wii cousin Central preferred. 36%
Wisconsin

IRallroad pref.123

Eastern

Eastern Railroad 6s.120
210
Boston* Maine R ....
Maine Central Railroad.125%

•Ex-divldend._
Now York Stock and Money Market.

fBy Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Feb. 3 1888.—Money |on call
has been easy, ranging from 2 to 2% percent;

cent.
ast loan at 2%, closing offered at 2% per
lPrlme paper at 6@7. Sterling Exchange dull aud
Railroad
firm.
dull
hut
bonds
Govrument
weak.
bonds quiet and barelly steady.ITlie stoci market
closed dull but firm, generally at slightly below
opening prices.
Ine transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 181.280 shares.
cue toiiowing are to-day's auotatioas of Government securities:
United States bonds, ..
New 4s, ..12b%
New 4s, coup..
1°®%
New 4%s, reg.
New 4%s, coup..VT™
..113
Central Pacificists....
Denver * K.?Gr. lsts..11»
08%
Erie 2ds.— ..
Kansas Pacific Consols..... .104%
Oregon Nav. lsts.
.11*
Union Pacificist
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds.
The follow.ng are to-day’s closing quotations of

TOOTH POWDER
KEEPS THE TEETH WH1TETHE BREATH
ANOTHE GUM# HEALTHY-

>

•••

mJ/
INJURIOUSjgj

CONTAINS NO GRIT,NO ACID
'jjPNOR ANYTHING

..

oircctions'-AIIPstIp
ON FEW

B1PTHE BRUSH

A

INWATERSPRINKLE

DDPSOT'RuBirOAM'ANDAm.YUI THE USUAL MASHER.|

9,OCk9:

PR ICE Z5f A BOTTLE
PUT

a

CO.

PKOpniCTORB or

HOYT'S

GERMAN

COLOGNE.

fw&wdTT&8&wtopofc6tlip

myb

iMifflL kNOGOMMERCIAL.
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Kcb. 3, 1888
following are today's closing quotations ot
drain. Prorislons, Ac.:
Crain.
Flour.
66*67
:H MxdCorn.
SuuerOne auu
low grades.2 76*3 76 Corn, bag lots....6!)*70
lots.
6t.@«7
Meal,
and
bag
Xi’.priug
4f>Ca40
XX Spring..4 16*4 36,Oats, car lots
lots
47*48
Oats,
bag
Patent Spring
Wheats.. OMTgjS 60|CottonSeed.
50
lots..24
car
/6*26
I
Mieli.straight
roller .4 60*4 751 do bag .26 60*26 00
clear do....4 26 c,4 60iHack'dBr'n
stone grouudl 26 q,4 861 ear lots. .23 00*24 00
I do bag. ..24 00*23 HO
(it Louis SL’gt
roller.4 75 i< 6 001 Middlings. 24 00*25 50
clear no.... 4 76*4% Ido bag lots,26 00*27 00
Provisions.
Winter wheat
Patents.6 00*6 261 Pork—
i Backs ...18 60*19 00
Pish.
I Clear.... 18 00*18 26
Cod. *> qtlMess. ...16 00*16 60
Large Shore 4Va®4 60’
Large Bank4 oo®4 25 Beet—
Ex
Mess. 8 00® 8 60
small.8 26*3 761
9 00*9 26
Pollock.2 50*3 261 Plate....
,,

Haddock.160*2 001 ExPlate
Hake.1 76*2 001 Lara—
l

Herring

60*10

9

_

Tubs fc> fr..7%@
Tierces.... 7%(a

_

00
6c

8c
Scaled D bx.-18*18c|
Palls.8 *9 c
No
lHanis VB> 10%«11J*
Mackerel *» bbl—
sborels.18 00*20 00| docoveredll>-.4®ll%
Oii.
Shore 28.15 00®17 001
Med.3s.13 00®14 001 KeroseneLarge.14|00j£l6 00IPu Ket. Pet. 7%

1..T. ll*16l

Maine.... 7 00* 8
IX 00*12
Pea Beans...2 76*3
Medium.... 2 46*2

CapeCod

Herman ma2 26*2

I Pratt :, Ast i .lit.:bi. 11
OOlDevoe’s Brilliant. 10%
OOlLlgonla. 8%
001
601 Centennial. 8%
Raisins.
401
2 25*3 36
OOlMuscatei
...

2

f>u»a uo

8V«fel*e
:OnduraLay
7®8
et Potatoes 4 00(85 001 Valencia.
Onions t> bill 3 76 *4 001
Sugar.
tfc.TVt
•furkevs.lB®16|granulaieo
Chickens.12® 16 i Ext ra C.7
Seeds.
Fowls.|ii®i4i
Heese ....... llr®12J^ Hied Top....$2)AH)*2%
Ducks.15®l0ITImothy Beed 2 76®2%
'Clover. 8V4@12MiC
Apples.
Chese.
Choice eatiug|3 00®3 50
176*200 Vermont.... 10 ®13V4
Common
00
N.Y.
Baldus
factory 10 ;®13Va
®3
Fancy
Evaporated *>lt>12®13c
Butter.
'Creamery # tfc ..2ti®27
Lemons.
OO'Gilt
Ver....26®26
Edge
Palermo.8|60®4
Messina.3 60®4 001 Choice.1IX&20
Malagers....
S00*1.!!l 5
IBtore.15@16
Oranges.
Florida_ .3 60*4 26:
Eggs.
4 00®4
Fa-

Messina and
Palermo tthx.2 75®3
fl refill

50|Eastern

|Can

|gZ=;vJK

,

CrackerMptb

g-*-.

6B0| MfdhtweVghi:
»$
Heavy.

7 50i
3 60

Chestnut.
Franklin.

7 60

Lehigh.

j

Slaughter

Coodd’mgd.

23&
32@

2u«

ou

461 Clapboards—

Hard pine

Mol.

—

Spruce. X. J2K*
Clear.120 a,
2d clear.*20,
Nol.*16,

Bnruoe 86 in 18;
18
Fine

Ffne.

heading

*36i

I ShinglesX cedar....8 6'
Clear cedar.3 <i
X No 1— 2 0
Nol cedai.l 21
7 ft
Fop’r staves *12@*i4j Spruce. ...125®160
12l
Laths—
rough
Spruce
__

I

spruce—12 00®2

16

l.ime-Ceoseai.
*12 60®*14|
1 Lime
1 Ob
P cask..
(lordage.
160
I
lb
11
Cement.
Ainer’ntp
I
Matches.
11
Russia.
60
Manilla
12>A@13V4 iStar, »» gross
Manilla Bolt Rope 14
iDirigo. 39® 41
Metals.
Sisal.llVi@12Y« I
m

Drugs and

Acid Oxalic
tart....

Ammonia—
carb.
Ashes, pot..

r&"com

Dyes.
12g)14l
60® 621
r

15®20

6%<g

|

81

14x48 planlshed.
Bolts.......
Y M slieatb

Y M Bolts..

40

66%
78%

do pref. 78
Chicago, Burlington A Quincy. 128

pref.1«4
..l*?

Nortnwestern
Adams
Am. Express.197
Boston air cine, pref. »7
Bulingtou fe Cellar Rapids. 2o

26
®

28

26
17

20

50

at woe.

Poultry-Northern young fresh killed turkeys,
choice nominal 150; dofair to good 12S,14c: Western young fres*> killed turkeys, choice, at 18c®
13"Ac: Northern fresh killed chickens, choice at
16c; (air to good

12®14c._

Gloucester Fish Market.
;FOR THE WEEK ENDING, Feb 2.
Mackerel in light stock. We quote bloaters at
#25, Is, at $1864, 2s atflBVi, and 3s at #13V4@

$18Vi. Bulrs Eyes, #15: Nova Scotia 2s,#14V» ;
is, #16Vi(eS#l6,extras $17@*18.
Trlme Georges Codfish selling at #5 » qtl for
Bank $4 for large
large and$3% for small; trawl
and #36* for small; hand line Western Bank at
#46* and #3% : Shores #4Vi ; large Dry Bank at
#464 ; medium #364. Large ,Nova Scotia picklecured S4%
Large fresh codfish sold at Boston to-day at 4c
19 lb; haddock 1 V4@l Vi; haliDut 22c.
qtl; pollock at #2Vi; slack
Cusk quoted 3V4
salted do #3; haddock #3, and hake #2V4.
Boneless and prepared fish at 3 Wa.Sc |> lb for
lb for
hake, haddock anu cusk, aud 6^6% c
codfish, as to style aud quality. Smoked halibut
P lb; smoked salmon 16c; do haddock 6c.
■edium herring, at 16c V box;tucks 12c; lengthwise 16c; No Is at 12c; Bloaters at 76c; smoked
mackerel lie p lb. Canned do fresh at $lVi per
doz: canned trout SIMi; fresh halibut $1A4; fresh

Six9c

saluion at 1.76;

ciams a voi musters

vo.

PORT GAMBLE—Sid 21st, ship Palmyra, Minot. for San Diego.
PORT DISCOVERY—Ar Jan 17th, ship Belle
O’Brien, Palmer, San Francisco, to load lumber
for San Pedro.
GALVESTON—Cld 2d, sch Nellie F Sawyer,
Arey, Apalachicola.
PENSACOLA—Cld 1st, brig Amy A Lane, Emerson, Vera Cruz.
FERNANDiNA—Ar 2d, sells Annie P Chase,
Poole. Guadeloupe; Fannie E Wolstou, Marr, fin
Charleston; Belle O’Neil, Butler, do; Norombega,
Harding, Baltimore.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 1st, sch John H Cross, Rawley. Savannah.
Sid 1st, sch F C Pendleton, Fletcher, Boston.
8ATILLA RIVER—Sid fill Bailey’s Mills Jlst,
sch Jose oiaveri, Arey, Buenos Ayres.
PORT ROYAL—Ar 2d, sch Maud H Dudley,
Oliver. Savannah.
CHARLESTON—Cld 1st, sell H C Winship, lor
_.,

"gSoRGETOWN. SC-Ar 2d, sch Susie P Oliver,
Snare, Bermuda.

NORFOLK—Sid 1st, sch Carrie A Laue, Dyer.
Hoboken.
NEWPORTNEWS-Ar 2d, sch BC French,
Conary. Portland.
BALTIMORE—Cld 2d, brig Chas Dennis, Haskell, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 2d, brig Mary Bartlett,
Thompson, Cleufuegos.
Also ar 2d, baruue Louise Adelaide, Orr.Sagua;
sch Levi Hart, Giles, Pensacola.
Newcastle—Passed up 1st, sch T A Lambert,
Hall, from Portsmouth for Philadelphia.
Aral Delaware Breakwater 8d, brig Screamer,
..

BeN7w YORK^Ar

Labrador Herring #6@#6V» D bbl .medium split
2d, sch M B Mlllen, Dyer.
$4%; Newfoundland do #6: Eastnort #3%; pick |< Tuspan; Penobscot, Carter, Jacksonville.
led codfish $6; haddock #4 jhalibut heads at 3 V* j
W
K Chester, Thompson, Viequez;
schs
2d.
Cld
tongues 36:sounds #12; tongues and sounds 8 60;
G H Holden, Bernard. Point-a-PItre.
alewives 3 26; trout #14%; California salmon at
Also cld 2<!l, ship TUlle E Starbuck, Curtis, for
#14%; Halifax do #19. Clam bait #7 to #7%;
slivers ^7.
Manuel Llaguno. for San Francisco;
Kefl'ued medicine oil at 60c ® gal; crude do at barque Evanell,
for Port Elizabeth ; brig E T
40c; blackflsh oil 66c; cod do 27c; porgie at 20c.
for fence.
Campbell,
Livers at 26c *» bucket.
Passed the Gate 1st, sch Laiua Cobb, from New
Fish scrap #6 » ton; liver do #4.
York for an eastern port.
Fish skins 820®#40; fish waste #5@#10; haliPassed the Gate 2d, sch Cornelius Soule, Irom
but guano at #6. __
New York for Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 1st, sch H H Hatscom,
Chicago Cattle Market
Holmes. Baltimore.
Ar 2d, sch Jonathan Bourne, Thopson, Norfolk.
By Telegraph.]
Sid 2d, seb Mt Hope. Crowley, Baltimore.
CHICAGO, Feb. 3, 1888—Cattle marxet—re‘
Sid 2d, barque Stephen G Hart, Pearson, for
celpts 8000; shipments 3000; strong; fancy 6 26
to load for Havana.
2
Norfolk,
@6 60; steers at 3 00®6 00; Stockers 15®3 40;
FALL RIVER—Sid 1st,sch Mabel Phillips,Hascows, bulls and mixed at 2 ?6@3 10; Texas corn
fed cattle at 2 26@4 oO.
NEWPORT—81(1 2d. sells Walker Armiugtou,
Hogs, receipts 24,000; shipments 5000;dull and
Jonathan Bourne,
Drink water, for Baltimore ;
lower; mixed at 6 00®5 40; heavy at 6 26®6 70;
Thompson. Baltimore for Providence.
light 4 90®6 80 ;sklps 3 60@4 60.
1st, sch Annie R
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar
dheep—receipts OOou; shipments 2,000; steady;
Kemp. Kemp. Gonalves for Boston.
natives 3 00®6 26; Western 4 80@5 16; Texans
In port, schs OB Church, June Bright. Sarah,
at 2 76®* 00. Lambs at 6 00@6 40.
Race Horse. Etna. Fred Walton. K M Reed,
Annie T Bailey, H D Bibber, E K Emerson, CarDomestic Markets.
rie A Norton, Mary L Allen. Lucy A Davis, garni
iBy Telegraph.]
DUIaway, Josiab K Bmi li, J C Haynes, John Bird,
A Abrahams, Katie Barrett.
NEW YOKE. Feb. 3. 1888. Flour Ibarket—
Also In port 25th, brigs Edw H Williams, llarry
receipts 19,762 packages; exports 8006 bblsl and
Stewart, and Golconda; sebs Win Demlug, Hun1086 sacks; steady; sales 19,200 bbls.
E & G W Hinds. Charles E Sears, Commerce,
ter
at
2
66;
06@2
superhne
Flour quotations—Fine
Robert Byron. Nathan Easterbrook, City of Au
Western and State 2 40®3 00; common to good
to
2
at
9083
and
State
Western
40;
good
extra
port 2d, sch Edw U Furber,
choice do at 3 40@4 90; common to choice White
Wentworth, from New York for Fortlaud; Louise
wheat|Western extra at 4 40@4 60 infancy do at
for Beverly; A Hayford. do
Hoboken
Hastings,
at 4 658# 00 jeonuuon to good extra Ohio at 2 00
Boston: Ida L Rav, Marshall, New York for
@6 00; common to choice extra 8t Louis at 2 90® for
Clark’s Island for
Fullerton,
Boston; Lygonla,
6 00; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
New York.
4 40 a 4 76 ;| choiceito fancy do at 4 8ft® 6 00. inG Deering J F
Gardner
schs
2d,
outside
fm
Sid
cluding 3,600 bbls city mill extra at 4 40®4 76;
Merrow, Maggie G Hart, Conecuh, Kate M Hilton
1200 bbls hue do 2.05®2 60; 900 bbls superfine
Herrick.
B
W
and
2 46 a 3 00 ; 960 bbls extra No 2 at 2 90@8 85;
Sailed 3d, schs James
FALMOUTH. MASS
2 90®6 00;
6300 bbls winter wheat extra at
Ford. Garfield; St Thomas, Kelley; Harry Mes0,900 bbls Minnesotalextra at 2 908 6 00. Southser, and Yale. Simpson, for Boston.
ern flour firm and quiet; common to fair extra at
Ar 2d, sch Henry P Mason, Percy. Baltimore for
Kye
3 30®3 90; good to choice at 4 00®4 90.
Wheat-receipts 3300 bush; exflour steady.
2d, sch Mary J Elliott, Thurston,
ports—bush; sales 37,000 bush spot: firm but
Boothbay.
qutet;No 2 Spring nominal at 90c ;No 2 Red 89%
Glen, Bray. St Thomas; sch
Cld
2d.
Rocky
brig
elev, 91c afloat ; No 1 Red nominal at »3c. Rye M D Robbins,
Robbins, Port Nelson, Bahamas.
dull. Barley quiet. Cara—receipts 18,760 bush |
C
M
sch
Moseley.
Sid
but
2d,
exports 4896 bush; sales 47,000 nusb; quiet
ar 3d, schs Mary E Oliver. Hodgdon.Wlscasset;
steady;No 3 at 69c; steamer at 69V*@69%c elev, Sarah
Hill. Robinson, and Mazurka. Lane, Rock60%c 1 o b, 60%c afloat; No 2 at 60c elev, 60%c
land; Spartel, ——.
fob, 61 %®61%c afloat. Oais-recelpts 22,000
Sid
3d.
lowbush;
brig Rocky Glen; sch Anna E J Morse,
bush, exports 262 bush; sales 104,000
J
er and fairly active; No 3 at 3#c; do White 39%
2d. sch A P Emerson, from
1
nominal;
841c; No 2 White at 41%'»42e; No
St John, NB fur New York.
No 1 White at 42%c; Mixed Western at 89@41c;
schs E U King. Hilliard,
BOOTHBAY—Ar
31st,
firm
J6%c.
White do 40@46c. Caffre—fair Rio
New York for Eastport; J Ponder, Bullock, BosSugar weak; refined Is ouiet; C at 5 9-16@6 11Belfast.
ton
for
Extra
C6®6%;
18c; ExtiaC at 6%@6%c; White
Yellow 6%@6%c; o» A 6 3-16@8% ; standard A
Foreign Ports.
at 6 9-16c; Mould A 7%c; Confectioners A at 7c;
cut loaf and crushed 8c; oowdered it 7 31-100c;
At Valparaiso Dec 9, Darque Onaway, Crickett,
Hrtralram
6-16c.
and B Webster, Kenney, for United States, to load
granulated 7 1-16: Cubes 7
nitrate
steady—united at 90%c. Fork is firmly held and
and
Is
Card
Beef
higher
In fair request.
quiet.
d fin Liverpool 1st Inst, ship St Charles, Purfirm but very quiet—Western steam spot quoted
ington, Philadelphia.
for
7
90
refined
8 10; city steam at 7 80;
quoted
At Rosario Dec 1, barques J H Chadwick, FosContinent; S A 8 76. Hu tier is dull. Cheera Is ter, for Pernambuco; Fred E Richards, Thorndike, forSan Nicolas and New York.
firmly held.
Frriuhu to Liverpool dull.
Ar at Rio Janeiro 4th Inst, barque Beatrice
Havener. Havener, New York; Olive Thurlow,
CHICAGO. Feb 3. 1888.—The Flour market is
4
to
at
winter
to
fancy
patents
steady; Ichoice
Pernambuco Jan 7, barque Mary E Rusbbl; Soul hern winter 3 608 3 86; Mich@4 26
sell, Nichols, New York.
igan and Wisconsin winters 3 6084 06; fair to
Ar at Macort9 Jan 17, sell L A Lewis, Moody,
choice seconds 2 60® 3 80c; boice to fancy MinPort Spam, to load for New York.
nesota patents at 4 3534 60. Wheat quiet: No 2
Ar at Havana Jan 28, barque Arlington, Leach,
Corn dull
Soring 76%@77%c; No 2 Red at 80c.
Oats—No 2 at 29®30c. No 2 Rye
—No 2 at 48c.
Matanz&s 1st Inst, sch John F Kranz,
at 60c. Barley—No 2 at 81 e82%c. Frovisions
Pitcher, Philadelphia.
—Mess Fork dull at 14 30® 14 36, Lard fairly acAr at Cardenas Jan 20, sch Aldine, Dennison,
tive at 7 77%@7 80. Dry salted shoulders 6 o7@
6 10; short clear sides at 8 00®8 06.
Whiskey
Jan 27th, barque Miranda, Corbett,
1 13.
Tucker, Tucker,
Receipts—Flour, 26,000 bbls; wheat. 23,000 for North of Hatteras; Paysou for Philadelphia;
do: brig Gipsy Queen, Chandler,
bush;coru 106,000 bush;;oats 102,000 bush; rye
schs Georgia, Coflln, and Luis G Rabel, Murphy,
4000 bush ; barl ey, 46,00o bush.
for North of Hatteras; Helen G Mosely, Holt,do;
Shipments—Flour, 16,000 bbls; wheat. 13,000
bush:eoru,61,00ll bush;oats,81,000 bu:rye 10000 and others.
At Cardenas Jan 27, barque Hannah McLoon,
bush, barley 11,000 bush.
for New York; J B Rabel, Sawyer, for do; John
ST. LOUIS, Feb. 3,1888.—Flour steady at 2 20
J
Marsh. Whittier, for Philadelphia; Belle Woos@4 25. Wheat higher; No 2 Red at 80%@slc.
schs Maggie Dalllng. Dalling,
ter, Higgins, do:
Corn firm and higher 46%®46%c. Oats hrm and
do;
for
Philadelphia; Susan P Thurlow. Smith,
higher at 30@3u%c. Rye 66c nominal. Barley
for Northof Hatteras; Sarah A
Falmouth,Clark,
08.
steady
at
1
Forkfirm at 80®9Sc.
Whiskey
Philadelfor
Merrill,
M
Bird,
S
Brown.
Lard higher at 7 60.
Dry salted Fuller,John H Converse, Leighton, do; Clara Leanew at 16 00.
phia;
meats—shoulders 6 75®8 00: loug clear at 7 25@
vitt. Lombord.do; F L Richardson, Bclauo,and
IV, 9Uul L UCOl
I |)U; ClCOlHUSttl
Gertrude L Trundy. Davis, do.
8
at
26;
(k8 00. Bacon—shoulders 8Vi; long clear
Arat Havana 30th, barque Isaac Jacksou,
clear ribs at 8 37 Vi @8 45; short clear at 8 60<§
Goodwin, Pensacola.
00.
8 62Vi- Hams are steady at 10 Bog12
Ar at Cardenas Jan 29th, brig Jennie Phtnney,
Receipts—Flour, 2000 bbls, Reheat 4,000|busli,
Branscomb. Mobile.
cora 144,000 bush, oats 30.000 bush, barley 8010
Ar at St John, NB, 1st lust, sch Avon, McBurbusli,rye 9000 bush.
nle, Boothbay.
Shipments—Flour 7000 bbls, wheat 6,000
bush,corn 46,000 bush, oats 21,000 bush, barley
Spoken.
0,000 bush, rye 0,000 bush.
Jan 6, lat 18 N. Ion 38 W, barque Fred W Car
DETROIT, Feb. 3, 1888.—Wheat-No 1 White
for Antwerp.
Kosario
from
Heed.
Ion.
Cornat 85V4c asked; No 2 Red at 85c asked.
Jan 23, lat 21 N, lou 86 20 W, brig Carib, MontNo 2 at BOVic. Oats—No 2 at 34Vic asked.
for
New Volk.
Truxillo
from
gomery,
Receipts—Wheat 3,600 bush |
Dec 17, lut 4 X. Ion 31 W. slop St Francis, Scrlb
Yokohama.
for
NEW ORLEANS, Feb. 3. 1888.-Cotton is
from
Philadelphia
ner,
steady; middling 9% e.
is
SAVANNAH, tFeb. 3, 1888.—Cotton quiet;
middling 9 Vic.
CHARLESTON, Feb. 3,1888.-dJitton is firm;
middling 10c.
MEMPHIS, Feb. 3, 1888,-Cottou is,.quiet;
middling at 9 13-16;.
Until your hair becomes dry, thin, and
MOBILE, Fed. 3,1888.—Cotton is quiet; midthe attention needed
gray, before giving
dling 9%c.
to preserve its beauty and vitality.
European Markets.
a bottle of
Keep on your toilet-table
By Telegraph.]
Hair Vigor—the only dressing
Ayer’s
LONDON, Feb. 3. 1888,-Cousols 102 7-18 lor
use a little,
you require for the hair—and
money and 1“2V4 lor the account.
aud
daily, to preserve the natural color
LONDON. Feb. 3,21888.—U. 8. 4Vis, 110%.
prevent baldness.
LIVERPOOL, Feb.|3.11888.—Cotton marketbusiness good; uplands 5 9 16d; Orleans at B4id;
Thomas Munday, Sharon Grove, Ky.,
sales 2,000 bales; [speculation and export 2000
Several months ago my hair
writes :
bales.
commenced falling out, and in a few
LIVERPOOL, Feb. 3. ;i888—Quotations—WinI
es 7d®6s 8d; Spring wheat 8s 7d; Club wheat at
weeks my head was almost bald.
6s;8s.t)orn—mixed Western at 4s 10%d; peas 6s
no
tried many remedies, but they did
5d. Provisions, fit.—Pork at 67s 6d; bacon at
41s 6d lor short clear and 39s lor long clear
good. I finally bought a bottle of Ayer’s
Cheese 59s 6d. Tallow 27s 6d. Lard at 39s 9d.
Hair Vigor, and, after using only a part
of the contents, my head was covered
SAID NG DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
with a heavy growth of hair. I recomFBOM
FOB
Feb 4
mend your preparation as the best hairFulda.New York..Bremen
La Champagne... New York.. Havre.Feb 4
in the world.”
restorer
4
Feb
Circassia.New York. Glasgow
Ileckla.New York. .Copenhagen.Feb 4
My hair was faded and dry,” writes
4
Feb
Andes.New York..llayti
Mabel C. Hardy, of Delavau, 111.; “but
Nevada.New York..Liverpool ...Feb 7
after using a bottle of Ayer’s Hair Vigor
Feb 8
Trave.New York.. Bremen
Cephaloula.Boston.Llverpoo’ ....Feb 9
it became black and glossy.”
9
City Alexandria..New York..Havana.Fob
Rhatea.New York..Hamburg ...Feb 9

PSdd2d,Pshfp

..

..

k^HYANNIS11—^*in

Boston—Ar

GLOlfcE&TKR—Ar

^Sld'tin

B<Ar°at

B<AtCsagua

..

«

»»

Don’t Wait

_________

Republic.New

Britaulc.New
Colon.New
Elbe.New
Calllornla.New
La

Bretagne.New

Geiser.New
City of Chicago ..New
Aurauia.New

Beigenlaud.New
La5Normaudie....New

York..Liverpool ...Feb
York..Liverpool... Feb

8
8
10
Feb
York. Panama
Feb 11
York..Bremen
Feb 11
York. .Hamburg
Feb 11
York Havre
York..Copenhagen Feb 11
York..Liverpool...Feb 11
York.. Liverpool... Feb 11
York..Antwerp....Feb 11
York..Havre.Feb 11
Feb 11
York..Havana
Feb 14
York..Havana

Ayer’s Hair Vigor,
Sold by Druggists and Perfumers.

....

..

Saratoga.New
Mexico.New
Feb 16
Basil.New York..Para
Philadelphia.New York .Laguayra....Feb 16
Advance.New York..Rio Janeiro.Feb 15
Caracas.New York..Laguayra ...Feb 15
City of Columbia New York. .Havana.Feb 16
Catalonia.Boston.Liverpool... Feb| 16
San Marcos.New York. Havana.Feb 18
Cienfuegos.New York.. Havana.Feb 18
Palmyra.Boston. Liverpool ...Feb 23
MINIATURE ALMANAC... FEBRUARY 4.
Sunsets.4 64! High

Pimples and Blotches,
and
of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, the best and
safest Alterative and Blood-Purifier ever
use

discovered.
Dr. J. C.
Bold

New York

Mining

[By Telegraph.]

..Ill

Ontario.

Quicksilver.
do preferred.
El Crlsto.3

27

10
33

Amador.
19?
Con.Cal. & Va. 19%

10?
Bullion...! 210
Tornado.

*2 96

Standard.

Brunswick.
Security.

1
1 05

BodleOou. 2 60
7%
Crown Point.
9%
Onhir.
8%
Santiago.

Petroleum Market.
BOSTON, FEB. 3.

Pine Line Certificates.
00 A. M.-.
10.30
11,00
10

11.80

12 M
1 P. M.
2.30 P.

8.00 P.

M
M.

89%
89%
89%
89%

89%

89%
90%
90%

Boston Produce Market.
BOB TON. Feb. 3. 1887.—The following are today’s quotations of Provisions. &c.;
Pork—Long cut 17 60@18 00;short cuts 17 76®
18 26; hacks 18|26@18 60; light backs 17 26;
pork tongues 16 00.
X,ard—Cholce at 8%@8%c 4Mb In tcs; 8%@9c
In 10-lb palls; 9@9%c in 6-lb palls.
Hams at !10%®12c, according | to size and
cure; pressed hams ll%®12c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 7%o & lb;counButter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
30®32c; some fancy Elgin 33@34c; extra first
Western creamy at26®29c; do firstsat 22@26c;
do June20®23c; New York fall made creamery,
extra at 2fc: Vermont fresh made extra emry at
30@31c; do extra firsts 27@29c. The above Quotations are receivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Jobbing prices l@2c higher.
Cheese-Northern choice at 12%@13c; Ohio
choice at 12%@12%c; Northern sage 14c. Jobbing prices %c higher.
Eggs—Eastern fresh nominal at 26c; do firsts
21fa22c; extra Vtland N H at 26c; choice Canada
21®22c; good to fresh Western 20@24c jMlchlgau

20®21e; Nova Scotia at ~20®22c, Jobbing
price %®lc|hlgher.
Beans—cnoice small N Y hand picked pea at

at

....

2 79@2 80 V bush; choice New York large|haud
ed do 2 «o®2 70; small Vermont hand picked do
at 2 90®3 00.
Hay—Choice prlmehay at 17 00®18 00; fair to
good at f15 00®*16 00; Eastern fine *12®*16;

door to ordinary |12®fl4: East swale 10@*11.

for

groaning

when he

ha.

after physicians have pronounced
them incurable.
"The skill of five physicians could not
cure me

of Rheumatism which had

settled

hips, neck and shoulders. So inw
tense was tne pain that sleep was almost
impossible. The 6rst dose of Athlophoros
me

in the

enabled
gave me relief, and the third
to sleep for four aad a half hours without
Ma now
and
its
waking. I continued use,
R*v. S. H. TROYER.
well.
New Albany, Ind."

Baltimore-J Nick-

erson

SAtLED-Schs Henry Sutton, Douglas liaynes,
and William E Downes.

MERCHANTS’

man

way.

Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York—mdse
to JB Coyle.
Sch WmE Downes, Haskell, Boston forShcepscot Klver, In tow of tug L A Belknap.
Cleared.
Brig Edith, Handy, St Louis, Af-J 11 Hamlen

FROM

for $5.
by Druggists; $1; six bottles

ancient times was more painful than
these twin diseases.
But—oughtn’t
a man to be blamed if, having Rheumatism or Neuralgia, he wont use
Ath-lo-pho-ro*, when it has cured
thousands who have suffered in the
It has cured hundreds
same

FRIDAY, Feb. 3.

&Sen &Henry
Sutton, Harding,
Son.

Mass.

Rheumatism or Neuralgia. The pain
is simply awful. No torture in the

422

OF PORTLAND

NEW YORK, Feb. 8, 1888. The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado .. 87%
Hocking Coal. 27%

Ayer

Lowell,

8c Co.,

DON’T BLAME
a

water}.

the face, forehead,

the
neck, may be entirely removed by

NEWS.

MARINE

Stocks.

disfiguring to

So

Metropolitan El.132

6%
Minn « BT. Corns.
Pullman Palace.1*2
Ohio & Miss. 24%

trv do at 7c.

HoodsNew 14ft
Old
*2'
Short do 8 ft *H

Oakiuid
staves

64%

109%
76%
89%
66%
78
21%
93%
131%

Chicago

34
21

Uppers.|66®|05
Select.;**5*|5o
70]Spruce...*13®*14

Stgarneaning—

o4%

110%
76%

1|V*

23
26

i
Ain calf.
(?pffoe.
lilo. roasted21 6Y®24 ]
..
00
South
pine,80 00®40 no
Java do.... 28
®30
Clear Plne—
Cooperage.
skr-sur
Hhlid shooks and bds— I
Mol. city...1 60® 1 76j
Sue. city... P*ll 061 FluecomroouJ36®|42
Bug. s’d shk 6o®
F,ue sugar—
[Hemlock..*11®$12
Box shooks

107%
92%
27%

107%
98%
2’%

Wells. Fargo Express.128
Lake Erie* WtSt.
Oregon Nav. 9d
Denver?* RtqIGraude, new... 211
1*%
Wabash, St. Louis * Paciflc
do pref. 26%
Houston A Texas. 21
Mobile* Ohio. 12
A Alton. 138

& Western. .23®24
Less*

2ruP;;::;*

bid

..

..24®26

exuas

681

2.

Open- ClosIng
ing

78%
22
21%
94
? 93%
Zavl.94%
132%
L.
*
W.131%
131%
Delaware.
111 01110%
Delaware «H.11"% 110%
78%
78
78%
77%
Jersey Central.... 66
66%
66%
Phila & Reading.
66;
46
46
45%
North. Pacific, pref J46%
36
36%
36%
Paciflc Mall.
86% 86
86:
Msouri pacific....S 86
16%
16%
16%
Kansas Texas. 16%
60%
69%
60%
Lousisviue AN- 60%
37%
38Vs 37%
3T%
N. Y. & N. E..
22%
22%
Richmond Terminal 22% 22%
46%
46% 46%
Norfork & West pfd 46%
Stocks oy Associated Press:
Central Pacific... 30%
106%
St. Paul* Omaha.
K. Xenu, new. lo
EastTeun, lstprei. 69%

oolumed.1»®20

■

7

Union Pacific.|65%
Western Union. 78%
Oregon Iran scon... 21%

„„

Kves.2 40*2
Fopuoisbush 76c® 86c; London J,ay'r
(follow

_Feb

ClosOpenmg
ing
bid.
New York Central..107% 107%
91%
Lake Shore......... 92
27%
Erie common. 27%
"4%
64%
Canauasoutnern.
Northwestern.109% 108%
St. Paul. 76% I 76Vk
38%
Omaha common.... 39

Oregon

Tli#

Orauoerries—

Feb. 3.

UP BY.

e.w.hovt

:

^Potatoes—Houltou

9

at 96c It bush: (loj liebrous 90c ;| Aroostook Rose at 90c; do liebrous
Rose

,„

128%
Aten.,Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. *96%
M exlcan CentralK7s.
Mexican Central. J*%
67
Mexican Central 48.... ....................
37%
New York and New England Railroad.
A

_

Valencia

"See, mamma!” cried little Johnny, "there goes
the snake woman we saw at the circus.
‘Sh, Johnny! it isn’t a snake woman: it’s a
lady wltha fur boa round her neck.”

oz.

_

Do You Remember*
The wonderful discovery of Professor Loisette
for improving the memory, curing mind-wandering and vastly increasing the brain power for
gathering aDd storing knowledge of all kinds, is
now being taught by correspondence from his
institute. 237 Fifth Avenue, New York. Pro-

I ever forget the horror of that five minutes’
ride? The whole compartment seemed to
be falling upon me. Teeth, nails, feet, all
were attacking me at once; but through all
1 kept my grip upon the murderer's throat,
and though I streamed with blood, and almost lost consciousness, still held on, while
the girl’s screams rang dimly through my

the train
stopped; the
struggle ceased; and I fainted across the
body of my captive.
When I recovered consciousness at length
I found myself lying upon a table in the

10

tJunp.wder—Mh.i,
Blasting.360®400
Sporting.6 26®6 60
6
Drop shot—
7
Buck.

Foreign .Exports.
ST LOUIS,AF. Brig Edith-101,909 ft lumber

—»

Suddenly

5V ®6%
120 Rangoon
Seleram..
;i«
20 Saleratus.
6® 6%

No 10.
8 ..

and

and shrieked ere I could stop her: “Oh, the
hand has touched my foot again
The moment the words left her lips, I
heard a sudden movement under the seat,
and quicker than thought a figure appeared
upon the floor. In that moment 1 flung myself upon the ruffian and clutched his throat
with the energy of despair, knowing that
should he once gain his feet it was all over
with me, the lighter and weaker man. Can

ears.

Palais.
Sulpur.2%®3IAl
Sugar lead... 20® 221 Pure gro nd ld660®7 00
65®
60
Pure
wax...
White
ary lead6 00®6 26
Vltrnl. blue..
6®
8 Em? Yen Red.
3® 8X4
Red
Lead
...
7®7%
Vanilla, bean.# 10® #161
I Am. Zinz.6 00®7 00
Oneli,
Rochelle Yellow... 2%
Rice.
38
No 1.
130
NoS.
Klee, «»».... 6%@7

......

*■_111-n

I1IV

_

Shoe steel....
**•*“**••
Best brands.. 50®
Sheet iron—
Common.... 8%@4% Medium. 80®
Common. 26®
HC. 4® 4%
Hall.
Russia.18%®14 Natural
leal.. 60®
7®8%
Galv.

my watch. Thank heaven! in five minutes
we should be in Blackely, and the awful Tide
Scarcely had the
would be at an end.
thought formulated itself, when the girl oppwoilll’

10®
V4®
40®

r/hhirv...

When Baby

Eye straw, choice, 17 00gS18 00; [oat straw

Bottoms.,..

51 Tin121 Straits.
3| English.>37;
Cochineal....
45| Char. 1. C .6 7"
3i Char. I. X
8 (
Copperas.lya®
Cream tartar. 3»® 401 Terue.6 25
Ex. logwood.
12® 17 Coke.6 25
(iumarablc... 70-5,1 25 Antimony. 14
Aloes cape.... 16® 26 Zinc.7 1
Camphor....
26® 28 Solder V4xVk. >26
IKslama.
Myrrh. 60® 65
Opium.4 26®4 50 Porto Kico... 23o
Shellac. 26® 30 Barbadoes.... 28
Indigo. 85®1 00 Clenluegos.... 24
Iodine.4 2o®4 38 Bolling.
Ipecac.
;2 00 Fancy]Ponce.. 38
Nalls.
Licorice, rt.. 16® 20
Lai ex. 34® 40 Cask.2 16®2 26
Nasal Blares.
Morpniue.3 10®3 361
bbl. ...8 26 a3 60
Oil bergamot. 2 76®8 00 Tar
Cod liver.1 60@2 00 Coal Tar....8 26—3 60
Lemon.2 26®2 60 Pitch (C Tar) 3
Olive.1 25® 1 76 WU. Pitch....3
peppt.2 75«t.3 00 Rosin.8
Wintergreen..2 2(X§2 30 Turpt’ne, gall
Potassbr’mde 40® 48lOakum. 8Vki
OH.
Chlorate. 20® 221
Iodide.3 10®3 25 j Linseed. 61
72 Boiled. 6
Quicksilver...
66@70; Sperm.1
Quinine.
Ktrnuebarb.. 76®160i Whale.
Rt snake. 36® 401 Bank. 80®
Saltpetre. 10® 16; Shore. :
Senna. 26® 30IPorgle.
4®4>A Lard. 6
Canary seed-.
Cardamons. ..1 00® 1 75 Castor.1 2,
Soda. bi-carb.3?* @6% Neatsfoot. »
3 Elaine. 5!
Sal.2 Mi®
Brimstone— 2

Cast steel
German steel

The girl, into whose white cheeks the color showed no trace of returning, murmured
some unintelligible reply, and for a few moments we sat in silence. Again, I looked at

__

661

30® S31 Ingot.

..

out.”

oner

strongly built,

upon it.

arrow

Blcti powders
Borax.

60®

Neflned....

il

dilemma that I felt almost disposed to
welcome. The male sex in my person was
about to resume its rightful position of protector to its weaker, if would-be independent
companion. Sweet was my revenge; and
yet, the revenge scarcely promised to be

Bala coabla..
Beeswax.

was a

[Chambers’ Journal.]
It happened one afternoon last year, during the month of November, that 1 received
a
calling for my presence In Lon-

telegram
don, early the next morning,

■

that the

my

fress

wamoooro,

me

news

the press.
of N.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots
road Station; MarqulB,
(j. Fessenden, Horse Kail
M.
C.
It.
It.
1)6E.&
Armstrong,
-ji KxetlAOKO 81.;
John (ox, 600
not; Hodgson, #6% PortlanA St.; St.:
7
Exchange
Lawson,
Costello,
Congress St.;
47 Middle 8t.; Jewett, 604 Congress 8t.; Petercorner Congress and
son 2 Exchange 81.; Goold,
Chestnut Sts.; Chisholm, 10» Congress St.; Hopcorner
Park;
Morrill, 243 Conkins, Commercial,
St.; Koss, 1 US Congress St.; Beardsworth,
7 India St.; Harley, corner York and Tate Sts.:
and of Chisholm Bros.’
Abbott, 243 Spring St.;
agents on all trains running out of the city.
&
Haskell
Auburn,
Reynolds.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bath, J. 0. Shaw.
Blddetord, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellersou.
Boston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. L. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills. K. S. Raymond.
Damariseotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Frveburg, J. C. Gerry.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Fat mlngton, White & Marwick.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Dish & Co.
Lewiston, Cliandler & Estes.
Long Island. T. M. Glendennlng.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, Menlll & DenW

■

readers will agree with

*.sr

av-s.s

nnisrtnrti.

nn

lift

U/.ll

Ct

Nalirr

l>

Fishermen nud l.obsler

Denlers.

having been given to the
Board of Health, that fishermen and lobster
dealers are In the habit of throwing into the docks
fish offal and lobster waste; the attention of such
from the
persons is called to the following extract
Ordinance on Health.
Sec. 6—"Nor shall any person or persons throw
or cast any dead animal or any foul or offensive
matter In any dock or place between the channel
and the shore, nor shall land any foul or offensive
animal or vegetable substance within the city,
nor shall cast any dead animal in the waters of
the harboV or back cove.”
Any person violating the above provision Is liable to a fine of twenty dollars.
By order of the Board of Health.
GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.
Portland, Jan. 11,1888.janl2dlm

INFORMATION

CITY

OF

PORTLAND.

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, 1
January 2d, 1888. f
That It shall be unlawful for any
sled or other vehicle
with
a
slide
to
person
upon any street except those assigned and desigviz.:
nated below,
The following named streets have been assigned
Sidewalks of these streets not
on which to coast.
to be used for coasting:
Promenade.
to
Eastern
Melbourne
Turner to Eastern Promenade.
from
Hanson’s
house, to Eastern PromBeckett,
enade.
Atlantic to Fore.
Fore down past Portland Company.
Hancock to Fore.
Fox from Washington to Back Bay.
Anderson from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Mayo from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Pearl from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Cedar from Oxford to Lincoln.
Alder frem Portland to Kennebec.
Brattle from Portland to Kennebec.
Oak from Prospect to Cumberland.
Avon from Deering to Cumberland.
New State from Cumberland to Portland.
Mellen from Congress to Portland.
Weymouth from Congress to Portland.
Hampshire from Middle to Fore.
Cotton from Free to Fore.
Danforth from High to Center.
Winter from Gray to Danforth.
Danforth from Vaughan to West Commercial.
Oxford from Washington to Anderson.
Read and passed.
GEO. C. BURG ESS, City Clerk.
Attest,
All persons found violating the above order
will be dealt with according to law.
EZRA HAWKES, City Marshal.
'll*
ian4

$25.00 REWARD.

A

_City

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

Notice of Dissolution.
copartnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned, under the ftrui name and style
C. W. Lombard & Co., Is this day dissolved by

THE

mutual consent, and either of the members of the
late Arm is authorized to receive collections and
sign receipts with the late Brm name.
CHAUNCKY W. LOMBARD,
CHARLES H. LOMBARD,
FRANK W. LOMBARD.

Y<At'at

Matanzas 28th. brig Jennie Hulbert, Norton, Boston; 28th, sch John K Souther, Belano,
New York; 29th, Anna W Barker, Sargent, from
Pensacola.
Arat Cardenas 2d inst, barque Megunticook,
Hemingway, Boston.
Ar at Hong Kong prev to 1st Inst, ship Titan,
Allyu, New York.
Ar at St Helena prev to 2d inst, barque BeuJ
Hunt. Winn, from Manila for Boston.
Ar at Avonmouth Jan 20, ship Sachem, Bartlett
__

Philadelphia.

Arat Orinoco Klver, (Venezuela) prev to 2d
lust, barque Kennard. Bettencourt, St Michaels.
Cld at Vera Cruz Jan 20, sen Cumberland, Web-

beArat*$uenos
Ayres Jan 29, barque Wallace B
DeWinter. New York. 39 days; 2d inst,

Flint,
Lapland, Ferry. Boston for Kosario.
Ar at Feruambuco Jan 7th, barque Coryphene,
Gross, Buenos Ayres; 10th, brig Stacy Clark,
Whitney, Klo Janeiro.
Sid fm Klo Janeiro Jan 28, barque Glad Tidings, Graham. N**w York.
Sid fm Uenfuegos Jan 2(5. barque Neptune,Hill,
Boston; brig Daisy Boynton, Hardtug, do.

catarrh

TBY

Copartnership

c

The late firm of C. W. Lombard & Co. having
been dissolved, 1 desire to itnlorm my old patrons
and the public that I shall continue In the fish
business at the old stands, E90 Congress and 49
Portland streets, under the style of C. W. Lom
bard & Co.
CHADNCEY W. LOMBARD.
feb3d3t

Notiee of Dissolution of Partnership.
that the

hereby given
partnership
NOTICE
lately existing between John J. Roche and
this sixteenth
dissolved
Is

Albert E. Eaton
day of January,

1888, by mutual consent, and
Albert E. Eaton, is authorized to settle all debts
due to and by the company.
JOHN J. ROCHE.
Janl7d8wALBERT E. BATON,
_

Domestic Ports.
Cld 1st, ship
SAN FRANCISCO

Bobcmla,

Trask. Queenstown.
Cld 2d, barque C D Bryant, Lee, Honoluln.

Pres.

—

tor

New

AND ALL PARTS OP

Hnuiricki
ward.

k.r«

—

Ncwliw, Prince Ed-

Island, and Page Hreion.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.
The
Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 5.00 P. M., for EASTPORT

and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
iTn rough tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. tW~Freight received upto 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at tbe Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foci
J. B. COYLE.
of State street.
Gen’l Manager.
novl4dtr
I

«M STEA1SHir COM.U
For !M£W YUKI\.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. in. Returning, leave Pier
38, Bast River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
septal Hi tfGeneral Agent

—LUC*

FOR—

%

From New York, pier foot of Canal St., North
River, for Hun Frnnt'inco via The l.tbinu. ef

Phmuu,
COLON.sails Friday, Feb. 10, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Branuan Sts.
For Japan untl China.
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Saturday, Feb. 11,
2 p.m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
the
or
General Eastern Agents.
to
address
apply
Sc

ADA.HS

CO..

a,

Aodftwnnn

_

ABUT1IA

Front I.ewUita aad Aabara, 8.46 I. m.
13.16. 3.16, 5.45 and 11.46 p. in.
From t.orl.no., 8.46a.m., 13.16and 0.46 p. to.
Front €kict|t aad Vleatreal, 12.16 and
б. 46 p.m.
Front Quebec, 13.16 p. m.
■ Pullman Palace sleeping cart on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and

TlfJKKT OFFICE!

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago, 631.00 and fiu.oo; Detroit. |16.76 and
*16 00: Kansas City, 032.60 and 028.86; St.
Paul *32.60 and #28.00; St. Louis via. Detroit,
•25.00and $21.26; St. Louis via. Chicago. $28.60
and $24.90; California. $82.50 and $63.75.

JUSKPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. KDGAK, G. P. A..
J. HTKPHKNSON. Supt.
Nov. 28.1887.

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
Muaday, Otl.'J'f. INST.
W ENTER* 1*1 V INI 0*.

effect

la

Fer Heatea 7.80, 8.40 a. m., 13.40 8.84. p. m.
Bmiii far Perllaad 7.30. 8.30, a m.. 1.00.
4.IM> |>. in. (5.(8> p ni. arriving Na Hrrwi-h ft
8.00 p. m„ connecting with 9.35 p. m. train for
I*Iac Fatal,
Xeururu Hitch
Furilaud.
Sera. Hiddefard 7.30. 8.40, lo 26 a. m.. 3.30.
um moan, 7.00, 8.40,
•5.30,8.16 p. m.
10.26 a m., 12.40,3.80, *6.80,8.16 p. m. North
Hrrx irk.On al Falls, Slave. 7.30, 8.40 Am.,
SC selar, Haverhill,
12.40,3.30, "6.30 P.m.
l,nsrrscc, S,awall, 7.80, 8.40 a m., 12.40,
Harheeler, FiraisiUs, Aliaa
3.30 p. m.
Bssehrair
Hi), 8.40 A m., 12.40, 3.30p. m
Aid Caacard (via Lawrence) 8.40 a.m., (via 80.
Newmarket Junction) 8.30 A *A_

•Via Eastern Dlv. to Scar boro Crossing."
Ml'SDAV TR4I3S
for Baeiaa 1.00, 4.16 p. m. via East Dlv, to Scar
boro Crossing.

Far Baaiaa att*.0O Am., d»llv,t9.00
18.00 p. in. Baaiau far Partlaad 7.30, 9.00 A
Capa Bliaain., 12.30 d. m. (»*7.00 p.m.
West. L v. Pass.)
beih 9.00 a. m. (6.3o p. in
2.00 9.00
Biddefard
9.00 a m., 1.00 p.m.
Am., 1.00,8.00 p. m. Parlsmaaih, kiwtsrja.
9.00
m., 1.00, 8.08
part, Salem, l.jaa 2.00,
p.m. laeiSan 9.00 Am.. 1.00, 8.00 A m.
York.
New
tConnects with Rail Lmesfor
{Connects with Hound Lines for New York.
“West Division-North Berwick to He arbor#

dally).

Sica

Crossing.
Through Tlekets

to all points West and South
for rale at Partlaad Hiallaa Ticket OHre and
at 4 aiaa T ichei It race, 40 Kichaaae Klraas
JAb. T. FURBER, Ueo’l Manager.

Boston.

IIS Htnie Hcreel, Car. Brand Hi., Uoxtau.
dtf

elO__

BOSTON
STEAMERS.

FIRE ONLY $1.00.
ARBAMOEHKNTII.
FIRST-CLAM STEAMERS

FOREST CITY and TREMONT
slternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In
tor connection with earliest trains for
points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, I,owcll,
Worcester, New York, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 8 o’clock,
J. B. COYLB. Manager.
novltf

season

Bostoui Philadelphia

MURDOCK’S

D. J. FLANDERS, uoa P. A T. A.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen’l Agent,
Portland
oct21dtf

EH I

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf,

Philadelphia,
Insurance

Brighton, Eng., 1886;

By the American Medical Association at
Washington, D. C., 1884;
do. at Richmond, Va., 1881;
do. at Saratoga. «. I., 1886;
do. at Beer Park, Md., 1884;
where essays were read and discussed by
gome of the ablest Physicians and Sur*
geons of England, Germany, France, It*
aly and America.
Our Liquid Food is free from insoluble matter,
drugs, minerals, salts or acisls (EXTRACT*
It

ARE NOT), and shows the blood
is adapted to all ages in health or disease, as it
will make, for an adult, by the use of one tablennocmful four times dally, eight per cent. neu>

corpuscles.

blood weekly.

IHI.ANDH

Dec.

1,

the

TBA.VXKRH.

and after September 19th 1887. steamer
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run dally as

On

follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 6.45 a. m.;
Bailey’s Island 7.00; Harpswell, 7.16; East End,
Great Chebeague, 7 45; Jeuk's, 8.00; Hope Island 8.06; Ltttle Chebeague, 8.20; Long Island
8.40, arriving In Portlanu at 9.15 a.m.
Returning will leave Portlaud for Orr’s Island
and all intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
seplbdtf

A

rraagoaseat—la

Effect

IMS.

Jan.‘33,

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 8.45 a m.;
Lewiston 9.60: Mechanic Falls (mixed train' 10.
50; arriving at W. Minot 11.15; R. Hebron 11,80;
Buckfield 12.00; E. Sumner 12.20; Hartford
12.40; Canton 1.00 p. m.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 3.00,
Mechanic Kails 8.16: arriving at W. Minot 8.30;
E. Hebron 3.40; Buckfield 3.50; E. Sumner 4.08;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30, 8.00 A m.|
arriving at Portland 8.45 A m., 12.15 p. m.
STAI.E C83N1CTIOIK8.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.80 p. m. for Hebraa
Academy; Buckfield 3.50 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.: arriving at Pera
5.30; Dlxfield 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also far
Returning, leave
Breitun’s Mills. Livermore.
Mexico 6.00, Oilfield 7.00 A m.; arriving at FortL. L. LINCOLN.Supt.
land 12.15 p. m.
)an23dtf
R. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.

WITH A MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY
We are now having an average of 100
operations each month. Jio hospital in
Loudon is doing any more, and ouly two
We challenge any other hosas much.
pital to show such a record where our
Liquid Food Is not used.
From the fact that no two beeves or sheep are
alike is the reason of our different brands being
different in flavor. All brauds are made by the
The letter represents the day of
same formula.
make, and the figure the tank. If richer, ft Is
in
smell
and flavor, and will bear a greatstronger
er reduction, and you may change the flavor as ofdesire.
as
ten
you may

The benefit of our Free Surgical Hosfoi Woiren is being recognized in
all parts of the United States by the medical profession, as they are sending ladles suffering for the want of an operation (known as capital case* from ail sections.
Our Free Home for Homeless Boys contains 50 beds, and is located at 11 to 21
When any of
Causeway street, Boston.
the boys suffer from Scrofnia, Eczema or
other skin diseases,they recover quickly
by the use of our Liquid Food.
In addition to our

pital

150 FREE BEDS,
we have just completed a Septic Hospital
of twelve Free Beds, all for Surgical
Cases.
The Surgical Staff of Murdock’s Free
Hospital for Women are in daily attendance, except Saturdays, to examine pa_

tients, and assign beds.

ANTI-NERVOUS
ROASTED
To those troubled with nervousness caused from
the use of Coffee, try NERVINE, be free from It,
and enjoy life. Packed Iu pound packages only.
Protected by letters patent,
agents wanted in
every town. Send for circulars.

F. D. MAYNARD &
lmp«rter»

AO. 135 STATE

BOXTOA.

ST.,

jau31

CO.,

Komtfn,

and

eodlm

several Counties,

either
Grketino:
of their Deputies.
cmmnand vou that you summon all persons
Interested in the estate of George E. Davis,
of Westbrook, In the County of Cumberland, and
State of Maine, of which Richmond J. Lane, of
Rockland. Iu the County of Plymouth, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Is Trustee, (If they may
be found In your precinct) to appear before the
Supreme Judicial Court of the State of Maine, to
be nolden at Portland, in the State of Maine, on
the flrst Tuesday of February, A. D. 1888, at ten
o’clock a. ni.. then and there to show cause, if any
they have, why a Receiver for said estate should
not be appointed as prayed for In the Bill of Cone
plaint of Alexander H. Rice. Charles 8. Kendall,
J. Willard Rice, Charles S. Kendall, Jr., and John
H. Rice, copartners under the Dim name of Rice,
Kendall Hi i’u„ having their usual place of busiMassaness at Boston. In the County of Suffolk.
chusetts, plaintiffs in euulty versus Richmond J.
Lane, of Rockland. In the County of Blymoutli,
Massachusetts. Edgar J. Sherman and Charles H.
Bell, both of Lawrence. In the County of Essex.
Massachusetts, and George H. Hunt, of said
Rockland, defendants.
Hereof, fall not, and make due returns of this
writ, with your doings thereon, Into our said
court.
Witness, tho Honorable Thomas H. Haskell, at
Portlaud aforesaid, the thirtieth day of Jauuary.
in the year of Lord One Thousand Eight Hundred
our

or

A true

B.

copy.

C. STONE, Clerk.

For Sale

or

To Let, in Boston, Mass.
Dorchester Avenue

a

frontage

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County. State
of Maine, Cumberland, ss., January 27, A. 1).
1888.

THOMAS L. KIMBALL, of Deering,
to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petltiou was Hied on the
twenty-sixth day of January, A. D. 1888, to which
dale interest on claims Is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of insolvency to be Holden at the Probate Court Room,
In said Portland, on the sixth day of February,
A. D. 1888, at 10 o’clock In the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date llrst above written.
U. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency lor said County of Cumberland.

WEDDING
W. W.

printed.
DAVIS A CO„ Engravers, 43 WestBtreet,
Boston. 20 samples and estimates sent free.
eodflm
janI4
or

Canadian Pacific Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.
t'aaarscisi .VIONOAlf, Oci. IO. I8J7,
and until further notice. Passenger trains will
leave roruanu

»u

one and a quarter miles from State street,
used for a Planing Mill and Lumber Yard; no better stand In Boston for the retail trade. The
buildings are large and substantial, containing
about 25,000 feet of floor room and are fitted with
shafting; a large and well lifted brick dry bouse
which will contain 100.000 leet of lumber; a first
rate tubular boiler ot 125 horse capacity, one engine of 40 horse power and one of 20 horse power,
so arranged as to run together or separately; a two
story counting room tullding; a large lumber shed
which will contain 200,000 feet of lumber; also a
stable with stalls for 10 horses, wagon sheds, large
and roomy yards and piling grounds. The buildings are all protected with Hall’s system of per
forated pipes and sprinklersaud could be readily
fitted for any manufacturing purpose. The engines are now running and the property can be
examined by application to the subscriber.
8AM’L H. I,. PIERCE.
Box 54, So. Boston, Mass.
Jan24TuTh&Slm
now

BEESWAX,

Crude, imported and domestic, by the cask
only. Price 22Vac. to 24c. per ib. Also,

or

PARAFFINE
W.

Montpelier, St. Johnsbury, Newport, Sherbrooke, St.Johns, Montreal, Burlington, Swantoa,

er,

°S!l“b;,.rliuSrPortland

to Bartlett ud 1.
termed late stations, with Stage connections fer
No. Windham. Slamltsh, Umlngton, Sebago, Nap-

les, Parsousfleld, Kezar Kails. Deumark. LovsU.
and Conway Corner; also lor No. Brldgton, Harrison and Waterford via Brldgton.
Traisa Arrive ia Pertlaad.
1*1.53 B. at. from Bartlett and way stations._
N.33 p. at. from Montreal.
0HA8. H. FOYK. G. T. A.
Oct. 7,1887!

nov24eod3m

147 PIC A HI.

0Ct7dtf

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE
Portland & Rochester R. R
ARRANGEMENT

OF TW'IS.

at I.0*1 p. as.
Alfred, Walesa
Far
barn, and Macs Hirer at 7.30 a. as,, 1.00
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. at.
Far tlarbsa at 7.30 a. as., 1.00, 3.00,
M.30, a> d (mixed) at 0.30 p. at.
Far Macrnrappa, I'uoaherlaad Wills, Week
braal J unctiaa and Waadfard’a at 7.30
and 10.110 a. at., 1.00, 3.00, 0.30 ar.d
I mixed •«.:( O p. at.
For Fareal A eaae (Daariag) lOOOa. ns.,
iiOO in'. 0.30 p. at.
The I .oo p. at. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Jaarl. with Heosac Taaarl Home for
the West, and at laiaa Dr pat, Warranter, foi
New York via Nsrwick l.inr, and all rail,
H. R
via Mpringdeld, also with 8.1'. A N.

Ksrkrairr,Mpringenlc,

(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.

Rnltiaaoee, Washington, and the Maalb, and
with Hsalsa A Albany R. H. for the West.
MClose connection made at Weatbreek Jane■laa with through trains of Malue eatral R.R. and
Portland, with through
at Grand Trunk
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all poluts West and Sonlll
may be had of H. H. HK.LLKN.Ticket Agent. Pork
land A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Streak
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PKTKR8 8uek
oct22dtf

Transfer,

MONDAY, Oct >34, IS8T.
Passenger Trains will lease

On and after

Pertlaad

as

fellewsi

For Ankara aad i.ewistaa, 8.30 A m.,
13.60 4.60 p. m.; l.ewisisa rla Brtta
wick, 7 "5 a. m., 12.66 tll.16p.rn. For Balk,
7.05 a. m., 2.55 and 4.55 p. m., and on SaturKaehlaad and
days only at 11.16 p. m.
Baas aad laarala H. K.. 7.06 a. in. and
Hall*
Uardiaer
12.65 p. in., Braaswlck,
well, aad Augneta, 7.06 Am., 12.66, 4.66
*i»
*-ewlam.
Farasiagtaa
and tll.15 p.
taa, 12.60 p. m.; rla Braaswlck. 7.06
m
a
and 12.65 p. m. tlaaasaath, winIhrap. Kemddeld, Oakiaad aad Narth
Aasaa. 12.50 p. m., Wntervllle aad Mhawhegaa. »la I.ewistaa. 12.60, »ta Aagaata,
7.06 a. m„ 12.66 and tll.15 p. m„ and » aterBelfast
• illa Saturdays only 4.56
p. m.
12.60 and tll.16 p. m.
Dealer.
aad
Hunger via I.ewistaa. 12.60 P. m.; via
Angnstn, 7.06 a. m., 12.65 and tll.15 p. as.
Hangar A Pteenlnanle R. H.,7.06 a. m.,
and
fll.16 p. m. Fllrwaith aad Bar
Bu
m.
p.
tll.16 and 12.65
llsrfcsr,
t aaaly,
Mlrphes (i Uiuisj, Arae-laah
the
Praviacea,
Mi. Jeba, Halifax, aad
12.60, 12.56 and tll.16 p.m.
gjr-All trains timed as above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at
_

CONOKE9M ST. STATION.

gan on Monday mornings or to Belfast and
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The morn,
Ing train from Watervllle, Augusta and Bath
8.45 A m.; Lewiston, 8.60 a. m.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.46 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Bangor. WaterrUls,
Bath, Augusta and Ro kland at 6.40 p. ns..
Lewiston, 6.60p. m. Night Pullman at 1. 60
a. in.

(.Iwillrd Tickets, dr.i awd secawd class, fas
all paiatsia tka Prarlsces w sala at ra.
daccd cates.

PAYSON T0CKER, (Jeneral Manager.
K. E. BOOTHBY, Oen’l Pass, end Ticket AgL
oct2ldti
Portlam., Qct.20.1887.

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.
A Ureal

Medical Wark far Yauns and
MlddlesAsad Men.

'fare Tkaa One Mlilian

1

spies Bald.

’• treats
„poa Suren.snd Physiosl Debility.
tun. Decline. Error* of Youth, Kihauntad

Plant

Vitality,

WAX

of 240 lbs. Sweet, odorless
Price 10c. per lb. by the

H. BOWDLEAR

—

bb

Refined
In thin cakes In cases
and white M. P. 13U‘\
ease only.

aw umuw*. cp.«m«r

TRISKKSSKgn,. (or Brldgton. Kryeburg. No. Coajii;ou:iu«j,M Kabyan’s, Bethlehem. Lancas—IC,^ Whiteflehl, Littleton. Wells’ Riv-

baggage checks may be obtained for principal
points East *nd West iThs night express with
sleeping car attached,runs every night 8 tin days
Included, through to Bangor but not to Skowbe-

B. C. STONE. Clerk.

Attest:

415
consisting
THEot Estate
about 90,000 square feet of land with
Dorchester Avenue, only
of 475 feet

NeMeuKer’a Notice.

PORTLAND and MONThEAL LINE.
Only line making direct connections with

WE

and Eighty-Eight.

Ogdnnslmrg R. R.

NAIVE CENTRAL RAILROAD

STATE OF MAINE.
CrMBERLaXD, ss.
To the Sheriffs of

janai

FVFRV RFR FRFF

Portland and

_

COFFEE.

953

INVITATIONS

Winter

On and alter Monday, Oclebcr 34, INS7,
Passenger Trains will A.ea re P rtlaadi
Par Wore eater, iliaten, Ayer Jour nan,
Nashua. tt iadbna and lipping at 7.30
as.
a. ua. and 1.00 p
Par Man. heater, Cancer d, and points North

NERVINE.

TOTAL OPERATIONS

..

m.

Steamboat Co#

llarnswell

1,1885,

1, 1887,

at 12

one-half the rale of

Penn. B. B., and
Freights
by
Mouth by connecting lines, forwarded Dee of commission.
Bsnnd Trip IIS,
Passage 9IO.OO.
Meals and Boom Included.
or
For freight
passage apply to
II. B. HA VIPHON, Agent,
70 l.ung Wharf, Boston.
81dtf
for the West

Our Free Surgical Hospital was opened in Boston in September, 1884, and
now numbers 100 free beds.

1, 1886,

LINE.

balling vessel.

__

The only Kaw, Condensed Food known,
and so recognized
By tbe International Medical Congress
at Washington, D. C., 1887:
By the Brltisn Medical Association at

engraved

Rumford Falls & Backfield Railroad.

From BOSTON erary WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
Frem PHILADELPHIA erary Tuesday and Friday.
p.

LIQUID FOOD.

Duriug the year ending Sept.
we had 35 operations.
During the year ending Sept.
we had 205 operations.
During the year ending Sept.
we had 510 operations.
During the quarter ending
1887, we had 203 operations.

STEAMSHIP

&

CO.,

List M.nhi.id. Impaired Vigor and Impurities of the
Blood sud tbs untold niinenee ooneequsnt thereon
Contain.
page, .ubstantial enibnaaed binding fuii
Warranted tbs heat popular medical treatise
gilt.
published In the Kngimn language. Pries only 11 by
mail, postpaid, and ooncealedta a plain
Inst rati ve temple free If you tend now.
by the PP AItOllY MEDICAL

wrappi

it

PJ HI■ISHEp

WT.. HOWTO!*.

DR.

Speedily ami permsnentlyniredbyoaineWUtar’a
Itnlkam or Wild Cherry. There are counterfeit*. Get the genuine, which it turned** 1. BUTTS’*
on the wrapper.
Prepared by Sktii W. i'oWidt &
Bona, Boston. Sold by all deukrt.

,_
Caafaa, 8.46 A m. and

Am.Jl.00,

and South America and Mexico.

A.

m

EASTERN DIVISION.

California, Japan, China, Central

X.

litrkaa, Maatreal and|Cklca*a, 3.4*

and 1.30 p. m.
Far Quebec, 1.80 p.
Fir Muckaeld tad
1.80 p. m.

35 Eiolungi St., and Qeool Foot of lodia StraoL

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N.B.. HALIFAX N. S
—

'"'vtr
а. in.

Montreal.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

DIRECT

Medical Rooms 93 FratkUn St„ Portland, Me.
REED treats all chronic diseases that flesh
is heir to; aU cases that are given up as Incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians, I will take their case to treat ami cure
them. Iflnd that about four-fifths of the cases
given up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
distance by letter with their full name an d place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp aDd $2.00 ExConsultation free.
amination at the office, $1.00.
Office hours 9 a. in. to 9 p. iu.__sepldtl

&w<iit orders.

Scb Margaret Matber, 84 tons, built at Boothbay In 1888, lias been purchased by Capt Henry
A Parmenter of Gloucester, for the Bank ashing
business. Capt J D Morrissey will command her.
Sch Henry P Mason, Percy, from Baltimore for
Boston, pul Into Falmouth, Mass, 3d lust, heavily
iced up. Has experienced rough weather.
Philadelphia. Feb 3—Sell Levi Hart. Giles, from
Pensacola, was sunk by Ice at her wharf In Delaware Klver, this morning.

_A. MONTGOMERY.

Internationa!

HIICELLANEOim.

DR. E. B. REED, Clalrvoyaut
and Botanic Physician.

Memoranda.

janlSdtf

1.30and 6.30,.

on

was

jau28&feb4

Barque Cbas Fobes, of Portland, 510 tons, built
at Yarmouth in 1SC9, was sold by the II S Marshal 2d lust for 4300 to parties lu New York. She
Is at Boothbay and will be towed to Portland, to

Landings, arriving In Portland about 3.00 p. in.,
Boston boat at Portland. Freight
taken for the above landings at low rates
and delivered on the wharf by
received
Freight
W. H. Bobanon. Telephone No. 087 F.

connecting with

THE

adjudged

is
particle is applied into each nostril and
by mall,
agreeable. Price 60 cents at druggists;
236
GreenBROTH
CO
cts.
ELY
KBS,
registered.
Jan28eod&wnrmly
wich St., liew York.

Landings.
Evenftaiaeday at simp u. m. will leave
East Boothbay for Portlaud and Intermediate

ate

a~Fd

estate of said

thTCURE.

Returning win leave Pemauuid every W«da*»«
day at 7.00 a. iu.. for Portland and Intermedi-

Notice.

It to give notice, that on the twenty-sixth
of January, A. I). 1888, a Warrant In
Insolvency was Issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the

A

bay ami PemaqukL
Every Friday at s.:io». an., will leave for
Boothbay, South Bristol ami East Boothbay.

Notiee is hereby given that the undersigned
have this day formeua copartnership for the purpose of carrying on the Provision and Grocery
business, at 47 Portland street, corner of Hanover
street, under the firm name of C. H. and r. W.
CHARLES H. LOMBARD,
Lombard.
FRANK W. LOMBARD.
Portland, Feb. 1,1888.

THIS
day
In

Clea n s e s the
Nasal Passages,
Allays Pain and
Inilammati o n,
Heals the Sores,
Rest ores t h
Senses of Tast
and Smell.

After Jan. 1, 1888, Steamer Enterprise will
leave Franklin Wharf every Taewdny at
*• iu., for
Boothbay, South Bristol, East Booth-

A RRA NOE.71 ENTS.

after MONDAY, Nav. UN, IN*»,
On
train* will ran as fallawei
OKI'AHT( KKM
Ft/Atfburaaad Eewtataa, .30 and 8.46
and

Portland, Feb. 1,1888.

II V

CREAM BALMl

WINTER

STEAMER ENTERPRISE- CAPT. ALFRED RACE.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S

City Marshal's Office, 1
Pobtl.no, Nov. 7,1887.)
REWARD of tweuty-flve dollars will b' paid
for Information that will lead to the arrest
and conviction of any person or persons guilty ol
breaking glass In any public building or church In
EZRA HAWKK8,
this city.
Marshal.
novSdtf

eod&wlvnrmceod

ELY’8

Portland ami Boothbay Steamboat Co. GRAM TRIM RAILWAY OP CAM*

ORDERED,

of

HiIl.KO.4DII.

STEAMER*.

EXCHANGE.

Sagua Jan 27, barque Levi 1* Andrews,
Watts. Boston.
Sid 27th, sch Luis G Kabel, Murphy, Delaware
Breakwater.
Arat Cardenas 28th, sch Bertha Warner, Lathwalte, Portland.
bid 28tb. barque John J Marsh, Whittier, New
Ar at

—

CITY AI»VEHTI»EME8tT»

my 10

eodAwly

FISTULA S™

or detention from bunine*#, nU<> nil other dl#
of the Rectum.
Cure guaranteed.
READ (M. I). Harvard 1142) aud ROBERT
READ (M. D Harvard 1S7«), Evan# Ilona*. !*•.
17ft Trnawt Str**t, Koeton. Reference# |l»<n.
Offlos
Consul tntrou free.
W#nd for
bourn, 11 A. M. to 4 P. li. Sunday# and holidays

knife

ea*»-#

STEPHEN
omtl

fob

BERRY,

(qomI

Wo. WT Mrw-

pamphlet.

campled.)

*

THE PRESS.

*.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
ess Sneet.
Milieu. Kv.'iiib & Co.—617 O'i'ff
S. s. to.
Portland, Mt. Desert & Macliias
A
National Novelty Supply
Writing Paper—Kino* Brothers.
Snow Slioes, 4fcc.—<>• E. Bailey.
Ladies —Aaron Medieal 1A
Eastman Bros. * Bancroft.
Brown, tlie Sitoe Dealer.
Owen, Moore & Co.

win.

Mrs. Towle,

,

Make Hay while the Sun Shines.
Tlie druggists have Just received a fresh invoice of Hop Ointment, that infallible cure for
chapped bauds and lips, sore uoso and cold
cracks. Every one is buying it, so get your supply ere it is exhausted. 2G cents. Cure warrant”
febieodlw
cd. NeverfaiU.

(

If you had taken two of Carter’s Little
Liver Pills before retiring you would not have had
tiiat coated tongue or bad taste In the mouth
this morning. Keep a vial with you for occasional

Jau31d&wlw

Who Is Your Best Friend?
Your stomach of course. Why? Because if it
Is out of order you are one of tlie most miserable
creatures living. Give It a fair houorable chance
and see if ft is not the best friend you have in the
Don't drink
end. Don't smoke in the morning.
in tlie morning. U you must smoke and drink
wait until your stomach Is through with breakfast*
You can drink more and smoke more in tlie evening and It will tell on you less. If your food ferments and does not digest right,—if you are
troubled with Heartburn, Dizziness of the head,
Aimliur

mi

nf tin) f,wul

oftor

siaflnir

or any other trouble of the stomach,
you had best use Green’s August Flower, as no
person can use It without Immediate relief.

Indigestion,

novl

__________

<UycT

Sunday Services.
w-Tlie Sail Loft Meetings are held at No. 6
Central Wharf every Sunday morning, commencing at 10.30 a. m. Strangers and others are cordially invited to he present. All are welcome.
Chestnut Street M. E. CnuRCH-Eev. N.
T. Whitaker, It. !>., pastor. Communion service
Sabbath School at 1.80 p.m.
at 10.30 a. m.
Preaching by pastor at 3 p.Jm.. Topic, The ProdiSon.” Revival service at 7.30 p. m. Other

gal

as usual.
Church or Christ—Booms 6 Brown’s Block,
preaching 10.30 a. m. by Ira C.*Mitcliell. Theme,
"The Kesurrectlou of Christis it a fact? Lords
Supper at 3 p.m. Preaching at 7 p. m. Theme
••Men and Brethren what must we do? the ques-

services

tion considered.” Seats free.
Church ofthk Messiah— (Uuiversalist). Rev.
Services tomorrow at 10
M. Crosley, pastor.
30 a.m.. and 7 p. in.
Evening subject: “The
Apostolic Faith.”
Congress Square Church.—(First Universallst)—Rev. Henry Blanchard, pastor. Services at
10.30 a. in. Sunday School 12.16.
Congress St. M. E. Church—A new fashioned
love feast at 9.80 a. m. At 10.30 a. in. Communion, the reception of persons on probation into full
membership and by letter. Sunday School at 1.30
p. m. Preaching at 3 and 7 p.m. by Mrs. Van Cott.
First Baptist Church, Opp. Lincoln Park.—
Preaching 10.30 a. m. by the pastor. Rev. A. K.
P. Small, D. D. Sunday School at 12 M. Communion 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
First Free Baptist Church
(Plymouth)
Soogress St. Rev. J. M. Lowden, pastor, will
reach at 10.30 a. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
ommunieu service at 3 p. m. Prayer and social
meeting at 7 p. m.
Church.—Williams’
First Presbyterian
Hall, Congress street. Sunday school at 2 p. m.
Preaching by Rev. Joseph 8. Cogswell at 3 and
7.30 p.m. Communion after the afternoon sermon
PRF.E Church, Deerlng.—Sunday school at 2
p. m. Pleaching by Rev. 8. K. Perkins at 3 p. m.
Gospel Service at 7 p. m. All are welcome.
Free Street Baptist Church.—Rev. a. T.
Dunn, pastor. Preaching at 10.80 a. m. by Rev.
K. A. Whittier, of Lawrence, Mass. Sunday school
at 12 in. Lord’s supper and welcome to new members at 3 p. m. Preacblug by Itsv. E. A. Whittier,
followed by baptism at 7 p. m. Special Evangelistic services throughout the week.
Gospel Mission.—Rev. S. F. Pearson pastor.
Sunday school, F. J. Russell, Sup’t., and Paster’s
Bible Class at 1.30 p. in. Preaching by the pas
tor at 3 p. in. Praise and Testimony Service at
7 p. in. Preaching by the pastor at 8 p. m. Seats
free. All are welcomed.
High Street Church—Rev. Win. H. Fenn,
D.D., pastor.
Preaching at 10.30 a. m. by HevW. H. Fenn, D. D. Sunday school at 12.00 m.
of
Subject
evening lecture “The Modern Society
of Friends.”
New Jerusalem Church, New High StreetRev. Howard C. Dunham pastor. Divine Worship and preaching by the pastor at 10.30 a. in.
Sabbath School at 12 M. Meeting in the vestry
—

£

at 7 p.

m.

Pine Street M. K. Church.—Preaching at
at 10.30 a. m. by Rev. S. D. Paine, of the St.
Johns River Conference and Chaplain of O. M.
Mitchell Post, Jacksonville, Fla. Subject, “Assured Triumph of Christianity.” Sunday School
at 2.30p.m. Prayermeetingat7.30 p. m. Seats
free. A cordial invitation is extended to all.
Preble Chapel.—Sunday School at 2 p. m.
Treaciiiug
at 7. Tlie
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broke her wrist.
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Mains, the “Windham wonder," has signed
to play pitcher for the Elmira, N. Y., team.
Henry Lane was arrested Thursday for
stealing manllla rigging from Patrick J. Iles-
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Headers will remember Rev. Mr. Swarts’s
science healing meeting at NO. (i Brown’s
Block, at 7.30 o’clock tonight.
Tlie Post Office carriers will give a ball at
City llall the 21st of the month. It is expected, and there should be a large patronage.
Mr. E. C. Reynolds addressed the students
of Shaw’s Business College on the collection
of debts and the light house system, last

evening.

About 17,000 pounds of fish were landed
yesterday, and as nearly all the vessels of the
fishing fleet are out, the arrivals today are
expected to be large.
One of Cousens & Tomlinson’s heavily
loaded teams was stuck In a pitch hole yesterday morning. In attempting to pull out
of the horses was badly strained.
The Congress street horse cars have not
yet got beyond Market Square, and both
lines stop at the Post Office. Slowly, but

steadily the snow piles are being removed
from tlie streets.
This afternoon and evening the Mite Society of the Sunday school of St. Paul’s
church will hold their bazaar at Reception
Hall. The dolls’ reception will proven great
feature for the little ones.
Tlie report that the Sprinkling Company,
for a definite sum, had contracted to remove
tho
ti.o annvc from tlie streets on the line of

The York Colony.
Mr. C. C. Hoyts of St. Louis, and other
persons interested with him, have purchased
a section of land along the beach in the town
of York, and will build summer cottages
it Is understood
ther the coming season,
that 25 persons are interested in the project,
and at least a dozen houses will be put up
next summer. The contract for Mr. Hoyts’s
house is already in the hands of a Portland
builder, and the building will be ready for

m

May.

Chandler’s Band.
band will bring out a new lot
Chandler’s
V
of musical novelties at the G. A. R. camp fire
next Friday evening. Rehearsals are being
conducted by Mr. Collins, early in the evenining so the members can attend without
terfering with the regular engagements. The
been

engaged by

band and orchestra Lave
the Portland letter carriers for their concert
and ball, which takes place February 21st.

Ice Among the Islands.
There is considerable ice among the islands, especially in the Inside hay near Chcbeague, and an ice bridge from Chebeague to
Cousen's island and thence to the mainland.
There is ice at the nortli and east to FreeThe island steamer
port and Harpswell.
makes her landing at Jenck’s, running outside for that purpose.
New

Partnership.

It will be seen that the old firm of C. W.
The
Lombard <b Co., has been dissolved.
new firm of C. H. and F. W. Lombard will
carry on the grocery and provision business
and Portland
at the corner of Hanover

streets, and Mr. C. W. Lombard will carry
on the fish business at 090 Congress and 49
Portland streets.
Munjoy Lodge.
Munjoy Lodge, K. of I’., will celebrate
their fifteenth anniversary on Monday evening next, and all members from whom the
committee have not solicited food are requested to send or bring thelsame to the hall
Monday afternoon or evening.

of the
many years clerk of the steamer Star
East.
Mr. James H. McMullen and family of
State street intend leaving the city in a few
days for the South where they will stay
three months.
Mr. James P. Baxter delivered his lecture
on “London,” postponed from last week on

account of the storm, in the First Parish
church at Yarmouth last night.
Dr. H. Lombard, recently located at North
Waterford, is about locating in Bridgton for
the practice of medicine. He is a graduate
of the Bowdoin Medical School, class of ’86.
Mrs. Hyde, who resides at No. 92 Free
street, while at the dress making rooms of
her daughters. E- M. & G. Hyde, yesterday,
had a paralytic shock and was carried to her
home in an ambulance.
Mr. George Alden, General Eastern Agent
of the Maine Central, has taken three of his
Waterville liorscs to Boston, and has been

showing the people

on

Brighton

road what

Chronicle.
lion. Hannibal Hamlin, who was collector
of the*port of Boston, once, always visits the

found.
The regular monthly meeting of the Port
land Teachers’ Association will be held on
Monday evening, Feb. 5, at 7.30, in Reception
Hall, City Building. The association will be
addressed by Dr.JLarkiu Dun ton, head mas
ter Boston Normal School.
A fine pair of very large elk horns can be
They
seen at the Board of Trade Rooms.
measure four feet in height. The antlers are
spread four feet apart and have twelve
prongs. They were found in a canyon near
the cattle ranch of John B. Curtis in Nebraska.

The noon train at Bethel on the Grand
Trunk road narrowly escaped a serious acci"
dent Wednesday. One of the wheels on the
Pullman broke, three miles below Bethel,
and was not discovered until it arrived at
the axle

the station. The guard prevented
from falling upon the track.

Relief Society.
The regular monthly meeting of the Citizens Mutual Relief Society was held last eveThe meeting was
ning in Reception Hall.
called to order by Treasurer J. L. Rackleff,
who read a letter from Mr. Edmund Dana,
Jr., dated Portland, January 13th, 1888, in
which he declined with thanks to accept the
office of president to which he was unaniCitizens

It was
at the last meeting.
voted to accept the resignation.
Mr. Charles H. Baker was elected chairman, and in the absence of Secretary F. J.
Rollins, Mr. J. L. Rackleff was elected secre
tary pro tem. The records of the last meet-

mously elected

were read and approved.
Ur. J. L. Rackleff, treasurer, reported that
there had been no change in the accounts of

ing
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there were $3,196.38 deposited as follows in
the different banks of the city: Maino Savings Bank, $703.83; Canal National Bank,

$1,159.00; Portland Savings Bank, $1,333.55.
On motion of Mr. J. Bassett, Messrs. J.
C. Ward, Alvin Deering and David Drinkwater were appointed as a committee to
nominate a president and report at the next
meeting.
No other business coming before the meeting it was voted to adjourn until one month
from date.
There was one application for member-

the Board of Trade yesterday morning the
com

organization for the current year was
pleted by the appointment of the following
standing committees:
A

I.hitratinn_Rronpill V

John

W.

Rur911

Hollis

Deerlug, John E. Dewitt,

B.

Hill.
Joseph A.

K

Kail roads and Steamboats-Samuel J. Anderson, John B. Coyle, Frederick Smith, Fayson
Tucker, M. L. Williams.
Merchants’ Exchange—M. N. Rich, William
Allen, Jr., Philip G. Brown, Louis A. Goudy, P.8.
Nickerson.
Meteorological—Cyrus II. Farley, William Benter, M. N. Rich.
Board ol Manufactures—William It. Wood, Albion Little, Edwin It. Winslow, Charles 8. lobes,
Horace H. Shaw, Thomas S. Laughlin, Dexter 8.
_

Klee.

The annual assessments^)! the Board for the
current year were fixed at three dollars and
of the Merchants’ Exchange at six dollars
for individuals and ten dollars for firms and
corporations, the same as last year.
The name of John Russell
for membership.

was

proposed

banquet named Saturday
evening, February 11th, as the date of the
The committee on

uext Board of Trade dinner, which will be
Ail members of the
at the I’reble House.
Board or of the Exchange who contemplate
being present must secure tickets at the Exchange previous to that date, as no one will

be hereafter called upon.
Runaway.

lady was driving on Commercial
street yesterday forenoon, near the Maine
Central station, the sleigh was tipped over
by going into a cradle in the street, and the
lady thrown out. The horse became frightAs

a

In front of the Boston
ran away.
& Maine and Maine Central station, a woma hack,
an was run into, as she stepped from
and was knocked down, but fortunately she
ened and

The lady, whose
not much injured.
horse ran away, escaped without being much
hurt, and the team was not damaged to a
great extent.
was

Services at Free Street Church.

Special evangelistic services are to be held
in the Free street church, commencing toThe church has heartily invited
Rev. E. A. Whittier of Lawrence, Mass., to
assist the pastor in conducting these services.
On Sunday the usual services will be held,
and during the following week meetings will
be hold each afternoon and evening, except
Saturday. All are most cordially invited to
these meetings, both to aid in the work and

morrow.

to share in the blessing.

steppers can uo.
Rev. Jonas Burnham, formerly principal
of Farmington Academy, is now 90 years old
and still engaged in educational work, giving
private Instruction to two Farmington young
meu, who are fitting for college, says the

custom house when he goes to the Hub. He
and Collector Saltonstall have become warm
friends, it is said, and the ex-Vice President’s picture now hangs in the collector’s

office.
Misses Carrie C. Allen of Brunswick,
Sadie E. Leighton and Minnie E. Moore of
Monmouth, and Dora E. Tibbetts of Boothbay, graduated at the training school for
the Maine General Hospital
nurses at
Thursday. President Webb delivered the
diplomas, and Dr. Gordon delivered the
essay.

L. M. Linnell, of Duluth, Minn., is visiting in Waterville. Mr. Linnell was a noncommissioned officer in Co. B., 13th Maine
Vols. and was in tne first battle of Bull Run
He now
as a member of the 3d Maine.
owns a large tract of pine lands in Minnesota. It is a part of his business also to
locate land for soldiers under their government warrants.
THE HICH SCHOOL BUILDING.
Mr. Jordan’s

ing

Report

as

appeared

OUV1V

wovu

in last evening’s

Uiuuv,

»'V»V

Insufficiently warmed, and deluged l-y burstiug pipes.
Without attempting to describe technically
the “Williams method,” I will endeavor to
explain those things that I think are fairly
I have exevident tc most close observers.
amined the building on several occasions,—
just before the present scheme was commenced, upon its completion last fall and on
Thursday last, in company with Dr. Crandall. It is a building ill adapted to placing
in it for a reasonable sum the advanced
methods of heating and ventilating. It was
formerly heated in an unsatisfactory manner, and no method of ventilation existed
that to any degree was a constant factor.
We can all recall the ills that have been for
years attributed to these combined defects.
1 found that the present system contema
plates, by the arrangement of the piping,
of uniform heat
more general diffusion

throughout

the

rooms,

and the

positive

In May, 1880, the bark sailed from New
for Callao, with a general cargo.
York

While rounding Capo Horn she encountered
heavy weather, carried away her main topmast and jibboom and was bauly strained.
She was compelled to put back to Falkland
islands for repairs, which were undertaken
by J. M. Bean & Sons. To secure advances
and the cost of repairing, the Captain gave a
bottomry bond, payable three days after the
bark’s arrival at Callao. The bark arrived
in Callao February 22,1887, and there deliv-

ered her cargo, remaining there until April.
Up to that time the bond had not reached
Callao. The owners had funds there to pay
it and the captain advertised, requesting parThe
ties holding the bond to present it.
bark came to Charleston, S. C., delivered her
in
this
for
loaded
and
there
Boothbay
cargo
State, where she was lving when libelled by
John M. Bean, of London, to whom the bottomry bond had been assigned. The amount
claiaied in the libel was 811,909.72. The case
was brought before the court .and judgment
To satisfy
was rendered against the bark.
judgment on the bond the bark was sold at
auction yesterday morning.
A large number of prominent shipping
men atteudedfthe sale and the bidding was
quite lively. The bark was dually bid in by
Sir.
Irvine, of New York, representing
Leavcraft & Co., of New York, who are the
agents for John M. Dean, ot London, tne libellant, for 84,300. A quantity of ship stores
now on board the bark was bid In by the
The bark will
same gentleman for 853.
probably be towed from Boothbay to Portland immediately.
Order of the Iron Hall.
A sisterhood branch, Order of the Iron
Hall, was instituted last night by Deputy
Supreme Justice Geo. L. Miller, with 81
The following officers
charter members.
were

elected and installed:

Past Chief Justice—Mrs. Kllen F. Kennard.
Chief Justice-Mrs. Uattie 8. Cummings.
Vice Justice—Mrs. Sarah S. Norton.
Accountant—Mrs. Ida E. Stevens.
Cashier-Mrs. A. Octavia Higgs.
Adjuster—Mrs. Kate W. Alleu.
Prelate—Mrs. Olive A. Ingalls.
Herald—Mrs. Dora McDonald.
Watchman—Mrs. Nettie Piukliani.
Vldette—Miss Carrie M. Lawton.
Trustees—Mrs. Abbie M. Douglass. Mrs. Emily
J. Kimball, Mrs. Mary E. Ames.
Med. Ex.—Silas E. Sylvester, M. D.

William’s Pull.
[Portsmouth Chrouicle.J
Capt. George K. Smith was on the 1st inst.
appointed postmaster at Kennebunk, Me. He
was selected lor the place by Mr. Clifford,
the Maine member of the’ Democratic National Committee.

WITH IMPERFECT EDGES, FROM 2 T010 CTS. PER QUIRE.
Note Paper, sold everywhere for from 3 to 5 times as much, only
2 cents per quire.
Paper usually sold for 15 to 25 cents per quire, only 4 cents per
'
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Infantile Loveliness
No mother who loves her children, who takes
>rlde In their beauty, purity and health, and In bc! itowlng upon them a child’s
greatest inheritance,
-a skin without blemish, and a body nourished by
j mre blood,—should fall to make trial of the Cutcuka Remedies.
Cuticcba, the great skin cure, and Ci'ticura
Ioap, an exquisite skin beautifler, prepared from
t, externally, and Cuticcba Resolvent, the new
>lood puntier, internally, are a positive cure for
ivery forndrt skin and blood disease, from pimples
o scrofula, from Infancy to age.

When six months old the left hand of

our

little

grandchild began to swell, and had every appearance of a large boll. We poulticed It, but all to no

purpose. About five months after. It became a running sore. Soon other sores formed. He then had
two of them on each hand, and as bis blood became more and more Impure, it took less time for
them to break out. A sore came on the chin, beneath the under lip, which was very offensive. His
bead was one solid scab, discharging a great deal.
This was his condition twenty-two months old,
when I undertook the care of him, his mother having died when he was a little more than a year old,
Have been in the drug and medicine business
of consumption (scrofula of course). Hecould walk
wenty-flve years. Have been selling your Cuticua little, but could not get up if he fell down, and
ia Remedies since they came West. They lead all
could not move when in bed, having no use of his
could
ithers in their line. We could not write nor
hands. I Immediately commenced with the Cutiof
the
mu print all we have heard said in favor
cuba Remedies, using all freely. One sore after
1 Juticcra Remedies.
One year ago the Cuticuanother healed, a bony matter forming In each one
tA and Soap cured a little girl In our house of the
of these live deep ones Just before healing, which
we
ever
Resolvent
vorst sore head
saw, and the
would finally grow loose and were taken out;
now
a
ind Cuticuha are
curing young gentleman then they would heal rapidly. One of these ugly
to
>f a sore leg, while the physicians are trying
bone formations I preserved. After taking a dozlave tt amputated. It will save his leg and perhaps
en afld a half bottles he was completely cured,
its life. Too much cannot be said in favor of Cutand is now, at the age of six years, a strong and
;cuBA Remedies.
healthy child.
I
&
8. B. SMITH
BRO., Covington, Ky.
MBS. £. 8. DRIGGS,
612 £. Clay 8t., Bloomington, 111.
Sold everywhere. Price, Cuticcba, 60c. ; Soap,
IEJP~Send for “How to Cure Skin Diseases,” 64
25c.; Resolvent, $1, Prepared by the Potteb
Dbuo and Chemical Co., Boston. Mass.
\ pages. GO Illustrations, and 100 testimonials.
n 1V'W
black-heads, red. rough, chapped and
Skin and Scalp preserved and beautiPIMPLES!
I Iltl oily skin prevented by Ccticcba Soap.
DADI 0
fled by the use of Cuticuha Soap.

an

“Thrift, thrift, Horatio.’’
out Index Soap.

MARRIACES.
*

Eeb. 1. Ernest E. Kiley aud
°fInHarrtson,both
of

side of the room, and this fact dictated the position of the heating pipes upon
the inner side walls, a less desirable position
for them. Before speaking of what I found
in the cellar. I will state, that with steam in
quantity sufficient to give the rooms a habitable temperature, say 68°, the ventilation
was found and will be found in every room
fairly perfect. I should still expect that
with the wind in certain quarters and irregular in pressure, there would be temporary
down pushes. I do not view such a defect as
belonging to a serious class; and such as it
is, it can be made much less frequent in various ways. The temperature as I passed
though the building was from 68° to 70°, and
every ventilating flue was acting with a desired force. Any one who recalls the terrible condition as to ventilation that was so
common formerly in the various rooms in the
building, could not fail to bo impressed by
the improvement in them today.
In the cellar may be seen the long lines of
wooden conduits which carry the fresh air
from the outside of the building to the heated pipes, where it is warmed, and then discharged into the various rooms above. This
undoubtedly is one of the most healthful
methods of heating, but requires a much
greater steam-making capacity and consumption of coal, to maintain the desired
standard, than the other less sanitary methods, usually pursued. The wooden fresh air
conduits are not all that could be desired,but
better ones would be equally as useless unless some one is assigned the duty of taking
the snowbanks away from their inlets.
1 would not want to claim the utter inadequacy of the present oouers in me nign
school building to meet the requirements not
infrequently demanded of them; but it seems
to me that it is .quite improbable that they
will be able to heat the Chestnut street school
and maintain the desired form of beating
and ventilating, laid out for the high school
building during such weather as we can nat-

urally expect.

Undoubtedly there have been defects, and
a lack of adjustment and famlliarit) with the
new method, all of which has been very forcibly brought out by the unusually protract-

ed duration of very cold weather. The present janitor claims to have, and undoubtedly
lias overcome much of it.
That the conditions during the|late terribly
severe weather were very uncomfortable
and unsanitary Is painfully evident on the
celling and walls, in the saturation marks
from ruptured water pipes. The sight is a
familiar one and a lesson to many a careful
parent in the homes of children, as well as to
the high school janitor.
That the system lias certain defects in its
application is evident; but it seems equally
evident to me, that with proper adjustments
and intelligent service and the present boilers relieved of the Chestnut street schoolhouse heating, it will be found fully as valuable and satisfactory as the problem of
adapting an old building to new methods

Those who fear they may become hardened to the cases of the worthy poor, because
they are so often deceived by frauds and
imposters, may take courage to continue
(with faith in the majority) in their good
works, four women braved the storm on
Friday, Jan. 27th, to procure fifty cents
worth of sewing at the work-room. Several
walked from the extreme end of Congress
street on Munjoy Hill, others from Danfortb, School and Pine streets, and many
more from Kennebec, Tork, Franklin and
Pinching poverty and
Mechanic streets.
hungry children alone would give a feeble
mother, a grand mother, who lias already
filled out their allotted measure of life,
three score years and ten, courage to face
the snow and sleet on such a day.
Visitor.
Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded in the Regis-

pounds of Note Paper for 3b cents,

Four

In this city. Feb, 3, Jacob C. Baker, aged 79
years 7 mouths.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Deering, Feb. 3, at tbe residence of ber
daughter, Mrs. II. A. Hart. Susan C., widow of
the late A. H. Hallowell, formerly of Bangor, aged
76 years 10 mouths.
In Deering, Feb. 2, Ahuou D. Mann, aged 37

will be all sold very

soon.

NeMeugrr’i Notice.

18 8 0.

„

5

service Sunday afternoon
Tpuneral
Morrill’s Corner,
ills late

at 1

o’clock,

residence,
In Gorham, Feb. l, Mary H., widow of the late
Daniel Tyior, aged 69 years 8 months 6 days.
[Funeral this Saturday afternoon at 2 o’elock
from her late residence, Gorham village.
In North Gray, Feb. 2, Louisa P., widow of the
late Gen. Chas. Megqutre.
....
[Burial service buuday afternoon at 1 o’clock
at North Gray.
In Harpswell, Jau. 26, Mark Small, aged 79

from

COTTON UNDERWEAR

on

to be found in this market, all fresh, new and regular. at prices that astouish all buyers. Those acquainted with the quality of our goods can best appreciate the prices we are making to this sale.

OUR ENTIRE STOCK
fine goods Included in one grand discount sale
—nothing reserved. Gents’ Custom French Calf
Jersey Goods 85.75 per pair, our regular price
•7.00. Ladies' Fine French Kid Boots, made by
A. Garslde and 8on and Jas. Boyd, at 44.50 per
pair, our regular price 45.00 to 40.01). Kemember
this golden opportunity lasts but

of

Wednesday. Feb. 8.

3<In

Brldgtou, Jau. 28, Annie M„ wife of Wm. E.
Simpson of Bridgton, aud youngest daughter of
Levi Mains of OtlsDeld, aged 33 years 7 months.
hi

oncucu,

uau.

*u*v«vv
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The funeral service of the late Grace Louise
Verrill will take place Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clk
from her late residence, No. 113 State slreot. Burial at convenience of the family.

After

-J ,

gant styles in all prices.

Diphtheria

The patient recovers strength slowly, as the system is weak and debilitated, and the blood poisoned by tbe ravages of Ibe disease. Wliat 1b needed
is a good reliable tonic and blood purifier like
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which has just the elements
of strength for the body, and vitality and richness
for the blood which sson bring back robust health.
After scarlet fever or pneumonia It is also of great
benefit.
“Alter recovering from a prolonged sickness
with diphtheria, and needing something to build
me up, I took two bottles of Hood's Sarsaparilla.
It seemed
I felt good results from the first dose.
to go from the top of my head to the end of mv

care

SOME

NOVELTIES!

REAL

96 Park
|1.

J.

eod&wtc

900 to 1400

pounds, Including

IF

CURE
SICK

Headache, yet Carter's Little Liver Pills are
preequally valuable in Constipation, curing and also
venting this annoying complaint, while they the
of
the
stomach,stimulate
correct all disorders
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only

with knotted fringe

—

sev-

Dels arte Expression

1

Spices

calling for
SLADE’S EPICUREAN SPICES,
They

The tut la tbs Worll.
the best *et«cted

are

cultjpowdered, perfectly

vated spices,
and other
pure, all dust, leaves
Impurities being removed. orMore
the
the
double
strength
than
common pure spices.

^

YOUR GROCER SELLS THEM.

|,
■

Send

|
|
■
JM

|

and examine those on exhibition.

Opp. the

Falmouth

SEWALL TaFETY CAR BEATWG CO.,
DIVIDEND NO. I.
QUARTERLY dividend of one per cent, on
tlie par value of the stock will be payable
1888, to stockholders on
on and after Feb. 20,
record at close of business Feb. IB, 1888.
Transfer hooks wilt be closed from Feb. IB to
CHAS. B. STROUT, Treasurer.
Feb. 20.1888.
jan24eodlin
Portland, Me., Jan. 20,1888.

A

at 99 cents.

_

We offer as a specialty, the Josephine Seamless, in Plain and Embroidered Back; this is the best real Kid Glove imported.

MILLETT, EVANS &C0m5IV“™’
9

male or female, to sell
Oriental Bronze, used in every house; also
matchless, self-lighting gas burners and other articles of merit.
NATIONAL, NOVELTY *
SUPPLY CO., 100 Middle St.

WANTED—Agents,

__

i

nnnmnniniirn

LLflumu

rnuiuun/irntn,

514 CONGRESS

I.ET-Up stairs rent ol eight rooms; suuny
modern conveniences; location central. Ap1>6 ELM 8T.

WANTED—Agents

VALENTINES!
Largest and Finest Assortment of Valentines In
the city.

Piicos-1 CENT to $3.00 EACH.
Wholesale and Ketall at Manufacturer’s Prices.

Comic Valentines 30r and 75c Gross!
CHAS7 DAY,
febl

544 CONCRESS ST.

Clubs.Fenclug
Foils, Broad Swords, Boxing Gloves^ Dumb
Bells, Ice creepers &c., for sale by G. L. BAILEY
^
363 Middle Street.

have this day formed
copartnership
WE der
Arm name of Geo. 8. Hunt & Cram,
Brokers.
a

transaction of business

as

Portland, Jan. 2, 1888.

Sugar

d2w

HAINES,RICHARDSON* CO.
DKALKH3

IN

JS1IKN

T&SAw 1 y

KPPM

for

GEO. S. HUNT.
GEO. O. K. CRAM.
teb2d3t

PMIE LIMBER.

full assortment of sizes aud lengths of timber
and plank In stock at our yard oil Brown’s Wharf.
Special attention given to sawing orders at southern mills.

Office 322 Commercial St.,
no2&eodU

feb3_if t f

Wc have Removed to

Whitney Building,
Comer Federal and

CHANDLER'S

j«uio

FIRST-CLASS

au

ASK

MILITARY BAND!
is now prepared to furnish music for all occasions.

Temple St,

Kendall & Whitney.

MOMIKOPATHID

FRANK L. COLLINS, Leader,

KOVAL.

R

FOR

LIEBIG COMPANY'S
I

ORCHESTRA

FOB

—

BALLS, WEDDING PARTIES, &c.
Address all orders to

FRANK L. COLLINS,

Agent, |

1#» tanberlnad Ml., Partlaad, a,.
dlw

BOSTON & NEW YORK !WS

EXTRACT
and Insist upon

no

of

MEAT

oilier being substituted for it.

>. B.—Hemiine only
Baron
*
across label.

"Jth

W iwir

Liebigr’*sjguatimMnJIMJt^NK

Sold by Storekeeper*, Urocer* and UruKtfist*.
dlawlys
Iuu26

—

A

un-

fOIlFOBTIMi.

A

—

a

Frank B. Clark.

Portland,^*.

CHEM 18T8. I,.ad»«, Kaglaad.

Bought and sold

SOUTHED

t'aligrnpti.

Cowgress St,

BRKtKFMT.
"By a thorough knowledge of the natural law
which govern the operatlou of digestion and nutrltlou, and by a careful application of the line
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors' bills. It Is by the Judicious use ot such
articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
We may escape many a
there Is a weak point.
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”
VivU Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only In half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus:

Mf.

PORTLAND,

—

Copartnership.

STREET,

Into

circular.

EPPS’S COCOA.

dly

inniim

^

In each O. A. R Post to
sell latest Souvenir Novelty; large profits,
also agents for a good hue of uuIek seUlsg novelties. NATIONAL NOVELTY & SUPPLY CO.,
Box 2114,
Boston.___

SNOW SIIOES.MoccasUis,Indian

d3t

riio

ply

Him A. 1. Sawyer. 537

Hotel.

THE!

OO.

We
We
have sold in the last four months upwards of 150 dozen of these
Gloves ami not over four pairs have been returned for any fault.
This record speaks for itself.
23 dozen 6-Button Plain Backs at 70 cents; regular #1.38.
lO dozen 5-Button, Scallop Top, Plain Backs, at 89 cents ;
regular
price 1.25.
1 lot 4-Button Embroidered Back, extra quality, every pair war-

*

be

IIKITEVI’L

25 dozen 5-Bulton Embroidered Back Kid Gloves ai 69 cents.
claim this Glove to be the best bargain ever offered at this price.

feb4

tor

Agent tort

turned

BARGAIN SALE FOR 10 DAYS.

Portland School of Stenography.
Pupils thoroughly instructed in shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

I
1
■

Is

stock

Sale of Kill Gloves for To-Day!

ranted,

Writing Paper, never anything like It;
Envelopes, Perfumery, Books, vases.
Tooth Brushes, Hair Brushes, Pocket Books, Soap, Lather Brushes,
Photograph Albums, elegant for
little money; Toilet Paper, Bo*
Stationery. In fact my whole

Specialty.

•the

ling

it
■

a

Refekknck—Prot. Moses True Brown. Boston
Bchool ot Oratory.
eodtl
decs

or

sep28

MI3L.LBTT,

Literature.

and

Elocution

—

at

tfc

3 DEERINC PLACE.

of yourself, your friends, or your children, call at

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does notend here,and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not bo wilto do without them. But after all sick head

EVANS

I will not publish my prices as I do
not care to frighten my friends who deal
In the same line of goods. Bnt yon come
and look at my Great Bargains in tbe
following list of articles:

ALICE C. MOSES,

THINKING

OF HAVING A

Bargain for
the Next lO Day*.

Great

eodlim

janl7

dtf

I.ife Size Crayon
Colored Picture

20 and 25 cents each.

HEAD

ARE

YOU

GRIND BENEFIT !

taught by a practical Stenographer. Sessions
six days and five evenings. Rates very low.
Catalogue free. Any additional Information
cheerfnlly furnished. Address,
L. A. CRAY, A. M.. Principal.

BROS.,

jan81_

Will sell To-day in their
Linen Department, One
Hundred Dozen Pure
Linen Damask Towels

Sick Headache and relieve all the tremble* incident to a billon* state of the *y»tom, such a*
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain In the Side, iic. While their moat
remarkable »ucces» has been ihown in curing

i

—

CLARK!

Orders by mall
TuTb&SSm

to.

Congress Street, Opp. City Hall,
PORTLAND, ME.
The oldest Business School In Maine. Best
thciUtlea offered. Experienced teachers in
each Department and thorough Instruction
Short-hand and Type-writing
guaranteed.

Arrived!

Just

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

I

FOR

PEOPLE’S

81 Franklin Street.

■

HURRAH

21 CHESTNUT STREET,

Type-writing and copying done.
JanL’7
promptly attended

■PiTTLE

reports

€• W. AldlaKlY
dtl

dtl

lan24

STENOGRAPHER,

MURRAY

of
Are contained in the
the
the Boards or Health, showing
and
fearful adulteration of spices,
vet anyone who wants absolutely
can get them by
pure

(Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
ft. O. BAfUKY.
marl 4

—

eral finely matched pairs.

FACTSl

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

143 PEARL STREET.

atf

CARTER'S!

^STARTLING

K41.ll*.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

COLCORD

W.

Boston.

THIRTY HORSES

HL Small Dost. Small ft**

tll l'KO

miss A. fl. Everett,

weighing from

kill

Street,

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

EASTMANB R0S.« BANCROFT

IOO Doses One Dollar.

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

TUk great FKK.VCU Regulation Powder.
Relieve pain. Insure
fall. Try them.
regularity; safe and effectual; far superiPackage
or to Tansy, Pennyroyal or®side.
sent securely mailed containing directions on
receipt ol 81.0®. Address
ssrosaeiiicalco.,
IT-IV Talon Wired, Buffalo, Ik. I,
cod® w Into
Ieb4
never

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
ICAL STUDIES

Sarsaparilia

jy druggist,

LADIES!

—

The Class In Art Hi,tor, will begin the History
of Sculpture and an additional class will
be lonned to begin the History
of Painting.
Special pupils are admitted to both these classes
ami to existing classes In llrnsns and Preach.
For circulars or information apply at 06 Park
St., between 2 and 3 o'clock p. m.
dtf
janlO

(See

am

Sold by all druggists. *1; six for JR. Frepared by
C. I. HOOD, & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

Ib tho bane of bo many lives that here is where
Our pills cure it while
we make our great boast.
others do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very small and
a dose.
very easy to take. One or two pills make
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
who
all
action
their
please
but
gentle
by
purge,
dee them. In vialsat 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
mail.
sent
or
by
everywhere,

our cua-

__

TERM

FEBRUARY 1st.

WILL OPES OS

roost marvellous, entirely removing the poison
from her blood and restoring lier tb good health.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla deserves our hlghet pralge.”
E. G. Stbatton, Swampscott, Mass.

"

shall give

Sit

MRS. CASWELL’S SCHOOL,

toes. I know Hood's Sarsaparilla Is a good thing.”
G. H. Stbatton, Druggist, Westfield, Mass.
‘•Upon our little girl, who has been sick with
scarlet fever, the use of nood’s Sarsapailla was

Hood’s

OF

—

Three Holy Chrildren, Stanford, SI.; Fair
Meluslna, Hofmann, 75c.; Wreck of the
Hesperus, Anderson, 35 cts.; Battle of the
Huns, Zollner, 80 cts.
Caatata. (Scenic). Joseph’s Bondage, Chadwick, SI.; Ruth and Naomi, Damroseh,StRebecca. Hodges, (easy) 65 cts.; Esther,
Bradbury, (easy) 60 cts.
Also more than a hundred Ulan, containing
the best and sweetest of sacred music.
Any Book .flailed for ike Betail Price.

janl4

we

Held street.

Cantata. (Classic), as Mendelssohn's Chrlstus,
40 cts.: Rheinberger’s
Cbristoloms, *1.;

Oliver Ditson & Co.,

90 days

next

have
applications lor
first
mostly
mortgage loans,
money upon
upon ISO
acre (arms, amounts ranging (rom #260 to #600.
We have also mortgages in amounts #1000 to #20,How much
00O at 7 per cent, wnleh we ofler.
They
money can you turotsh us tor these loans?
are A 1 security. The stringency in the money
amounts
down
to
cut
us
applied
enables
market
lor In each case to an amount that Is sale beyond
a doubt. Now Is tbe time to get a nice line o( small
Write (or our New Investor’s
edge loans.
utde. Remit with advice to JOHN D. KNOX A
CO., investment Bankers and Loan Agents, Topeka. Kan. Boston Office: Room 24, No. 3(1 Brom

DCt'ATION AI..

SECOND

THE

lists.)

Our line has been selected with great
and embraces many new and ele-

During the

461 Congress
Street, Market Square.
P«Kltf
feb4

Chora.

Enenn’i

Also the Choruses ot the Oratorios.

•<

S. L. aud Carrie M. Plummer, aged 2 years aud 4
mouths.

as

it

turner* o pw ecu;, on any hujui-j mn
send us (or Investments we have (or sale. We
on band
First Mortgages and

BROWN,

Singing Societies and Clubs need
Books,

the

WP

SIGN Of MAMMOTH GOLD BOOT

descriptions.

Booh. $1.
Prrkin. Ulee and Chora. Book.
Apograph. Zerralm. $1.
Concert Selection.. Emerson. $1.

on

BPer Cent First Mortgages in Kansas.

A FEW DAYS LOADED.

E

notice, that

a

Ladies’ and Geuts’ Fine Goods still continues.
The finest, most reliable and best made

ARTUK.E BOOKS.
of Prai*e. $1.00; per

Chorus

to to

solvency
for said County of Cumberland, against the estate
of
ISAAC 0. CROSS, of Westbrook,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was hied on the
thirty-first day of January. A. D. 1888. to which
date Interest on claims Is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery ol any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove his debts and choose one or more a»
slgnces of his estate, will he held at a Court of Insolvencv to be holden at the Probate Conrt Room
In said 'Portland, on the twentieth day ol Febuary,
A. D. 1888, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
(liven under my hand the dab* first above writH. R. SAROKNT,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Inol
Cumberland,
said
lor
County
solvency
febdjfcll

BOOTS and SHOES

doz. $13.50.
L*u> Deo. Henshasr. $1.00; per doz. $9.
Mantoral. Palmer & Trowbridge. $1.00; per
doz. $9.
Vox Laudi*. Ernst Leslie. $1.00; per doz. $9.
Dow s Response* uud Mentences. 80c.; per
doz. #7.20.
Perkins' Easy Anthem*.
$1.00; per doz. $9.
and many others. Please send for lists and

__

1888.

give
thirty-ar
THIS
day ol January. A. D. 1888, Warrant In In
was issued out of the Court of Insolvency

CO.

PAYSON TUCKER,
General Manager.
Gkn’x. Man aq ek'd Office, I
)teMdlw
Portland, Feb. 3,1888.

doz. $9.

Office ol the Sheriff ol Cumberland County, State
ol Maine, Cumberland as., February, 2, A. D.

OUR SPECIAL

Port!and,Mt.DesBrtand Machias

Perkin’* Anthem Hnrp. $1.25; per doz. $12.
American Anthem Book.
$1.25; per doz.
Order with Ditson’s Imprint.
$12.
Dreamier'* Marred Melection*.
$1.50; per

LADIES’

pound for 0 cents.

a

WHAT CHOI RS N E EIX

OUR NEW STOCK OF

or one

bargain which should be appreciated, any
purchaser may return any part they wish after purchase is made.
One pound of good 30 cent Note Paper only 11 1-2 cents.
This is one of the very desirable qualities of Writing Paper and
Now if this is not

Emerson's Anthem*

try of Heeds:

Gould.
Long* Island—Martha S. Griffin to Emilia
$1.
F. St.
to
John
Laud
Company
Deering—Deerlng
John. $10.
A.
$10.
F.
Bt.
John
to
Abbie
John
Bailey.
Cape Elizabeth—Annie M. Jordan to Charles H.
Bennett. $800.
Standlsh—Abbie H. Blake to S. E. Sawyer. $L

WE SHALL OPEN

DEATHS.

E. C. Jordan.
The Work-Room.

Carrie

Brldgtou.
M. Weeman,
la Blackstone, K. 1., Jau. 26, J. 8. Armstrong of
Providence aud Miss Emma Foster of Brldgtou.
In South-West Harbor, Jail. 22, Elbert N. Kichardson of Mt Desert and Miss Eluieuta T. Stanley
of Trement.
At Green's Landing, Jail. 14, Chas. U. Kuss and
Miss Lucy V. Merchant.
Iu North Perry. Jan. 7. Alden 13. Lovejoy of
Perry aud Miss Lizzie Clark of Kohinsion.

also included.-

are

resume

with-

But not

dren

Steamer City of Richmond will,
her regular trips on Tuesday, March Gth (weather permitting), and thereafter until further
notice will leave Portland Tuesdays aud Fridays at 11 o’clock p.
ai.
Returning, leave Marbiasport Mondays aud Thursdays at
at
G o’clock a. nt., connecting
Portland with the T.30 a. in. train
for Boston, arriving at Boston at
11.00 n. m.

article on Hired Girls in tomorrow’s
Telegram will be found of interest.

and

quire.
Envelopes also sufficiently perfect to make up any little short
comings of the paper.
This sale will be good luck to everybody who writes; School Chil-

STEAMBOAT

Her Brother's Friend

re-

moval of the vitiated air, by the means of
the old chimney flues through which a con
stant current is induced by a steam coil
placed in the flue at its base. We all know
how inoperative for ventilating purposes a
cold chimney flue is in the winter. In fact
the current is likely to be downwards for
quite Sa part of the time. In most of the
are
flues
the
ventilating
rooms,
cold
the
outside
the
walls,
upon

presents.

city.

In Westport, Feb. 2, by Kev V. E. Hills, Melvin 13. Hodgdon and Miss Mattie E. Knight, both

Advertiser:
To the Editor of the Advertiser:
You have asked me for an account of the
conditions that I found and the deductions
that I would make regarding the heating
and ventilating scheme in the Higli School
building. I am willing to respond because
I do not think that a system of heating and
ventilating that has proved itself admirable
elsewhere, should be condemned for what I
believe to be certain minor faults of application, which have been magnified by the effects of an extraordinary duration of very
cold weather. It was not alone public buildings that failed, but many private houses,
WUClC CVCl J

Bark Charles Fobes, of which Captain Benand
jamin Webster, of this city, was agent
managing owner, and which was owned by
various Portland and Boston parties, was
sold at auction yesterday morning, at the
office of the United States marshal, in this

to Its Heat-

and Ventilation.

The following

W-R-l-T-l-N-G
PAPER!

dred Dollars.

State Senator Sargent of Sargentville is in
the city, the guest of If. B. Cleaves.
Hon. Calvin Page of Portsmouth, Collector of Internal Revenue, is in this city.
CapL Samuel W. I.ane of Augusta will
deliver the Memorial address at Oakland.
Gov. Marble was in town yesterdav morning and left on the noon train for Augusta.
Mr. W. E. Plummer of this city was a passenger on the Raymond excursion to California which left Boston Thursday.
Mr. Augustus 1). Brown, of the firm of
Brown * Josselyu, who lias been very sick
for the past week, was better yesterday.
Mr. Charles Fuller died at his residence at
lie was for
Ualluwell yesterday morning,

are cordially invited to attend.
Tim Donnghue. of Newburgh, N. Y., offers
to match his son, J. F. Douoghue, against
young DIngee of St. John, N. B., for a skating
race for $100, to come off at the nearest place
to Portland, Maine, where good ice can be

public

_

»

A OVERTIME 91 ENT*.
__

Sold at Auction for Forty-Three Hun-

is In Washington.
gone to ltridgton.

Maine

___

of St. Patrick’s conference next Wednesday
The dancing will be
evening at City Hall.
under the charge of able floor directors and
In Reception
Grimmer will furnish music.
Hall the lady friends of the conference will
most
A
enjoyable
furnish refreshments.
and pleasant evening is promised.

Surveyor Cleaves
Judge Virgin has

horse railroad track, which has gained such
currency, has no foundation in fact.
Mrs. Maggie Van Cott, of New York City,
the distinguished evangelist, will address the
boys of the Y. M. C. A. at their weekly gathering this afternoon, at 2.30 o’clock. The

public
cordially Invited.
Reform Club—Reform Club meeting tomorrow
evening, corner Temple and Congress streets,
commencing at 7.15 o’clock. Tlie public are cordially invited.
Second Advent Church, Mechanics’ Hall,
corner Congress and Casco streets.—l'reaebing by
Rev. Win. H. Mitchell at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. in.
Sunday School at 12. Social Service at 7 p. in.
ship.
Second Parish (Congregational) Church’
Congress, Cor. of Pearl St., Rev. C. H. Daniels,
of the Public Buildings ComAction
at
3
m.
by pastor.
p.
pastor. Preaching service
Chinese class at 12 M.
Sunday School at 1.45
mittee.
in.
service
at
7
p. in. Social
p.
of
the committee on public
A
meeting
Lawrence
St.
Cong’l
Church.-Rev.
St.
A. H. Wright, pastor. Preaching service at 10.30
buildings was held yesterday to consider the
m.
a. m,
School
service
at
1,30
Social
Sunday
p.
matter of the High school heating apparatus.
Service at 7 p. m.
Mr. H. H. D. Pierce, the agent of the WilSt. Paul’s Chubch—Rev. A. W. Little, Rector.
Service with sermon by the Rector at 10.30 a. in,
liams’ system, was present and expressed
and 7.30 p. m. Sunday School at 3 p. m.
himself as ready to remedy all defects in
The Young Men’s Liberal association
While he
matters covered by his contract.
meet in Science Hall, corner of Congress and
Temple Sts., entrance on Temple, at 2 p. m. Sub- admitted some defects lie claimed that they
ject, “The conflict of Science and Religion.”
had been greatly exaggerated. The commitVaughan Street Church.— Rev. D. W. Letee seemed to coincide in that opinion. BeLacheur, pastor. Communion service at 10.30 a.
in.
m.
at
1.30
p.
Preaching by fore
Sunday School
adjournment the committee drew up
pastor at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. in.
and signed the following statemen:
West Congregational Church.—Rev. 8. K.
Whereas. In a communication published in tbe
Perkins, pastor. Preaching service at 10.30 a.
dailv press bv Dr. Charles K. Crandall, our comm. and 7 p. m.
Sunday School at 11.45 a. m.
is charged with neglect of the High school
mittee
Willibton Church—Corner Thomas and Carhad
building after repeated warnings as to itsstateRev. L. II. Hallock, pastor, will
roll streets.
condition, justice to ourselves ^compels the
preach at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School at 3 p. m.
ment that the only information about the High
Prayer Meeting at 7 o’clock.
school building ever given to us, collectively or inWoodford’s Clark Memorial M. E. Church
dividually by Dr. Crandall acting chairman of the
—Rev. Koseoe Sanderson, pastor. Sunday School
High school, was received in the above mentioned
in.
111.
at
2.30
at 1.80 p.
Young
p.
Preaching
communication, moreover that, since It was
People’s Meeting at 6.30. Song and Social Service known that tbe apparatus for beating and ventiat 7 p. ni.
Prayer Meeting Tuesday Evening. lating the High school was not working as satisClass Meeting Friday Evening at 7.30.
factorily as could be wished, this committee has
several special
Young Men’s Christian association—
during the past sixty days, held
m.
a.
at
9.15
and
conference
meetings to consider the same with the following
meeting
Prayer
Subject: “If any man thirst, let him come unto results
1. A demand upon the contractor which was
me and drink.”
Leader, Howard C. Hanson.
Services at Alms House at 10.30 a. in. and County 1 acceededtoto extend ventilating shafts above
4.30
in.
some
of the chimneys, thus relieving any hack
Jail at 3 p. in. Song service at
Singing
p.
drafts.
by the Portland Male Quarette and congregationLeadclia
al singing with orchestral accompaniment.
janjtors to further test the working of the system, and demonstrate that whatever
er, E.D. Wluslow. Remarks by Rev. 8. D. Payne.
not be attributed to Incompecould
othE.
and
existed
new
of
Pine
St.
M.
Church
fault
tne
pastor
All young men are cordially invited to attent superintendence.
ers.
to the contractor to remenotification
A
final
3.
tend.
dy any existing defects, in accordance with the
of
guaranty expressed in his contract
agreement
MUNICIPAL COURT.
with the city and such notification was made before Dr. Crandall’s communication.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.
Therefore, In view of these facts, we submit
Friday—Harry Lane. Larceny; fined 85 and that the communication of Dr. Crandall is untrue
cost.
in statement and unfair in inference so far as Its
Martin Kavanaugli. Search and seizure; disreflections on our committee is concerned.
Charlks J. Chapman,
charged.
Committee on
Wm. M. Marks,
Parand
Coffee
Concert
E Q Spring
Promenade
Public Buildings.
W. SYbVKBTEit,
Geo.
tyF. If. CUSHING.
Those who wish for a good time and to asBoard of Trade
sist the poor should attend the promenade
At the monthly meeting of the managers oi
concert and coffee party under tlie auspices

occupancy by the first of

NEW

AUVKOI'INEMENTN.

—

Fine winter day

NtiU

NEW

BARK CHARLES FOBES.

PERSONAL.

brief jottincs.

i'okti.avu, rate

and

on

upwards.

Orders by

mail

or

it

margin oj 2 per cent,

telegraph

a

Specialty.

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,
JOSEPH CLEAR T, Manager,

s?p1aC°n*reSS8t-- Bo«°". MMJjm

EXCURSlSJO CALIFORNIA.
IM Hill 111 AU LUES.

For ticket* and Information, apply to tbe Ticket
Agent. Bostou * MaK.e K. K.,||Commerctal street
Station. LowesOates to all point!I West and
Soutii.
dec20dU

